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The Power ofPermanent Energy.

The main problem with modern life is that we’re all

subject to stress all the time. Stress depletes your energy

reserves. Which is why we’ve created two Alive Energy

formulas that restore mind, body, and spirit far beyond

anything you’ve ever experienced. They add permanent

energy to your whole system and relax you at the same
time. They also help you accumulate a surplus so you

can be strong and radiant—even when stress becomes a

whirlwind.

Dream-Time nourishes your system while you sleep

to create more energy when you’re awake.

It soothes mind and body so you can re-

cover from stress and wake up glowing the ^
next morning. It’s the only herbal restora-

tive formulated exclusively for women, and

it’s a Joy to use; A clear breath of peace

e 1988. Auro Trading Company

and serenity in a dreamscape of imagery and motion.

Solid Strength is a highly potent restorative for

stable, stress-free energy. Day or night, it’s perfect for

men under pressure. It fortifies your endurance so you

can outsmart stress. And rise above it.

Alive Energy Products are made with time-honored

herbs that add pure, positive energy to your whole sys-

tem, If you’ve been looking for the experience of real

health, we guarantee Dream-Time and Solid
Strength will do far more to restore your energy and

free you from stress than any other prod-

nets you’ve ever tried or your money

^ back.

Keen and resilient. Stable, yet powerful.

Permanent energy; Revitalizing like the

light of a new day.

Box 2S25. Aptos, CA 95003
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TheFeaUieredPipeRanchipsp
Helena, Montana

Professional Training Seminar Services Presents:

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE TRAINING
LEVEL 1 - 120 hr.
co-sponsored by IPSB - the Institute
of Psycho-Structural Balancing
with Tferrina Beatty, Ms.T., M.A.
Edie Resto, Ms.T., and staff May 26-June 16

ANNUAL IYENGAR YOGA INTENSIVE
with Ramanand Patel

and George Purvis June 30-July 7

REFINING YOUR YOGA PRACTICE
with Mary Dunn
and Manouso Manos July 8-15

THE ART OF TEACHING YOGA
with Larry Hatlett

and Judith Lasater, Ph.D., R.P.T. July 16-23

CREATING SOFTNESS AND
STRENGTH IN YOUR PRACTICE
with Roger Cole
and Judith Latter, Ph.D., R.PT. July 24-31

FINDING THE BALANCE
BETWEEN EFFORT AND SURRENDER
with John Schumacher
and Patricia Walden Aug. 1-8

EXPLORING YOGA AND
THE COSBHC CREATION STORY
with Thomas Berry
Bea Briggs
and Armur Kilmurray Aug. 9-16

BEGINNING TRAGERsm TRAINING
with Bill Scholl Sept. 13-20

For free brochures contact: Professional Training Seminar Services

P.O. Box 255 JJ, Helena MT 59624 (406) 442-5138
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS: YOGA TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS

MAY/JUNE 1989

IYENGAR YOGA INSTITUTE
OF SAN FRANCISCO

r~Please send me:

I

I

Informaiiun on prognim

Lisi of publicaiions and videos

The Tree of Yoga

($10.50 inc. mailing)

O The Standing Poses (VMS only)

($45 inc. mailing)

r«y

Staie/Zip

Send to: Iyengar Yoga Institute

2404-27th Avenue, San Franrisro, CA 94116

IYENGAR YOGA INSTITUTE of S.F.

2404 27th Avc., San Francisco, CA 94116

(415) 753-0909

Iyengar Yoga: The Basics

May 26—May 29

Keeping Your Back
Healthy

June 8-June U
Deepening Your
Yoga Practice

with Judith Lasater and
Arthur Kilmurray
June 30-July 7

Improving Your Teaching
August 25-September 3

We view yoga teaching as a

professional career. Lei us

give you a professional level

of training.

Spring Quarter: April 3-
June 23

Summer Quarter: July 12-
August 18

Fall Quarter: September 18-

December 8

MAIL ORDER
Write for a complete list of
books and videos.

A JOURNAL OF IDEAS

The Iyengar Yoga Institute

Review is published three times

a year. Subscription price:

$4.00/year (U.S. $5 Canadian,
$10 foreign)

Pkolography by Randy fitam

Copyrighted material



Features

The Future of the Body
An Interview with Michael Murphy by Keith Thompson 3S

We may be on the verge ofa major leap in human evolution, claims

the co-founder ofEsaleti Institute. Plus an inside look at Psalen s 13-

year Study ofExceptional Functioning.

Healing the Wounds ofTechnology
by Chellis Glendinning 46

True stories ofthose who hate struggled tofind hope. hie. and
purpose amidst lives shattered hy technology-induced illness.

Chinese Yoga by Christopher Dow 32
The ancient exercises ofch 'i kung help reduce stress and strengthen the

immune system byfacilitating thefreeflow of life energy through the body.

Yoga for Hips and Thighs by Arthur Kilmurray 60
With their cptiet brains and deeply opened groins, frogs have a lot

to teach us about yoga.

Departments

Letters

Microdose of Prais<> 6

Service

Caring for the AIDS Babies by Mimi Albert 18

Life-Styles

Trish O’ RieUy; Calvin Chlng; Louise MacKenzle
compiled hy Linda Cogozzo 24

Asana
Parsvottanasana (Intense Side Stretch) by Donald Moyer 30

Study

Silence Is Golden by Georg Feuerstein 70

Books

Gods in Everyman; Vomanspirit Sourcebook 73

Audio/V'ideo

open Secrets; Meeting the Masters 91

Centering

Jacob the Baker by Noah benShea t12

Yfs Book & Tape Source -84

Classified Marketplace JOB

Coverphoto hy MichaelJang.

ISSN 0I91-O9B5 Yoga Journal, puhlicalion iiumiK-r L'SPS 1 16-050. i$ a bi-moinlily publicaiion established in 1975 l>y the California Yoga Teachers .\.sMHiaiion. a noii*proru (alifor*

nia educational corporation. .Ml Hubscription matters and notices of change of address should be sent to; Yoga Journal, P.O. Box 6076. Ssraruse, XY 1521 7. For siibsciipiion prob-

lems. call (l-KOO) 825-0t)6l, 9;00 a. m.-.5:00 p.in.. KST. .\nniial subscription; L'.S. $1.5.0(1', Canada and Mexico $19.00; overseas $25.00. Single copies $.5.00: Canada S-1.00. .All issues of

Yoga Journal are now asailahle tm mirmllche from Unis'ersity Microrilms, Inc.. 300 North Zeeb Road. Ann .Arbor. M! 48106. Business and ediioi ial tiffices: 2054 Utiiversits Avc..

Berkeley, CA 94704; (415) K4 1-9200. Manuscripts, artwork, and photography must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped etivelupe. The magazine cannot he held responsi-

ble for loss or damage t)f uiisuliciled material. Copyright ©1989 by California Yoga Teachers Association. All rights resers’ed. No part «>f this piibliraiion mav be repnxlured without

writleit permission from (he publisher. YogaJournal is not responsible for advertising claims. Second-class postage paid at Berkeley. (A. and at additional mailing oflices.
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The Foundation for Shamanic Studies
a non-profii incorpovateil or}*cuuzation

presents

SHAMANIC JOURNEY CASSETTES

DRVMMING FOR THE SHAMANIC JOURNEY $12

In Dolby stereo, this is the cassette authorized for use with Michael Hamer's book.

The Way ofihe Shaman (Bantam, 1982). A half hour of uninterrupted journeying

time is provided on each side, with two different tempos. Afso available from The

Foundation; The Way of the Shaman, by Michael Hamer. $6.50pp.

DIDJERIDU FOR THE SHAMANIC JOURNEY $12

The incredible sound of the aboriginal Australian didjeridu (an ancient hollow tube

drone sound), accompanied by click sticks, carries one into an extended Dreamtime

journey. The didjeridu is played masterfully by Stephen McDonnell. This cassette,

as in the case of the others is for serious spiritual work, not for recreation.

In Dolby stereo.

THE SINGING JOURNEY FOR SHAMANIC VOYAGING $12

An ancient northern European method for long journeying. This cassette is inspired

by the singing journey methods of the last of the traditional European shamans

among the Sami or Laplanders of northern Scandinavia. Drumming is followed by

a women’s chorus to provide gentle support for the shamanic joumeyer.

In Dolby stereo.

NEW: TIBETAN BOWL SOUND FOR THE SHAMANIC JOURNEY $12

The sound was produced by running a wooden mallet around the rim of a metal

bowl made ofan alloy that includes gold, silver, nickel, copper, zinc, antimony, and

iron. One journeys with the sound of the Tibetan bowl by traveling on the high

vibration. Each side is a half hour in length. For best results, listen to this tape at

a very low volume as the sound is at a high pitch. In Dolby stereo.

Prices include handling and shipping by First-class mail in the LI.S. and

Canada. On purchase of two or more cassettes, the price is reduced to $1 1 per

cassette. Overseas, add $3 US per item for shipping by air mail. VISA and
Mastercard accepted. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Also, ask for the current schedule of training workshops by Michael Harner

and the faculty. For tapes and information, please contact;

The Foundation for Shamanic Studies

Box 670, Belden Station

Norwalk, Connecticut 06852

Telephone (203) 454-2825
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Editor/Siephan Bodian

Art Director/ larry Watson

Managing Editor/Linda Cogozzo

Associate Editor /Gary Doore
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Yoga Journal, owned and published by the

California Yoga Teachers A^ciation, is dedi-

cated to communicating, to as broad an audi-

ence as possible, the qualities of being that

yoga exemplifies: peace, integrity, clarity,

and compassion. In particular, we focus on
body/mind approaches to personal and spir-

itual development—such as Hatha Yoga,

holistic healing, transpersonal psychology,

bodywork and massage, the martial arts,

meditation. Eastern spirituality, and Western

mysticism—and on people who, in their life

and work, epitomize these practices. We
encourage open dialogue and a range of
viewpoints, and we invite you to join us in

bringing to our troubled world a life-affirm-

ing vision of harmony and wholeness.
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*716. From the

pages of Rolling
Stone, a docO'

mentary of the

past 20 years.

200 photographs.

Hardcover: $24.9S
QPB: $1255

155. Toni Morrison's

Pulitzer prize-winner

“Exiraordinary"—

N.Y Times.

Hardcover: $18.95

QPB: $7.95

453. Riscinating

facts about the

origins ofsuch

things as \%lcro.

Hardcover: $19,95

QPB: $8.95

•479. The best-

selling study of
how our govern-

ment works by a

Pulitzer prize-

winningjournalist.

Hardcovw: $24-95

QPB: $11.95

472. A new tilled-

lo-bursting collec-

tion ofover 500
hysterical “ftr

Side” cartoons.

Hardcover: $19.95

QPB: $8.95

550. The
managing editor of
fbmtite magazine
gives investing

advice for 1989.

Hardcover: $24.95

QPB: $955

•554. A thriller

about 4 Vietnam
vets in search of a

murderer, by the

author of C/iost

Story.

Hardcover: $19.95

QPB: $9.95

a'

*482. This latest

edition of the fa-

mousdiaionaryhas
40,000 memorable
quotations.

Hardcover; $45
QPB: $18.95

109.A special QPB trio: The
Elements ofSt^e, The Elements of
Grammar and The Elements of

Editing.

3-volunie set

QPB: $10.95

347. Practical tips

on how to ren-

ovate a house on
a limited budget.

Hardcoser: $22.50
QPB: $14.50

601. The evolution 134.Asurgeonout-
ofbeliefs throughout lines his prescrip-

history. Illustrated. tions for recovery

Hardcover; $29.95

QPB: $12.95

304. In the second

episode of King's

multi-volume

thatcan helpany pa- scries Roland the

tiembecomea gunslinger travels

survivor. to"our"woriJ.

Hardco-zer: $17.95 QPB: $1155
QPB: $7.95

423. A scholar on •321. Stephen
mythology telb how Hawking offers a

myths have shaped
our lives.A PBS
television series.

Hardcover: $27.50

QPB: $1555

convincing big pic-

ture of the origins

of the cosmos.

Hardcitvcr: $18.95

QPB: $9.50

SENSUAL
^i^SSACE

Writer^

UaiKltMxik [ffi
gk

nEiiii
267. The story of
civilization in a

unique chart

format.

Hardcover; $29.95

QPB: $1555

*793. A defini-

tive one-volume
coUectitm in-

cluding seven

previously unpub-
lished tain.

Hardcover: $22.50
QPB: $10.95

Hardcowr: $22.95

QPB: $11.50

297. Soothing
therapeutic tech-

niques. 150 graphic

photographs.

QPB: $9.50

*498.1989 *471. An unforget- 681. This vmtarian
edition . What to table novel about cookbook offers 198
write, how to write Lee Harvey Oswald recipes that are as

it.wheretosell it. andtheJFK appealing as they

^77 sn assassinatioD. are healthful.

QPB: $13.50 Hardcover: $19.95 Hardcover $19.95

QPB: $955 QPB: $10.95

467. Thccritically

acclaimed, best-

selling history of
the Civil War
Hardcover; $30
QPB: $14.95

(yBExchirive: The only loftcovef editionnow avaiMilc.

HowQPB
Membership Wstlts:

Bw savings: QPB books are

softcover books in hardcover

sixes, durably bound and printed

on fine mper. But they are priced

up to 60% less than their hard-

cover counterparts.

QPB Review : Youll receive the

QPB Review 15 times a year

(about every 3Vt weeks). Each
issue reviews a new Selection,

(Jus scores ofother books. Ifyou
want the Selection do nothing.

It will be shipped to you auto-

matically. Ifyou want one or

more or the other books—or no
book at all—iridicate your dect-

sion on the Reply Form always

enclosed and return it by the

date specified.A shipping and

hatidling charge is added to

each shipment.

Return privile^ If the QPB
Review is delayed arid you receive

the Selection without naving had
10 days to notify us, you may
return it for credit.

Bonus books (or Bonus
R>ints: For each softcover book
or set take ^cept for the

boob in thison^ you earn

Bonus (bints which entitle you
to choose any ofour softcover

boob. You pay only shipping

and handling charges.

Cancellations: You may cancel

membership at any time Iw noti-

fyingQPB. may cancel your
men^rship ifyou elect not to

buy at least one book in any
six-month period.

Let’s try each other for 6 months.
Quality Ibperback Book Club? P.Q Box 8804, Camp Hill, PA 1701 1-8804.

Please enroll me in QPB and send the 3 choices I've listed below, billing me only

$1 each, plus shipping and handling charges. I understand chat I am not required

to buy another book. You will send me the QPB Review (if my account is in good

standing) for at least six months. If I have not bought at least one book in any six-

month period, you may cancel my membership.

Indicate by number your 3 choices:

(PkaM priat clnrly.)

-Apt.

.

City-

Priert are generally higher inCanada. C 19S9 Qualitv Paperback Book Club. All orders lubiectloapproval.J

Ccvi'iiy'
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Introducing TRAVEL-LINKS, Co-op

America’s socially responsible travel

agency specializing in culturally and

environmentally sensitive travel.

TRAVEL-LINKS offers:

• Free, full service travel agerK^y

• Guaranteed lowest air fare

• Educational tours— Central America,

China, the Soviet Union and Africa

• The most compreheruive range of

socially responsible travel options

TRAVEL-LINKS — linking your

values to your travel and you to the world.

Call 1-800-992-1903 for service today!

Forafrm brockurt, wriu to: Co-op Amtrict, 2100M
St., N.W., Stt. 310 WetktH0on, DC 20063.

TQ2
aaiaiisiiBiiiiiPfiaiiaiisiiiMiaH^

8-DAY

IYENGAR YOGA
RETREAT

HANA, MAUI, HAWAII
AUGUST 18-26, 1989

With Lolly Font aiHl Eli— Millar

Btginnioo tnd Intemwdist* Yogs Clum
Breathing Ttchniqum' Pnniyam*
Meditation Daiiy Excursione

Gourmet Meale

The true Aloha ofoU Hawaii awaits you in the remote quiet village of

Hana. Yoga classes will take place in the early mommg and late

atlemoon. leaving time for swimmng at nearby beaches, tennis,

snorkeling, heung, horseback ndtng. and special excursions to exobc

places. Accommodations are condominiums tucked away in a

sheneredcove on Maui’s beautiful Hana Bay.

Formore inkxmaoon.wnteio: Iyengar Yoga Re!real.P08ox 7513.

Memo Park. CA 9402S or ca» either £Sse at (4 1SI 898 0246 or Lolly

81(415) 493-63I6.

Letters

In Memoriam
Sri Tirumalai Krishnamacharya

died at his home in Madras, India,

on February 28, 1989. He was 98

years old. An accomplished yogi

and Sanskrit scholar whose lin-

eage can be traced back to a south

Indian yogi of the 7th and 8th

century A.D., Krishnamacharya

was guru to such world-renowned

yoga teachers as T.KV. Desikachar

(his son), B.R.S. Iyengar, Indra

Devi, Professor A.G. Mohan, and
Pattabhi Jois. We extend our
heartfelt condolences to his family

and to his students throughout

the world.

Microdose of Praise

A hardy and hearty congratulations to

you and your staff for Richard l.eviton’s

comprehensive review of homeopathic

medicine (March/April 1989). Richard’s

hard work, serious scholarship, and
impressive synthesis of the broad field of

homeopathy are to be commended.
Yoga Journal continues to do great work.

It is indeed a high potency magazine!

Dana Vllman, M.P.H.

Author o/Homeopaihy:

Medicine for the 21st Century

Oakland, CA

In reference to your article on home-
opathy by Richard Leviton in the

March/April [1989] issue. The author

mentions that there are two institu-

tions offering training in homeopathy
besides the two naturopathic schools

— the IFH and the Hahnemann Col-

lege in Berkeley. I would like to bring

your attention to a third institution

that was offering courses before cither

of the others, namely, the National

6 MAY/JUNE 1989
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“TMEnmloPffda ofEoitem

Philosophy and Religion is a

work no student ofreligion

can dispense with. It is a highly

professional, specialized, yet

broadly informative book

It is an excellent instrument of

knowledgefor an essentially

pluralistic age."

— KUNP.CVUANU
VISITING PROFESSOS

UNIVERSITYor CHICAGO
DIVINITYSCHOOL

Now al your bookstore or order from

Shambhaia Publications, Horticultural

Hall, 300 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston.

MA 02115 (add S2.00 for handling).

Send for^ catalog.

The Encyclopedia of

Eastern Philosophy

and Religion

Buddhism * Taoism * Zen * Hinduism

ith over 4,000 entries and

more than 100 illustrations,

this desktop reference offers a com-

plete survey of the teachers, tradi-

tions, and terminology of the major

religions of Asia. Designed for stu-

dents, meditators, and browsers

alike, the encyclopedia covers the

lives and teachings of important

mystics, philosophers, and masters

of meditation; the variety of spiri-

tual practices; the basic texts and

scriptures; the range of sects and

schools of thought; the mythologi-

cal basis of the Eastern faiths; and

important terms and concepts such

as chakra, karma, koan, nirvana,

tantra, andyin-yang. Pronuncia-

tion tables and a comprehensive

bibliography are also provided.

0-SmiAii-XIS39.95 FPT cloth

‘>1 useful— indeed essential

— source ofjust the kind of

authoritative information any

knowledgeableperson needs in

thepost-secular era oftoday.

The material isjudiciously

selectedand helpfully organized

for ready access.
’

’

—PROFESSOR HARVEYCOX
HARVARD DIVINITYSCHOOL

2W7U-2GF-YB4X
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NEW from
THE HIMALAYAN
PUBLISHERS

Valuable Toolsfor

Living in Today's World

The Quiet Mind
Techniques for Transforming Stress

ed. John Harvey. Ph.D.
Concrete information for preventing and

reducing stress. Explains techniques involve

ing diet, exercise, breathing, relaxation, and
meditation. This book goes beyond simplis-

tic and mechanical explanations of the

stress response to a comprehensive view of

how mind, body, and emotions interact to

create stress.

300 pp./paper, $9.95

A Call to Humanity
Revolutionary Thoughts on the

Direction for Spiritual and Social

Reform in Our Time
Swami Rama
Inspires the reader to cast aside any lifestyle

that creates conflict or division in the in-

dividual or society. The essence of this

message is that modern men and women
have the power to experience that deep
state of peace, harmony, and love within

that transforms human life.

150 pp./paper, $8.95

Path of Fire and Light Vol. II

A Practical Companion to Volume 1

Swami Rama
Provides a beautiful and sound philosophi-

cal framework for the practice of yoga at all

levels. The wealth of illuminating information

and practical advice contained in thisvolume
will intrigue, challenge, and help guide the

student toward the goal of life along the

path of fire and light. May be read and
practiced independently of Path ot Fire and
Light Vol. I.

226 pp./paper, $10.95

Credit Card Orders or for a Free Mail Order Catalog

Call Toll Free 800-444-5772

Th« QuM Mind

A Can to Humanity

Path of Fire and Light Vol. II

Neti Pot

the HIMALAYAN PUBLISHERS
Mail Order Dept.

LlUaiSldUa RR1,Box405
Honesdale, PA 18431

Please send me the following items:

QTY TITLE COST

Shipping Charges:

S2.00 for the first item and
7S9 for each additional item.

Subtotal _
PA Residents

add 6% _

Shipping _

Enclosed is my check or money order forTOTAL _

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

Please send me a free Mail Order Catalog.

What’s a “Neti Pot”?

One of the most significant preventive medical practices to aid

better health is the nasal wash. This practice is facilitated by the use

of a small porcelain pot with a narrow spout, called a net! pot. It allows

water to flow into the nostril, around the septum, and out the other

nostril, meanwhile dissolving mucus and pulling excess fluid out by

osmotic pressure.

Practice with a neti pot cleanses and restores health to the internal

sinus passages. In yoga, breathing freely through both nostrils is also

said to aid in harmonizing the active and passive systems of the body,

and so the neti wash has been found to be a helpful practice before

meditation.

With instructions/ porcelain, white, S7.95

C-.



SPECIAL SUMMER RETREAT
WITH

SWAMI RAMA
JULY 23 - JULY 30

J
oin with Sri Swami Rama and the Institute

teaching stafffor an intensive seven-day

program of study and meditation. The

retreat will offer limefor a systematic study of the

Upanishads—the ancient andprofound teachings

of the meditative science. The word 'upanishad'

refers to those special teachings given to students

who “sit close to the teacher"—signifying those

who have learned to prepare themselvesfor

deeper knowledge.

Study willfocus on deepening the practice of
meditation and intensifying one's spiritual

experience through periods of silence, training in

pranayama techniques, and workshopsfocused

on eliminating obstacles and barriers to the

meditative experience. H is recommended that

students have completed an introductory course

in meditation through one of the Institute centers

prior to attending this seminar, which will offer

advanced training.

The beautiful environment of the Institute and
the supportive meditative lifestyle, with fresh

vegetarianfood and scheduled timesfor practice

and study, will certainly help to further one’s

experience. This is a very special and rare

opportunity to study and learn directlyfrom a

highly accomplished teacher of the Himalayas.

For a brochure containing full information on
the retreat, please write: The Himalayan

Institute/RR I, Box 400/Honesdale, PA 18431.

Or call toll-free 800-444-5772.

Early registration is advised.
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August through November
|

Call for Information Reservations Required ^

YogaWorki

1426 Montana Ave. *12

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213)393-5150

White Lotus Foundation

2500 San Marcos Pass

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

(8051 964-1944

House of Yoga and Zen North County Yoga Center

143 S. Cedros

Solano Beach, CA 92075

(619)755-6246

P.O.BoxKKn

Makawao, Maui, Hawaii

%768 (808)572-7183

INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED

OGA [SlASTERi^

|k.pattabhi joisj

Letters

Center for Homeopathy.

The program, first begun as the AFH
Post Graduate Course in 1922, has been

directed by the National Center since

1974. Our program has been the train-

ing grounds for some of the finest home-

opaths in practice today. We were offer-

ing courses in homeopathy to lay

persons as well as professionals since our

inception. We have weekend seminars in

the use of homeopathy for dentists, nurs-

es, and veterinarians.

Our address is the same as that of the

American Institute for Homeopathy
(1500 Massachusetts, NW, #42, Washing-

ton, DC 20005). I believe that Mr. Levi-

ton confused the two organizations. The
AIH is a professional organization for

M.D.s, D.O.s, and D.D.S.’s. The National

Center for Homeopathy (the 3,000-

member organization of which Richard

Moskowiiz, M.D., was president) is a

membership organization that has an

annual conference, publishes a monthly

newsletter, offers referrals, conducts

educational courses, and supports study

groups throughout the U.SA.

Julian Winston

Dean, National Centerfor Instruction

Washin^on, D,C.

Thank you for your extraordinary

March/April Yoga Journal! \ have not fin-

ished but onc-third of the articles, it is

11 p.m., tomorrow rushes in, yet I am
consumed by awe, by the scope of the

articles and the ob\ious firm but gentle

dedication of each contributing author.

Not so humorously perhaps, through

my animals' homeopathic veterinarian,

some years ago, I was directed to my pre-

sent physician, a homeopath near
Philadelphia.

And, if invited, I have written 3HO
center to spend my vacation there.

You have added immeasurable health

andjoy to my life.

Beth Muller

Jameson, PA

Deeper Tao?

This letter is in response to your article

on Stephen Mitchell and his version of

the Tao Te Ching [January/February

1989]. W^ile agreeing with most of what

was written, I was nonetheless shocked

with certain statements made by

Stephen, and after reading his version of

the Tao Te Ching, I must say I was some-

what disappointed. Not so much with

what was written, for most of it was quite

beautiful, but because of what was not

mentioned nor even alluded to.

The many levels of meaning, so dis-

cernible in the original Chinese and
hinted at by a few translators, are not

given any recognition in his version. The
pervasive sense of deeper levels of

understanding just waiting to be discov-

ered are ab.seni in his all-too-clearly

defined, somewhat trendy poetic utter-

ances. Too much of this version gets

reduced to his favorite themes, i.e.,

“Don’t strive," “Be content with the way

things are,” “Just hang loose and express

the oneness of the universe," etc. These

sentiments do exist in the Tao Te Ching,

but not in every other chapter. Far too

frequently his “improvising," as he calls

it, substitutes a narrowly defined theme
for one that could be interpreted on
many different levels, thereby robbing

his readers of their own insights.

For example, in chapter 44, the origi-

nal docs talk about being content with

who we are, but there is also the lesson

of not living in extremes, which was

ignored. And in chapter 50, where
Stephen felt l^o Tzu was being too nar-

row (or had indigestion that day!), he

rambles on about subjects completely

unrelated to the text. This chapter, in

addition to extolling the virtues of lead-

ing a moderate life, gives the added
observation that if we don’t tend toward

extremism in our lives, then we won’t

gravitate toward any extreme situations

that may be in our environment. This is

a profound lesson which unfortunately is

lost in this tran.slation.

It is true that whenever Stephen
“improvises," he usually includes the lit-

eral translation in his footnotes, but per-

sonally, I would rather that Lao Tzu’s

ideas were in the main body and
Stephen’s ideas were in the footnotes. I

am afraid 1 learned a lot more about

Stephen than 1 did about lao Tzu in this

translation.

In my opinion, the most insightful

and authoritative elucidation 1 have

come across in the past 20 years is that

by Taoist Master Ni, Hua Ching. This

man’s Taoist family heritage goes back to

the Han dynasty. It was only after 35

years of intensive training that he wrote

over 50 books on Taoism. Now that is a

background 1 can respect, and I have
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often wondered why Harper & Row
never considered his version. At any

rale, this leads to one of the shocking

statements I mentioned where Stephen

says it is impossible to find a true Taoist

teacher. I admit they are hard to find,

but if one is sincere and persevering, I

am sure one would turn up. Maybe if

Stephen had apprenticed himself to one

for a few years, he would have been a lit-

tle more reluctant about publishing so

soon.

I don't want to sound too critical

because I do regard his translation as a

particularly beautiful one, and I would

recommend it unhesitatingly to some-

one looking into Taoism for the first

time. But for the serious student of I.ao

Tzu, there are just too many important

ideas lost in this translation. And as for it

being “the definitive version for our

lime," if indeed it is, it is a sad commen-
tary on “our time."

MarkJohnson

Sacramento, CA

Although Mitchell never studied loith a

Tcoist teacher, he did spend seven years prac-

tiang Ten intensively xtfith tioo different Ten

masters. As he makes clear in his interview

(“iMO-tzu's Flute,” january/February 1989), he

believes that Taoism as we know it is not a true

descendant ofleo-tzu axid that the truths espoused

in theJao Te Ching are the same as those embod-

ied by the great Ten masters. Hence, he argues, his

translations are based on firsthand experience of

what Im) -tzu taught.

— Ed.

Big Brain, Small Brain

In your January/February 1989 inter-

view with Dona Holieman, she has made
quite a number of incorrect statements

and has drawn false conclusions about

how the human brain has evolved, and

how it works. Anyone who has taken

even the slightest amount of effort to

investigate this field of study will find her

remarks without any scientific basis,

naive, and generally without merit in

increasing awareness of how our body

and brain interact.

The frontal lobes of the human brain

give us the power to have abstract ideas,

plan, imagine, conceptualize time, and

recognize conditions outside of our

immediate environment. Our evolved

“big brain" and frontal lobes give us the

ability to create music, art, literature,

dance, as well as let us anticipate future

situations and solve complex problems.

CANNOT
FROM A BROCHURE!

To enable you to

compare the results with

your present program, we offer

this 60-minute high quality Intro-

ductory Session cassette with illus-

trated guide—a $10 value—for only $3.

Because many of the detailed explanations of yoga and
this method of teaching are not found in our other
sessions, we urge all students of yoga to learn from this

Introductory Session and experience one of
Yogi Shalom’s finest deep relaxations.

There is a great difference in the benefits received from
doing yoga postures at random compared to a prepared
yoga session with the postures, breath and relaxation
correctly balanced.

SINCE 1965 YOGI SHALOM has
been teaching no-nonsense, non-
religious yoga sessions to the ac-

ceptance of the Western world,
while preserving the relaxed at-

mosphere that was enjoyed during
the teachings of the old masters.

This time-proven method allows
you to experience a greater degree
of physical shaping as it relaxes

the mind, elevates the thoughts
and prepares you for a deep medi-
tative state.

to cover
distribution

ORDER TODAYI

Yogi Shalom teaches
this session at the
beginner’s level.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!

To receive Introductory
Cassette, send your name
and address along with
check for $3.00 to

OF
THE

, y' OLD
^MASTERS

P.O. Box 5989-Dept. A
Fresno, Calif. 93755

SECRETS OF HOW TO ENJOY A LIFETIME OF SUPERHEALTH are re-

vealed by YOGI SHALOM (Charles Schoelen) in How to Stop the Yo-Yo
Diet Syndrome. Proof is given that some foods in our accepted “health

diets” are causing cancer of the breast, colon, and pancreas, as well as heart

and artery problems, diabetes, and loss of energy. Sources of high-energy
natural foods, and a myriad of information about body functions and living

a healthy lifestyle are well presented^

'An excellent guide to making
exercise more effective in

burning fat, choosing natural
foods for weight control, and
the specific uses of i/ifomins.

minerals, and amino acids."
—Rob Krakovilz, M.D..
author of High Energy

"A must for all seeking good
health, long-term weight control
and natural alternatives to
chemical medicine.”
—Ray C. Wunderlich Jr., M.D.,

St. Petersburg, Fla.

YOM PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 5989-Dept. A

Fresno, Calif. 93755

$14.95 Include Si shipping
In Calif, add 6% sales tax

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAYI

PISCES PRODUenO]
Introduces

tVve

• Attractive

• Economical

Light weight

-

only 19 lbs.

• Assembles in

under 15 seconds

P.O. Box 208-Y • Cotati, California 94931 • (800) TABLED in CA • (800) TABLE-33 Nctionwide
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Letters

The notion that the frontal lobes

evolved for the purpose of serving as a

weapon of war and aggression is a failure

to recognize the obvious physiology of

this part of the brain, as well as a failure

to understand the process of evolution,

which does not occur because of

demand as Hollcman asserts. Half a cen*

tury ago some doctors prescribed frontal

lobotomy as a cure for uncontrolled

aggression, which was soon shown to be

a medical embarrassment and no cure at

all. The basic mechanisms for fighting

responses reside inside the most primi-

tive areas of the brain, the “reptilian

brain,” which lies innermost inside our

skull at the top of our spine. As humans
we have the choice to manifest this

inborn aggression in war and chaos,

using just a little bit of our frontal lobes,

or we can use a lot of our frontal lobes

and solve through planning, foresight,

and cooperation the problems of con-

frontation. It should be noted that

species with simpler brains fully retain

their capacity for aggression even

through their frontal lobes might be

much smaller, or entirely absent.

The notion that the “big brain,” the

paleomammalian and neomammalian
portion of our brain, is masculine, and
the reptilian brain is feminine is foolish.

Holleman ignores the non-verbal, intu-

itive, and spatial components (which she

considers female qualities) that occur in

fully one-half of the primate brain, the

right hemisphere. The reptile as a

female symbol has no basis in the study

of archetypes, nor do reptiles show intu-

itive intelligence as we recognize it in

higher mammals and in man. To the

contrary, only with the development of

the more complex brains of mammals
do we see qualities of nurturing and care

of the young, as well as family and social

organization. Mammaries, presumably a

female trait, do not appear on small-

brained reptiles.

To approach yoga with the idea of

rejecting skills afforded by our wonder-

ful “big brain” and frontal lobes would

be to ignore the reality of brain physiolo-

gy, as well as being pretty much an

impossible task to begin with! The rep-

tile brain cannot learn from either expe-

rience or from others, and evolution has

shown this to be an advantage in sur-

vival.

Dr. Paul MacLean, who through. his
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HATHA YOGA: THEHIDDENLANGUAGE
Symbols, Secrets and Metaphor

Swaml Sivananda Radha

Explores the spiritual and mystical aspects of Yoga. Each of the asanas is

presented as a symbolic gesture or mudra whose meaning can be

discovered with practice. A step by step approach, culminating in a

personal awareness of the hidden language of your own body.

"approaches Yoga as an art—the asanas being apoetic bodily expression of
that art.

"
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Ancient Secrets of Health Revealed!
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from the publisher!
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Kundolini traditions.
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Discover the Healing Power
of Your Own Life Energy.
Meet the BioCircuit.

Your health is the most precious

asset you have. Here's a tool which
can help you take charge of your life,

prevent illness and have more
energyithroughout the day. It's

called the BioCircuit. It works with
your body's own innate intelligence

and natural healing potential.

Experience your personal
human energy field.

There is an invisible yet essential

force that vitalizes all living things.

The ancient Chinese called this life

force "chi" and described an intri-

cate web of passageways which
carry this vital energy throughout

the body. These meridians act

somewhat like electrical conductors

connecting the various organ
systems and the brain creating a

living, but unseen, human energy
field. This field has been measured
by scientistsand some researchers

describe it as having a fluid-like

motion, similar to an air or water
current.

When the human energy field is

balanced, natural health abounds,
and energy rhythmically circulates

throughout the body. With disease,

the rhythms as well as the energy
levels are disturbed and a blockage

in the flow of energy occurs. The
BioCircuit corrects these imbalances

by connecting areas in thebody
where energy is concentrated to

areas where energy needs to flow.

The energizing effect of the BioCircuit

takes place through your clothes. It

recharges your body's internal batteries

rmturally, while you deeply relax.

The ultimate mind-body
connection.

While you deeply relax on the

BioCircuit your body's inner intel-

ligence and rejuvenating powers
become activated. In this state the

body is more receptive to positive

visualizations and images created

by orprogrammed through the

mind. Additionally, trauma and
emotions from past experiences

which are stored in the body can

be more readily released.

You may use the BioCircuit to

relieve problems of sleeplessness

and fatigue, combat "burnout"
from work, reduce stress, and
promote a greater overall feeling

of health and well being. Many
users recuperating from an illness

or accident have reported that the

BioCircuit helped to speed up
their recovery time. It can also be
used as a meditative tool to

explore deeper levels of conscious-

ness, to program yourself for

higher levels of achievement, or to

enhance the experience of listening

toNew Age music and cassettes

for personal growth. Whatever
your purpose, you will emerge

from your session on the BioCircuit

rejuvenated and refreshed.

The BioCircuit is easy to use.

To use the BioCircuit, simply lie

on your back on top of two screens

placed beneath your head and the

base of your spine. The screens are

connected by wires to handles which
are held in your hands while you
fully relax and "let go" for up to

thirty minutes at a time. An audio
cassette program, provided with

your BioCircuit System, guidesyou
into a state of relaxation. A second
program helps you visualize your-

self in an optimum state of health.

You get both tape programs, a

pair of copper BioCircuits, and a

Biocircuitry instruction booklet for

only $39.95. Try the system for 30

days. If you are not impressed with
the results, simply return it for a

refund. The BioCircuit System.lt

will raise you to new levels of health

and vitality.

BBTQrcuit^.
NEWTOOLS FORENERGY HEALTH

ORDERTOIX
[3 Send me BioCircuit Syslem(s) at

I

$39.95 each. Add $3.50 each for shipping & i

' handling. CA residents add 6% sales tax. '

I

Outside Continental US add $5.00 shipping.)

I
Send me, for an additional $10.95 ($50.90)

+ S&H), BICXIRCUITS, a detailed history

I and explanation of biodrcuitry, including al

1
30>day program for life-energy sensitivity. I

I My personal check is enclosed. i

I

Charge my credit card account: i

Visa MC Exp. Date

#

Signature .

I

Name

I Address i

I

City State

I Zip Phone i

I
Mail to: Tools for Exploration

1 4286 Redwood Hwy., Suite C-3 I

)
San Rafael, CA 94903
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In Enchanting
New Mexico!
The Perfect Qinuite for Healing
Therapeutic Massage

Polarity Therapy

Foot R^exology
Shiatsu

Colon Therapy

Herbology, Bach Flowers

And much more. .

.

New Mexico
School of
Natural
Ttierapeutics
117 Richmond N.E.(Slc.V)

Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

(505) 268-6870
Curriculum approved by A.M.T.A.

6 month courses begin Feb. & Aug.

Foreign student visas available.

^Send for free brochure or $2 for catalogue, j

‘ NfiTUflflL T.,

TeacherJ^^

,..y— August 5

OruanChiMassafe
^TSgB-6- August n

Letters

research at the National Institute of

Mental health and the Laboratory of

Brain Evolution and Behavior, was the

first to discover and define the triune

(three in one) configuration of the

human brain, and who first coined the

terms reptilian brain, old mammal
brain, and new mammal brain (Holle-

man’s “big brain”), himself states “It is

this new development that makes possi-

ble the insight required to plan for the

needs of others as well as the self, and to

use our knowledge to alleviate suffering

everywhere. Nature accomplished a one-

hundred-cighty-degree turnabout from

what had previously been a reptile-eat-

repiile and dog-eat-dog world.” The
yogis of old found the “third eye” and

the crown chakra at the front and top of

the head, not at the base of the brain,

for a very good reason.

Neil Slade

Denver, CO

More on Aikido

Bruce Helwig’s comments [“Letters,"

January/February 1989] about John
Stevens’s article “Aikido and Yoga” are

sometimes misleading. One of Helwig’s

complaints is that Stevens’s remarks
about “young Japanese jocks” are “eth-

nocentric.” If Helwig’s point is that

Stevens fails to understand and appreci-

ate Japanese culture, nothing could be

further from the truth. A Zen priest liv-

ing in Japan, Stevens is a professor of

Buddhist studies at a university in

Sendai. When he comments on the atti-

tudes of Japanese youth toward aikido,

he does so not as an outsider looking in,

but as someone who actually instructs an

aikido club in ajapanese university.

Helwig’s second complaint is that

Stevens has spread stories about the abil-

ity of Morihei Ueshiba (the founder of

aikido) to dodge bullets. Helwig says that

“members of the world’s preeminent

aikido organization, led by Ueshiba’s

son, Kisshomaru, regard such flights of

fancy as untrue,” and he directs readers

to Kisshomaru’s books for the truth. The
fact is, however, that Kisshomaru’s books

contain exactly the same stories — some-

times reported in the founder’s own
words! (See, for instance. The Spirit of

Aikido, p. 38.) While the stories them-

selves are very hard to swallow, Stevens

can hardly be criticized for making them

up or for spreading them against the will

of the founder’s family.

Finally, in saying that people interest-

ed in aikido should contact the United

States Aikido Federation (USAF), Hel-

wig may have left in some readers’ minds

the impression that the USAF is the only

aikido organization in the U.S. The
USAF is indeed one of the oldest,

largest, and most highly respected aikido

organizations in the U.S., but there are

many others — Aikido Association of

America, Aikido Schools of Ueshiba, the

Ki Society, Seidokan Aikido, and
Yoshinkai Aikido, to name only a few. All

trace their technique back to Morihei

Ueshiba’s, most are recognized by Aiki-

do World headquarters, and many offer

excellent, authentic training.

Susan Perry,

Editor, Aikido Today Magazine

Claremont, CA

Food for Thought

A recent letter to the editor concerning

John Robbins’s apparent advocation of a

vegan diet in Diet for a New America

implied that some people have an inher-

ent physiological and psychological need

to con.sumc the flc.sh or milk of animals.

1 have practiced clinical medicine for 16

years, with extensive experience in

human nutrition and dietary coun-

selling, and to my knowledge, there is no

dietary nutrient currently deemed to be

essential for the healthy growth and

function of homo sapiens that cannot be

obtained exclusively from non-animal

sources— including vitamin B-12.

All the protein, vitamins, minerals,

carbohydrates, and oils human beings

require for complete nutrition are found

in a balanced diet based upon whole

grains and potatoes, legumes, seeds and

nut products, fresh fruits and (green

and yellow) vegetables— with (bacterial-

ly-derived) B-12 supplementation, if

deemed necessary. The generally excel-

lent health of vegans, as well as the

world-class athletic performances of

vegan athletes attest to how superbly the

human body can perform on a “fuel”

free of animal flesh.

Michael Klaper, M.D.

Santa Cruz, CA
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Red Rose Gallerie
. . . the catalogue for empowering people^

Tools for Personal Growth & Professional Awareness • Health & Fitness Resources
Books of Wisdom & Joy • Games for Transformation, Fun & Enrichment

Audio Tapes for Easy Listening, Relaxation & Education • Heartfelt Notecards & Posters
Videos of Inspiration & Beauty

The Red Rose Gallerie produces a beautiful full-color catalogue filled with unique
gifts for all ages, which have special meaning and value for both recipientand giver.

CXir carefully selected products provide the inspiration for experiencing a positive

vision of life. . . and the tools to create a new reality from those visions.

^^11 or send $2.00 for full-<olor catalogue and receive $5.00 off your first catalogue purchase^

Tools for Personal Growth
RELAXATION YOUR WAY
Dozens of tapes on a single innovative CD. Play

it straight through, and The Fine Art of Relaxa-

tion compact d^c gives you three different re-

laxation programs. Better still, program yourCD
player to select from among the 30 modular
tra^s, and you can tailor your relaxation se-

quence to suit your mood. you want a sooth-

ing introduction or an energetic warm-up?
Choose a middle track to help you relieve stress,

pain, or enhance relationships. Then select an
ending to guide you off to sleep. With your

creativity and this CD, relaxation truly is a fine art! I^ghly recommended.

The Fine Art of Relaxation 1tA02350 $17.98

ZAFU
Practical, Affordable, E>ecorative.

Zafu. za*foo. n 1. a cushion which keeps

you comfortable and balanced during

meditation or lengthy sitting. Sewn in

handleforeasy transport. 2. a useful and
unique gift for self or otho's. Handy
when company arrives.

You won't And anything like it at this low
price. These generously stuffed, high-

quality cushions are available in grey or

cream. Made of lightweight, durable

canvas, both versions come with the ex-

clusive burgimdy Red Rose Gallerie silk-

screened rose design. 15" diameter.

Grey Zafu m06650 $19.95

Cream Zafu moe€51 $19.95

Exclusive burgundy silkscreened logo design

MULTI-PURPOSE MAT
Perfect for fitness, leisure, or yoga, this 56” x 22”

x 1”mat has ahandy carry strap and will roll up
foreasystorage.. . Durable and washablepoly

/

cotton cover with r polyurethane foam. Great

for exerdse, camping, at the beach or just to

play! Comes in three great colors:

Redm07192 $22.95

Fuschia 8M07191 $22.95

Royal Blue m07190 $22.95

NAMASTE
RAM DASS
An evening with Ram Dass.

The wit and wisdom of Ram Dass both

entertains and enlightens. He brings an

open heart and darity of vision to aworld
longing to love. Cultivating the Heart of

Compassion was recorded live in Fort

Lauderdale, Florida in late 1986 on two
90-minute cassettes. Ram Dass was on a

60dty benefit touron behalf of theSEVA
Foimdation. We are honored to be the

distributor of this fine set of two cassette

tapes.

k Cultivating the Heart

. of Compassion set

#A04420 $19.95

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-451-5683

Red Rose Gallerie
P.O. Box 1859, Dept. P90

Burlingame, CA 94011-1859
Please indude the item number, quan-
tity and description of each product.
Indude handling and service charges
as indicated below. CA residents add
6.5% sales tax.

Shipping and handling charged sepa-

rateiyforeachdeliveryaddress. Please

contact us for information on overseas

shipping and APO addresses.

Up to $ 1 4.99...$2.95 $45.00-59.99. $6.95
$1 5.00-29.99.. $3.95 $60.00-74.99. $7.95
$30.00-44.99.. $4.95 Over $75.00...$6.9S

Find Your Inner Resources
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YOGA at
ANANDA
ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST SUCCESSFUL INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES

FOUNDED BY SRI KRIYANANDA

Yoga Teacher Training
Ideal for serious hatha yoga students and prospective
instructors seeking certification.

The Ananda Method to Living
with Greater Awareness
Fitness of body, mind and soul leads to more energy, joy,

and lasting fulfillment.

The Fitness Option
Successful stress management
techniques through yoga.

Teacher certification available.

For a free brochure, please

contact our guest ^cility:

The Expanding Light
Toll-free (800) 346-5350

In Calif.: (916) 292-3494

THE EXPANDING LIGHT Ananda Village

14618 Tyler Foote Road, Suite 26 Nevada City, CA 95959

IMPROVE YOUR VISION
THE NATURAL WAY

Enjoy Better Eyesight

Without Glasses or Lenses.

FREE BROCHURE
Shows You How!
You'll see changes in your sight as soon

as you start to use this GUARANTEED
Program, called by one noted

optometrist,
"the most effective home-

study program I've seen. "

Call for Your FREE BROCHURE Today!

sSreTZ-assa TOLL - FREE: 800-372-3937

IN CANADA: 800-624-0020

m is like owning
^i, w we

vision seminar.

THE*
“This

^*^eSrenToojage»"d^^
yoo-.-anappeak^r

CambriiigG Institute for Better Vision

6S Wenham Dept. 14S9 Topsficid MA 01983

O Please send me information

n

dTV/5TATC

Letters

I rarely read cooking columns, but I

noticed that the March/Aprll [1989] col-

umn is about beets. Since reading Jitter-

bug Perfume by Tom Robbins, beets have

seemed mystical to me; so I read

Brown’s recipes. I was disappointed that

he left out my favorite: Cut ofT top and

root; scrub off all dirt; eat (like an

apple).

If you’ve never eaten raw beets, you

may want to start with a small one (or a

few .slices of a large one), as this is an

intensely earthy experience — much
more so than potatoes or carrots.

Patrick W. Crockett

Ruston, IJt
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M. Dunkel; Anchorage, AK
Priscilla Gillct; A0ims, PA

Rosie & Paul Golub; Middlejield, CT

John Harn; Steger, IL

Elizabeth King; Alameda, CA

M. Langner & Sonya L. Showley;

Indianapolis, IN

Elizabeth S. Mondy; (2hicag>, IL

S. Nayak; Cincinnati, OH
Denyse J. Raskin; Costa Mesa, CA

J. Revere; San Francisco, CA

M. Rockwood; Mildord, MA
Kathleen Rogers; Boston, MA
N. Savin; Scottsdale, AZ

E. Sheffield; East Norwich, NY
Tom Sherman; Goshen, NH
Barbara Stavola; Newton, MA
Diana Stone; Denver, CO

Laura Stone; Bloomington, IN

Dr.John Sullivan; Lafayette, LA

T. Wagner; Sarasota, FL

F. Weghorn; Ivfosset, NY
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Special'-Hvnoirc((^u^
His HOLINESS THE DRIKUNG

KYABGON CHETSANG RINPOCHE will be visiting

Shoshoni during August to share his rich Tibetan
Buddhist heritage and give teachings. Chetsang
Rinpoche shines with a warmth and humanity which
bespeaks timeless wisdom and compassion. This most
respected Buddhist teacher will be giving two week-
long programs. August 4th-llth will be Bodhichitta and
Chod retreat. August 12th-18th will be Phowa retreat
and the initiation of the thousand Buddhas Wang
(details in brochure). A donation of $300 or $150 per
week includes all teachings and empowerments, daily

yoga practice, all meals and acconunodations. l?lease

make reservations early for this very special
opportunity.

*Work study available for those who would otherwise be unable to attend.

For Free Brochure

call or write

SHOSHONI
PO BOX 307

Eldorado Springs, CO 8002S

(303) 494-3051

'wwoasr
‘sponsored by SGKY of Colo Inc., a non-pront organizalion

High in Colorado’s Rocky Mountains,
Shoshoni is 210 acres of mountain streams, ponds,
wooded trails and open valleys, sweet high country
air and pure spring water. Accommodations range
from homey private and semi-private cabins to tents
and tipis. As little as $30 a day includes lodging,
gourmet vegetarian meals, morning and evening yoga
and meditation classes and plenty of outdoor
recreation. Shoshoni also offers numerous classes
and workshops on Yogic arts, meditative studies,

natural foods cooking and much more. Personal care
and nurturing are available in the form of massage
therapy and healing arts. Come join us for a yoga
vacation or meditation retreat!

Founder
‘Work study available
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Caring for the AIDS Babies
Members ofa lay Catholic community in rural northern California

recognize the beauty in even the shortest oflives.

By Mimi Albert

hat happens to babies

born with AIDS? Many
live all of their brief lives in

hospital wards, unwanted
and unremembered by soci-

ety. Often they are seen

merely as “statistics” or as

convenient subjects for the

testing of new drugs. But a

small Catholic lay communi-
ty in northern California,

Starcross, is trying to save

some of these infants from

such a fate by providing

them with loving adoptive

homes.

In his book Morning
Glory Babies: Children with AIDS and the

Celebration of Life (St. Martin’s, 1988),

Brother Tolbert McCarroll of Starcross

brought the work of his community to

national — perhaps even global atten-

tion. Yet the task of Starcross has been

greatly complicated by the AIDS hysteria

of their neighbors.

Starcross was spotlighted by the news

media last year when word got out that

the community had taken in three

babies with AIDS. Feelings ran high

among the people of the nearby town of

Annapolis, in the remote northern cor-

ner of rural Sonoma County, California.

Some neighbors of the spacious Star-

cross farm expressed their fear of possi-

ble contamination by contact with dis-

carded diapers. But the situation became
even more serious when the Annapolis

fire department failed to respond to an

emergency call for one of the children,

Aaron, who subsequently died.

In the end, Starcross prevailed.

Despite emotion-packed town meetings,

unwanted media attention (including

news helicopters landing in their fields),

and even the death of one of their chil-

dren, the three full-time members of the

community — Brother Tolbert McCar-

roll, Sister Martha Aggeler, and Sister

18

Brother Tolbert McCarroll and one of the

Morning Glory babies.

Julian De Rossi — have continued to

provide homecare, supportive counsel-

ing, education, and as many adoptions

as possible for children with AIDS. And
the size of Siarcross’s own supportive

community, which includes well-known

death and dying authority Elisabeth

Kubler-Ross, grows daily.

“We originally had no intention of

taking in babies with AIDS,” says Brother

Tolbert, sitting comfortably in his quiet

study overlooking the rolling green of

the Starcross farm. Sheep graze beyond

the back windows, and the laughing voices

of the three surviving children, two of

whom have AIDS, can be heard from the

large old farmhouse across the yard.

“Our community has always cared for

children," he continues. “Although it is

now a celibate community, all three of us

have been married, and I have two

grovm children of my own. For 14 years,

Starcross raised foster children with spe-

cial needs. They came to us when they

were very young, and when they all grew

up and ‘graduated’ by going on to col-

leges or jobs, we thought that was the

end of the situation.”

MAY/JUNE 1989

Brother Tolbert shakes

his head, smiling, then

explains how the commu-
nity’s expectations were
abruptly changed when a

young, pregnant woman
came to Starcross and
asked them to adopt her

unborn child, making
them joyful parents once

1 again.

5 see ourselves much
in more as a family than as an

^ institution,” he explains,
* “and our adopted child,

2 David, became the center

5 of our lives, as children

’will."

- “But one day we saw a

photograph in a newspaper of two
babies tied by walkers to doorknobs in a

windowless hospital corridor. The cap-

tion said that this was how they spent all

their days. The contrast between these

children and David was just too painful.

We simply decided to provide a home
for babies who had nowhere else to go.”

Even then, however, the community
didn’t really think of their decision as a

response to the AIDS epidemic. Only
after last year’s media explosion, which

brought their work to the attention of

people all over the world and provoked

their neighbors’ fear and hostility, did

they begin to experience some of the

pain associated with the deadly illness.

“There’s a lot of pain in AIDS,”
Brother Tolbert says. “We’re in contact

with many women with AIDS, and their

lives are filled with pain, misunderstand-

ings, and desolation. So it’s not unusual

for those giving care to AIDS patients to

experience some of that themselves. It

just goes with the territory.”

The primary focus of the Starcross

members, spiritual growth, has taken

Brother Tolbert, Sister Martha, and Sis-

ter Julian through some complex trans-

formations. They first met in 1967, in

groups they had formed in order to

Copyrighted material
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How to Order: The price listed below includes shipping and handling. For continental airmail add $5.
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First introductory cassette ($14)
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Fed up with glasses & contact lenses?

The ‘finger gate’ relieves eye strain. Janet Goodrich’s best selling book
‘Natural Vision Improvement’ only $16.00 mail order.

Have you ever wished you could throw
away those dreadful glasses sitting on
the end of your nose? That you could rid

yourself of the worry of losing or
breaking them, not to mention the
burden of expensive replacements and
nerve wracking eye tests?

World famous vision psychologist, Dr
Janet Goodrich. Ph.D. wore thick lenses
constantly for 20 years until she decided
to learn to see again with her own eyes.
That was in 1968. She has been teaching
adults and children to see clearly
wiUiout glasses ever since.

Janet will be touring the U.S. and
Canada from May to August 1989 with a
series of workshops for the general
public and returns in 1990 to train

teachers at a mountain retreat in

Colorado during the summer.

“Your vision changes for the better”
she says. “The bandaid solution of

stronger glasses for nearsightedness,
old age sight or children’s visual

problems is merely a cover-up. These
workshops are designed for p^ple to

get to both the mental and physical
causes of poor eyesight, giving them a
new choice and the steps to seeing
clearly”.

Her method has brought great
happiness to thousands who have
moved out of glasses. People discover
that blurred sight is caused by stress

and that relaxing and retraining the
eyes and mind is the key.

For details on her upcoming
workshops or the Intensive 8 week
Certified Instructor Training course
write to Suite 233A, 1032 Irving St., San
Francisco 94122. Ask for a free

brochure. To mail order the book
’Natural Vision Improvement’, send a
cheque for $16.00 made payable to

‘Natural Vision’.

EBicau
A comfortable living

doing

meaningful work

O)
personal and professional satisfaction
freedom
versatility

opportunity for personal growth

Institute of Psycho-Structural Balancing

A SCHOOL OF MASSAGE THERAPY AND BODYWORK
4502 Cass Street, San Diego, CA 92109

(619)272-4142

Service

explore the humanistic psychology pro-

pounded by their friends and associates

Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers.

Brother Tolbert at that time was practic-

ing law— a profession he has long since

given up — and teaching classes in civil

rights and other aspects of human
potential at the Humanist Psychology

Institute in San Francisco. Although the

initial groups at the Institute were
formed for the purpose of augmenting

human development, the three friends

soon found a deeper need to examine

the potential of spirituality in the com-
ing century.

To this end, they studied Meister Eck-

hardt, the Rhennish mystics, Taoism,

Native American religions, and Zen Bud-

dhism, searching for links between these

diverse spiritual traditions. Although at

one time they were particularly drawn to

Zen, they eventually came to feel that

each particular religion is inextricable

from the society in which it has devel-

oped. In this way, their commitment to

inner growth gradually evolved into a

desire to re-connect with the mystical

tradition of their own Christianity, as

well as a desire to live in community.

“We are an autonomous community,”

Brother Tolbert responds when asked

about their relationship to the Catholic

Church. “You might say that Catholicism

is our focus in an almost ethnic sense.

Being Catholic isn’t the essential part of

our spirituality, but we’re all from
Catholic backgrounds and are comfort-

able with certain forms.”

For this reason they call themselves

“Brother” and “Sister” and practice

celibacy, although all are members of

the laity. And although they often find

themselves acting as a bridge for people

who are not comfortable with more
organized forms of religion, they

nonetheless have very good relations

with the Archdiocese of Santa Rosa, the

nearest major city, and have set up edu-

cational programs about AIDS with

Catholic churches nationwide.

“Such an enormously high percent-

age of people with AIDS have a Catholic

background," says Brother Tolbert, “that

we feel a special kind of obligation to

reach out in that direction. In San Fran-

cisco alone, as many as 35 to 40 percent

of the people with AIDS have had a

Catholic upbringing. So one of our con-

cerns is to make the Catholic community

20 MAY/JUNE 1989
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more responsive to AIDS people.”

“We’re now helping several families

who are preparing to care for AIDS
babies. It's important for those families

to have a community of faith behind

them. As the number of AIDS cases

increases in the years to come, I don’t

see that any secular institutions will real-

ly be able to meet the needs of AIDS vie-

Only last year, after inten-

sive media exposure, did
Starcross begin to experi-

ence some ofthepain asso-

ciated with AIDS.

tims and their families. It seems to me
that spiritual communities will have a

unique role to play in the AIDS epidem-

ic.”

In Brother Tolbert’s view, organized

religion in America has become rather

comfortable since World War II, losing

the “frontier sense" of the meaning of

Jesus’ message, except in those few cases

in which individual clergy have become
involved in the civil rights or anti-war

movements. He also notes that many
groups advocating alternative forms of

spirituality seem to have an overly self-

indulgent, “feel-good" mentality. He
believes, however, that the needs and
demands of the AIDS epidemic are now
bringing many churches and spiritual

groups to a new sense of awakening.

Thus, while not minimizing the tragedy

of AIDS, he can still see in it an enor-

mous potential for spiritual growth.

“In a way,” he says. “I think Elisabeth

Kubler-Ross is correct: AIDS is an ulti-

mate challenge. And AIDS will have such

a profound effect upon Christianity that

I don't believe those communities who
fml to respond to it will survive. Those

that do respond will be very different

than they were before."

But the members of Starcross believe

that all of us — not only spiritual com-
munities — will be deeply changed by

AIDS. They also believe that there are

probably groups all over the country

doing the same kind of work they are

doing, and that these groups will

increase as the epidemic, and therefore

our awareness, increases.

“There's no way of being casually

involved with AIDS,” Brother Tolbert

says. “It is an especially soul-rending type

of plague. It’s about loss, because every

This Man Has Been Working
With Herbs For 27 Years

American herbalist Michael Tierra has been working with

plants for nearly three decades. He knows herbs. And much
about people who use them. As a clinical herbalist, he has

helped thousands of people.

Tierra has mastered the Chinese and Ayun/edic art of

Energetically Balanced Formulation. And creafed Planefary

Formulas. Each formula is craffed

and balanced to give you better

results than conventional formulas or

single herbs alone.

For all the benefits that herbs can
bring, get them from the herbalist

who knows them best;

Michael Tierra,

Planetary Formulas
Call for the Health Food Store nearest you

;

(800) 538-0740 : (800) 468-9 1 68

^ome Home to the Whole of Yourself

John F. Kennedy University Graduate School

for the Study of Human Consciousness

Bring spiritual insight m*x> practical expression with Master's

Degree programs in:

Counseling Psychology* Transpe*T»onal Psychology

Transpersonal or Holistic Holistic Health Education

Health specializations Arts and Consciousness

Interdisciplinary Consciousness Studies

*Mt»U edncaSioHal rtquirtmenlsfor Uarriage, Family, and Child Counselor license

(415) 253-2211, Dept. 5, Orinda, CA 94563
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Have you

lived before?
Could your past lives be influ-

encing your current behavior?
Your relationships? Do you
sometimes feel a genuine
familiarity with someone whom
you’ve scarcely met or a loca-

tion you’ve never visited? Do
you find that you “know” how
to do something, even though
you’ve never studied it?

If you answered “Yes” to the

questions above, you have a
higher spiritual awareness than
most. Knowledge of past lives

can help you improve your life

now - to gain freedom as an
individual, to have certainty of

yourself as a spiritual being.

Real explanations are avail-

able. Answers that will make
sense to you. You can improve
yourself spiritually. Take
advantage of this free offer.

Send the coupon below or write

today for your free booklet on
Scientology philosophy and the

natural laws of Life.
^

SCIENTOLOGY
Ir Inpioviog Life in a Troubled WorldA
C4)pyrigh( C I9B9 Church of Scimiology Inienulional. Alt rights

rxTvtd Sci«niolagy is a Irademark owned by RTC and is UMd
with its pannisalon.

I I X booklet about Scientology.

Send to: Scientology Information Center
1404 North Catalina Street

Los Angeles, California 90027 9Y5

Name

Address

City State Zip,

Telephone

day a person with AIDS loses something

else. It eventually consumes not only its

victims but also its care-givers.”

The three full-time members of Star-

cross, as well as many of their helpers

and volunteers, have become very famil-

iar with AIDS people and their prob-

lems. The community has made itself

readily available by phone, and calls

come in every day from people all over

the country. Some callers are individuals

or institutions who want to provide care

for AIDS victims, but many are them-

selves suffering from the illness— often

mothers with AIDs who cannot cope any

longer and are asking for the additional

support of the community’s wisdom and

faith.

The needs and demands of
the AIDS epidemic are now
bringing mat^ churches

and spiritualgroups to a
new sense ofawakening.

Brother Tolbert, however, disavows

any claims of wisdom. “It would be arro-

gant for us to believe that we had any pat

spiritual answers to give people with

AIDS when they call us," he says. “The

people I respect most have learned more
about spirituality through contact with

AIDs people than they ever could have

taught. Because AIDS people are much
closer to a sense of the infinite — by

whatever name you want to call it —
than most of us are. It’s not even

because they’re dying or because they’re

close to death. It’s because of the nature

of the disease itself.”

He points out that from the first

moment they saw Aaron, the little boy

who died at Starcross, it seemed to them
as if he had never left God. “Somehow,

he never really seemed fully born,” he

says, “and his dying was an unusual kind

of experience. We got the sense that he

was going home. It’s not that he didn’t

grow and thrive to some extent while he

was on Earth — on the day he died he

cut his first tooth — but it was as if he

were never fully committed to being

here."

“Babies who stay with us or who have

been adopted by members of our com-
munity have ceased to be mere ‘medical

problems.’ They are no longer just

‘statistics,’" Brother Tolbert states

emphatically. “When Baby Aaron died, it

made front p^e news in the Santa Rosa

newspaper, and church congregations

throughout the country held services for

him. There were all kinds of remem-
brances for him, and we still celebrate

his birthday every year. But, at about the

same time as Aaron died, some little girl

probably also died of AIDS in a hospital

somewhere. She probably had very good

care from the nurses, but the only

remembrance of her would have been a

notation in a medical log. She was a

statistic, nothing more.”

Brother Tolbert believes that one of

the things spiritual people recognize

more than anyone else is the importance

of remembrance. “If nothing else, what

we have to offer people with AIDS —
particularly the babies — is the sense

that they will never be forgotten,” he

says.

“We feel it’s especially important for

us to ‘harvest’ all those who have had
short lives,” he continues. “That’s why we

call our project Morning Glory. We take

the name from Issa, the Japanese haiku

poet, whose daughters all died in child-

hood. When one of them died of the

pox, which in some ways is like AIDS, he

wrote:

Her eyes closed like the morning^ory

in the heat ofday.

“Well, these babies don’t reach the

heat of day — they’re like morning glo-

ries. But the morning glory is a very

beautiful flower. We must somehow rec-

ognize that there is beauty even in these

short lives. We have a tendency in our

society to believe that only people who
live long lives are worth caring for or

remembering. But even if a child only

lives for a few months or a few years,

there is beauty in that life, too. It’s an

eternal kind of beauty, and must be

remembered."

Mimi Albert is afreelance writer living in northern

California. A frequent contributor to Yoga Jour-

nal, she has recently completed a book, India

Diary, a portion of which will appear in the anlhot-

ogy Unsealed Lips (Capra Press, 1989).

RESOURCE
Starcross Community can be contacted at PO
Box 14279, Santa Rosa, CA 95402; (707) 526-

0108 or (707) 886-5446.
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SHASTA ABBEY @ BUDDHIST RETREATS
Basic Teaching and Practice Retreat

June 12-18 & August 14-20

Meditation Retreat

June 19-25 & August 21-27

Weekend Introductory Retreat

May 26-28 August 4-6 October 20-22

June 30-July 2 September 1-3 November 24-26

Shasta Abbey is a Buddhist nK>nastery in the Serene Reflection Meditation Tradition

(Japanese: Solo Zen) under the spiritual direction of Rev. Master Jiyu-Kennetl, Abbess.

The Abbey offers a variety of meditation retreats throughout the year. The best

introduction to our practice is to attend either a Basic Teaching and Practice retreat or a

Wedeend Introductory retreat. All retreats consist of a daily schedule of sitting medita-

tion, classes, Buddhist services, and working meditation. Meditation and the Buddhist

Precepts are the heart of the training at Shasta Abbey. It is through the bright stillness

of meditation that we find our True Self, the Eternal. During these retreats, the

emphasis is on both sitting meditation and bringing that same stillness and reverence

to every aspect of our daily lives.

Resident Lay Training Guests who have attended any Abbey retreat are welcome to

stay at the Abbey throughout the yearand participate in the ongoing monastic practice.

Retreat Fees: weekend - $60; 1 week - $120; 2 weeks - $220

For further details, please contact the Cuestmaster.

The Cuestmaster, SHASTA ABBEY, Dept Y, P. O. Box 199

Mt Shasta, CA 96067 Telephone (916) 926-4208

/.—THE VYm
TEA
COMPANY

Great Iced!

Heal Your Self!

DrinkYOGITEA
Rich, Robust Flavor

A)mrvedic Healing Formula

Naturally Energizing

Caffeine Free

Non-irradiated ingredients

Yogi Tea contains a rare blend of cinnamon, cloves, cardcunom and ginger

with a smidgen of black pepper. In one taste it is as familiar as pumpkin pie

and as exotic as a night in Kashmir. The Yogi Tea recipe comes from the

ancient, Indian, healing science of Ayurveda.

Send in for your Yogi Tea Gift Catalog.

Yogi Tea Co.™ 3629 10th Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90018 (213) 732-2218
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THE INSTITUTE FOR
ADVANCED HYPNOSIS

A Training Program
with Buddhist heart and Taoist mind.

• Certification in Clinical Hypnosis:

May 14-June 9, Esalen Institute

• The Buddha, the Goddess and NLP:

July 16-21, Esalen Institute

• Certificaiion in Clinical Hypnosis:

November 12-Dcccmber 8,

Esalen Institute

All programs include daily meditation

and Taoist yoga.

The Institute for

ADVANCED HYPNOSIS
P.O. Box 131 1-Y

Mill Valley. CA 94941

Developed by The Monroe Institute

Explore The Applications:

• focused attention

• stress reduction

• pain control

• problem solving

• heightened creativity

• accelerated learning

• profound relaxation

• human plus functions

• meditative music
• expanded conciousness

Our comprehensive catalog

features over 100 hemispheric

synchronization (Hemi-Sync')

audio cassettes. Send $1 to:

Interstate Industries,

P.O. Box 130, Dept. Y
Nellysford, VA 22958.

Life-Styles

Trish O’Rielly
Her unique approach toyoga and business is

paving the wayfor the success ofNorth County
Yoga Center near San Diego, California.

By Donna Farhi Schuster

^lUoga is nothing new to the residents

Kaof north San Diego County, Califor-

nia. In the early 1950s, Paramahansa
Yogananda, author of Autobiography of a

Yog, built the exotic, Indian temple-style

buildings of his Self-Realization Fellow-

ship on a bluff overlooking what local

surfers now call “Swami’s beach.” Ever

since then, yogis and other spiritual

teachers have continued to flock to this

climatically ideal area. But the new kid

on the block. North County Yoga Center,

a 20-minute drive up the coast from San

Diego, is gaining a reputation for being

a decidedly different place. Flourishing

after its first year of service, NCYC’s suc-

cess is thanks in lai^e part to the dynam-
ic spirit and vision of its director, Trish

O'Rielly.

Impressed by the unparalleled pool

of teaching talent in the San Diego area,

O’Rielly decided to bring together two

major yoga traditions — Ashtanga Yoga,

as taught by Pattabhi Jois, and the Hatha

Yoga system of B.K.S. Iyengar — despite

the pundits’ pronouncements that she

was “crazy.” The result is a multifaceted

institute offering in-depth programs in

yoga, the meditative traditions, and the

healing arts that manages to remain
open-minded without losing the purity

or substance of each yoga system.

As well as offering ongoing public

classes, the center hosts guest teachers

from around the United States. As
O’Rielly puts it, “We maintain the stan-

dard of teaching by inviting teachers

who represent the finest in their particu-

lar system or practice. Everything we
offer here is centered around yoga. We
offer a broad range of classes, and we try

to put the choice of style and personal

practice back into the hands of the stu-

dents."

Most students are strongly based in

either the Ashtanga or Iyengar system,

using their exposure to other systems to

augment and enrich their practice with

new ideas. Mike DeRyckere, one of the

lyengar-style teachers at the center, com-

ments, “We are each very true to our
particular system. No one is an apple try-

ing to be an orange." JoAnn Pitts, an

established yoga teacher in the area,

attributes the success of this approach to

O’Rielly’s influence. The spirit of open-

ness that Trish engenders sets the tone

all the way down the line, from the

teachers to the students,” she says.

John Norris, a teacher in the Ashtan-

ga tradition, thinks NCYC works because

of the non-competitive attitude of all the

staff. “It’s very common for all the teach-

ers to recommend each other’s classes,”

he observes.

The Ashtanga system is very rigorous,

alternating both standing and seated

postures with an invigorating series of

Sun Salutations, all synchronized with

the breath (see “Ashtanga Yoga with Pat-

tabhi Jois,” byJane MacMullen, Yogafour-

nal, September/October 1988). The
Iyengar style emphasizes body alignment

and detailed instruction. Many have crit-

icized the Ashtanga system as an “all ‘do’

and no precision” system, while Just as

many have argued that lyengar-style yoga

lacks fluidity and has become overly
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intellectualized. In fact, however, each

can complement the other.

From O’Rielly’s vantage point, what

makes a good center is having excellent

teachers — people like Tim Miller, con-

sidered the leading proponent of Ash-

tanga Yoga in this country, and Roger

Cole, Ph.D., a certified lyengar-style

instructor who is in demand nationally

and abroad for yoga workshops and
demonstrations. Others, such as JoAnn
Pitts, have gained a reputation for thor-

oughness and attention to detail among
students and colleagues alike.

With a bachelor’s degree in Eastern

religions and a fine arts degree in film

and photography, O’Rielly is a relative

newcomer to the practice of yoga, with

only three years’ experience. She had

studied ballet for 12 years and had run

marathons, but when she took her first

yoga class she knew, *This is it!" Now she

uses her skills in the commercial arts

and business to create bold and zesty

advertising that combines youthful aes-

thetics with effective business strategies.

By devoting herself completely to the

management, direction, indeed all the

tasks of running the center, she has

freed the teachers to do what they do

best — teach. Perhaps this separation of

the task of running a business from the

task of teaching is the key to North
County’s success— an example that oth-

ers interested in starung a center might

well emulate. They might find it more
difficult, however, to duplicate O’Rielly’s

philosophy, which is at the heart of all

business decisions she makes in govern-

ing the center’s direction.

Asked how she managed to bring

together two very different traditions,

O’Rielly replies, “I prefer to get away

from the separations that exist and look

for the commonalities between us. We’re

all doing yoga, whatever our differences

in approach. Different modalities are

appropriate for different types of peo-

ple.” Her goal for the future of the cen-

ter? “To stay open, keep growing, and
keep listening to what the students want.

If that means changing, then we’re

going to do that — wherever that takes

us.”

Trish O’Rielly can be contacted at

North Country Yoga Center, 143 South

Cedros Ave., Solana Beach, CA 92075;

(619) 755-6246.

Donna Farhi Schuster teaches yoga in the San

Francisco Bay Arw and abroad and maintains a

private practice as an educational therapist.

For information, registration or free brochure write: Mount Madonna
Center, 445 Summit Road, Watsonviiie, CA 950 76 (408) 722— 7175

(MrIfive
BRANCHES
INSTITUTE

college of traditional Chinese medicine

FOURYEAR PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING PROGRAM IN

CLINICAL ACUPUNCTURE
AND HERBOLOGY

Taught by highly qualified
Chinese and American faculty

Facilities include a large,

modern TVaditional Chinese
Medical Clinic

Program prepares graduates
to sit for the California and
National Licensing exams

For catalog (S2| and information, write

FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE
200 7th Avenue * Santa Cruz CA 95062

For a fully illustrated and annotated
40-page CATALOG, send $1.00 to:

SHASTA ABBEY BUDDHIST SUPPLIES
Dept. Y, P.O.Box 199,

IMt. Shasta. CA 96067 (916)926-4208

^BUDDHIST
MEDITATION
SUPPLIES

KZTAHet
WHOLESALE

Statues • Cushions • Benches

Bells & Gongs • Altar Supplies

Incense • Scrdls • Books & Tapes

Rosaries • Posters • Jewelry
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Life-Styles

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Sri Sri Radha-Krisrina

Bhakti-Yoga
The Yoga of Spiritual Love
Bhakti Yoga is the soentiK practioe of devotenal
meditalion upon the ^preme. It is not a system of physical

exercises. The goal or Bhakti-Yoga is the highest spiritual

pert^on of eternal consciousness. Bwti-Vedanta
Resources is making available the works of A.C.

BhaktiveOanta Swami and his foHowers who are in tfie

direct 5 ,000 year old discipllc line from Lord Krsna

A sample of what is available:

Reincarnation
Coming-Back video tape unravels the mystery of past life

experiences. Spiritual, scientific and enterlainirig. Tape also

includes a tour of the BhakUvedanta Cultural C^er in

Detroit, a^ a lecture by A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami on
Vedic science. 2 hours, plus 2 smafi books, 'Coming Back*
& 'Beyond Birth and Death*. VBY-t $43,50

Vegetarianism
Healthy Wealthy and Wise. Curios yourseff or want to help

a friend to the purer life of vegetarianism? This tape is for

you. Interview with William ^atner and other celebrities,

(rx^des lecture on God consciousness by A.C.

Bhaktivedanta Swami. documentary on (he Sacred-Cow,
and tour of elegant Bhakti- Yoga Temple in Bombay India. 2
hours. Indudes 'Higher Taste*

‘

Karma-Free redpes. V8Y-2 $4230
Taste* 160 pg book with

Lord Srt K^^ija
85 min Hindi film Gppaf Krsnaw/English sub-titles depicting

Krishna's youthful pastimes in Vrraaban India. Cotorful

costumes and sets. Plus 24 min showing the temples and
holy places of Vrindaban today. With harobnd KRSNA book
(see below) VBY-3 $4930

Mahabharat
Hindi feature-film, w/Snglish sub-tittes. on the Vedic dassic
Mahabharat. A royal family dispute over the thrown
develops into a worxf-war. Just before this battle Krishna

spoke the Bhagavad Gita. 2 hr 5 min. Includes Bhagavad
SlaAsftls(so^d) VBSY-4 $4630

& Hardbnd Shag. Gita VBHY-4 $5630

Books by His Divine Grace A.C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabbupad

Bhagavad Gita As It Is
5 MHIon sold. The definitive study on transcendent being.

Absdute Yoga science of mind, action & spirit For S.OOO
yre the Gita has influenced Ihe worlds greatest rnnds.

tinstien. Gandhi. Huxley, etc. Krsrte teaches perfect

equilibrium. The ONLY translation by Krsna's devotee,

Bhaldivedanta Swami, the Master In direct disdpiic line

descending from Lord Krishna. 24 color plains

commissioned for this work. Hardbnd 90&r pgs w/Sanskrit

$21.95 Softbnd650+pgs (no Sanskrit) $8.50

The Sicreme Persortaltfy oM^head. Summary of 10th

Canto Srimad Bhagavalam. Intimate description of the
activities of the Supreme Godhead. One can achieve full

God-realization upon reading this book. Vol. 1 40 color

plates. 530 pgs. $1835. (Readirxi on tape avail.)

Karma-Yoga Tapes
AC. Bhaktivedanta Swami ax(Sans the science of Karma
(Bhakti) Yoga as he elaborates on his translation of the 6lh
chapter of Bhagavad Gita. 7 C-60 cassette set $ 36.95.

$42.95 w/softbnd Bhag. Gita. $52.95 w/hardbnd

Please write for our FREE catalog
(mention this ad) lOO's of other books ($4 up), videos &
tapes. Spanish bodis. TO0+ tapes of Bhaktivedanta's

Lectures on cassette. Bhai^-Kirtan India’s temple music on
tepes. Gita, Ramayan, Krishna book readings all on tape.

CnMien's tapes, ^eos. books, coloring 8 comic books.
Devotional Yoga suppRes, medtation beads, incense,

posters, etc. Vedic Astrological services.

Prices include Shipping in U.S. CA. res add 6%.

Write To:

Bhakti-Vedanta
Resources

29730 Oak Run Rd.
Oak Run. CA. 96069

1-916-472-3M8

Calvin Ching
This artist and teacher sees both t’ai chi ch’uan

and the act ofdrawing as metaphors

forpersonal and artistic growth.

By Ginny McCarthy

no be an artist requires true dedica-

tion,” says Calvin Ching, a print-

maker and art instructor whose work is

influenced by his study and practice of

t’ai chi ch’uan. “Being an artist is a life-

style, not an eight-lo-five job,” he
explains. “To many artists, money is only

the vehicle that gives them the freedom

to create more art— buying themselves

time and supplies to work."

Wearing dark t’ai chi pants and a red

T-shirt with a t’ai chi emblem, Ching sits

cross-legged on the floor of his apart-

ment and reflects on his teaching philos-

ophy. “Through encouragement and
positive teaching techniques, a student

will learn faster and flourish,” he
observes. “This is important, especially

for me as an artist and teacher, since I

find myself much more productive and

creative when I am positive.” He adds

that hard work, self-motivation, the will-

ingness to search within, and the ability

to express oneself are also very impor-

tant for art students.

Ching, a native Hawaiian who cur-

rently teaches lithography and intaglio

at the University of Houston at Clear

Lake, received his B.F.A. from the Uni-

versity of Hawaii and his M.A. from the

University of New Mexico. He also holds

a certificate in printing from the distin-

guished Tamarind Institute, the highly

competitive lithography mecca in Albu-

querque, New Mexico, which is attended

by students from all over the world.

Ching’s life has not always centered

around art, however. Originally his

dream was to teach languages. After tak-

ing four years of Spanish in high school,

he enlisted in the U.S. Army and spent

two years at the U.S. Army Defense Lan-

guage Institute in Monterey, California,

where he underwent intensive study of

German language, culture, and politics,

followed by two years as a translator in
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West Berlin.

“It was in Germany where my love for

art was first stimulated,” Ching com-
ments, “but I never had the course to

paint I loved visiting the museums and

galleries."

After his stint in the Army, Ching

went back to Hawaii to finish a degree in

childhood education. During one class,

he was given a project to draw. “After

spending five hours drawing a building,

I was completely mesmerized," he says.

“That’s when I discovered that art was

my passion.”

Printmaking, Ching’s specialty, is a

generic term for a variety of techniques,

including lithography, intaglio,

silkscreen, and woodblock printing.

Lithography is a process by which a

drawing is etched onto the flat surface of

a special limestone originally imported

from Bavaria. Intaglio is a drawing
etched into a zinc plate, which is then

printed into an edition. In both media it

is common to print 50 to 300 editions.

An obvious advantage of such multiple

editions is that it gives printmakers an

opportunity to sell numerous copies of

their work and the ability to display their

art simultaneously in different galleries.

“T’ai chi ch’uan inspires my art,"

Ching says. “T’ai chi, one of the oldest

martial arts systems in China, is based

philosophically on the Too Te Ching, the /

Ching, and the concept of yin and yang.

Tlie aim of t’ai chi is inner strength, bal-

ance, unity, and an undertanding of the

world. Both t’ai chi and the act of draw-

ing are metaphors for personal and artis-

tic growth."

“The exotic and sensual qualities of

Hawaii — the land, the mixture of cul-

tures, and the music — influenced me
significantly while growing up,” Ching

adds. “These influences, along with

those derived from being raised in a

blend of Asian, Hawaiian, and American

cultures, are expressed in my work.”

“In addition, I read old and contem-

porary Asian poetry, from which I get

creative inspiration. Through art, I

would like to express the universality

and the philosophies of these literary

pieces."

Calvin Ching will be relocating to the

San Francisco Bay Area to teach art and
study t’ai chi. He can be contacted c/o

20 Entrada, #3, Oakland, CA 94611;

(415) 652-0583.

Ginny McCarthy is a journalism major at the Uni-

versity ofHouston at Clear Lake.
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JOY LAKE is situated on 80 forested

acres. In addition to our workshops,

we offer gourmet vegetarian meals,

lodging, hiking, boating, meditation

power sites and herb gardens.

JOY LAKE PRESENTS
Women and

Hatha Yoga
Vacation Workshops

with

Angela Farmer
August 4-11

Jean Couch
Yoga and Movement
August 11-13

Lilias Folan

The Joy is in the Journey

August 13-20

Other workshops leaders include;

Sun Bear (Shamanism); Jean

Shinoda Bolen (Women’s Spiritu-

ality); Jill Puree (Tibetan Chant-

ing); Susun Weed (Herbs); Steven

Halpern (Sound); Joanna Macy
(Women’s Spirituality).

For a FREE catalog of over 60

vacation workshops from May
through September 1989, write

or call:

MOUNTAIN SEMINAR CENTER
P.O. Box U2S, Dept. D-5, Reno, NV 89504

702/323-0378

A complete line of fine HOMEOPATHIC remedies,

Home-care kits & books.

Send for FREE Catalog.

NCV/TON laboratories INC.
P.O. Box 936. Lithonia, GA. 30058 (404) 967-1137

Representatives and Distributors wanted.
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Free Your Spirit

inNewVividaban

Spiritual FellovvsNp

wHh Good Food, Clean Air,

PureWater &lfeneto Think

Come to the foothills of the Ap-

palachians and experience some-

thing wonderful Giveyautsdf time

out for spiritual reflection and
renewal. Join with foil-time resi-

dents of a spiritual community in a

program of interfaith fellowship.

Gain neiv perspectives amongst fire

mountain valleys. Reafizenewinsi^ils

SiiDugJisin^fiviug&hjghthinking.

At New Vrindaban, three hundred men,

women aid cfaikiren practice spiritual life

by engaging in devotional service to God.

Residents lire in a spirit ofjoyful renunda-

tion,wantingtogire(andre(xivB)&iendship

bo^ataBty,lcncwledgeofGodaixlSel£ We
want to share somethingwcnda^ Some-

tfaingfreelygiventousandthatwefree^give

to all: ecstatic Love ofGod (whether you

callHim Christ, Allah,Buddha, Krishna,

Jehovah, or...)

New Vrindaban
Interfaith Community,
Route 1, BOX318YJ,

Moundsville,WV 26041

(304) 843-1600

" CsJ^eebrochiTre T
YESI ^ease send me my free brochure

about the weekend program at New Vrindaban.

* Name: *

I Address; I

I
aty: I

^ State: Zip:

Life-Styles

Louise May MacKenzie
As this active senior demonstrates,

age is no barrier to the practice ofHatha Yogti.

ByJoyce B. Goodale

Since Louise May MacKenzie took up
the practice of Hatha Yoga three

years ago, the stiffness in her upper back

has diminished, and she has enjoyed bet>

ter balance and greater ease in walking.

“My friends tell me that I walk as if I’m

going somewhere," she says.

All well and good, you may think, but

not particularly noteworthy. After all,

many practitioners of Hatha \bga report

these kinds of benefits. What is remark-

able, however, is that on March 4, 1989,

“May" turned 93.

Though in generally good health

before taking up Hatha Yoga, MacKenzie

had begun to suffer from some of the

infirmities of age. Most troublesome was

an agonizing stiffness in her upper back.

which had remained unresponsive to a

variety of remedies. That, in addition to

an increasing weakness in her left ankle

and problems with balance, had begun
to limit her mobility. For an active

woman accustomed to beginning her

day at 7:00 a.m. and doing all of her own
cooking, cleaning, and household
chores as well as enjoying numerous
hobbies such as golf, bridge, handicrafts,

piano, and reading, her infirmities were

beginning to get her down.

The life of this widow and former
teacher changed drastically in the sum-

mer of 1985 as a result of a local televi-

sion program on yoga in her hometown
of Vancouver, British Columbia. Some
months later, at the age of 89, she took

her first lesson with her current teacher,

Hilda Pezzaro, who has studied with
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. Was President Reagan's Teflon Made of Stars?

Was he so lucky because Nancy used astrology, which has guided rulers and ordinary

people for thousands of years? ASTRO’CARTO’GRAPHY combines astrology, map-
making and the computer to tell you what life would be like in a new locaticxi. Or how
you're affected by your business, cultural or romantic concerns far away. You'll find out if

another place (or the one you're in) is best for love, success, lottery winning, employment,
or any other human potential.

How Would It Be bi Europe or Australia? Or in Seattle?

AstRO*CARTO*CRAPHY ex|3lains why your past was like it was, and what-as well as

where-your future might be. Shtley MacLataie used her map to locate her new center in

Colorado, and so far. 810 people have happily reported meeting love males in their

"Venus zones ' lim Lewis, the recognized authority on locational astrology, offers two in-

dividualized services to help you change your life by changing your address:

both B.K.S. Iyengar and Swami Sivanan-

da Radha.

“From the first day on, I was very

grateful," she says. “I could see that

everything we did was teaching me bal-

ance. 1 liked the pleasant, instant satis-

faction in muscle stretching. Now, after

every lesson, my whole body feels

relaxed and loosened up."

There were unexpected benefits as

well.

“Yoga taught me what surprising

things deep-breathing can do for you.

Not only does it give you strength for the

next step or move, but if I get tired while

walking, I begin to take very deep
breaths. This seems to revive me, and I

just keep going and deep-breathing.”

MacKenzie has become a role-model

for many younger friends and acquain-

tances. “Quite a few 70-year-olds I see

walking slowly around the complex ask

me my age. When I tell them I’m almost

93, they smile all over and say, ‘You’ve

made my day.’"

She also credits yoga with giving her a

new interest and a new purpose in life. “I

have renewed hope, optimism, confi-

dence, and a new interest in learning,”

she says.

Happily married for over 60 years

before she was widowed three years ago,

this great-grandmother takes one yoga

lesson a week and practices daily. Her
only concession to her age is to spread

the recommended 20-minute practice

periods throughout the whole day.

Teacher Pezzaro receives high praise

from MacKenzie and her classmates. *^e
think she is very special. She certainly

has special skills and ability in teaching

60-plus and elderly people."

As much as she has gained from yoga,

MacKenzie is not content to relax or to

let age interfere with the living she still

has to do. Her current goals are to attain

more balance in poses, to stay fit, and to

keep walking without a cane.

Her advice about growing old: “Keep

busy, have lots of interests, gel annual

check-ups, eat well-balanced meals, and
walk a lot.” It will surprise no one that

she adds one final piece of counsel:

“And, if possible, take yoga.”

Louise May MacKenzie can be con-

tacted at 7288 Neal St., #2, Vancouver,

B.C. V6P 3N7, Canada.

Joyce B. Goodale is a freelance vfriter living in

northern Cali/omia. She is also a social worker spe-

dalixing in ^rontology.

The ASTRO'CARTO’CRAPHY Map Ktt

You gel an 11x17 worid map with your
lifelong "power zones " computer-drawn
from your brth data, a book clearly explain-

ing its interpretation, and information en-

abling you to choose the best geographical

places for any type of activity. If you don't

know where you want to go, the map might
jusltellyou! $19,98

ASTRO ’CARTO 'GRAPHY
E'PLAINED Report

If there are only a few places you're in-

terested in, you can have a beautifully-

printed report in plain English just about
them-no map, no Instructions, just 10,(XX)

word individualized analyses of the prac-

tical and psychological conditions you II

find in three places you choose $22.(X)

Dear Starpersons,

I want to find out ¥dtere my place Is. Please send me my ASTRO*CAfiTO*CRAPHY MAP KIT |$ 19.981 . ..

Please send me my ASTRO*CARTO*CRAPHV E'PLAINED REPORT for the three locations I ve listed

<$22)C. Please send both ($}6)Q I enclosed payment. BHI my Mastercard . . or Visa _
expiring Please send free Information Phone for

Information at (41$) 232-2525 9AM - 5PM Pacific Time.

City 0\_
(K>r A’C'C L’pidined kKCterMinly Lixodu fiduld U- cU i(X) mill's .ipjrti

MoMh. Date. Year of Birth

Time oTsttVlRcquIredl

Chy. State. Country of BirthOtyGSUte Zip

ASTRO-CARTO-GRAPHV Box 9;9-E B Cerrito. CA 94530

SWASTHYA I

Ayurvedic Massage ^ils
contain potent Ayurvedic herbs & essences
blended with highest grade sesame oil pre-
pared according to ancient formulations highly
acclaimed by Massage Therapists. Hatha Yoga
Practitioners & Ayurvedic Physicians. Each vari-

ety comes in 100 ml bottles -f- 15 ml sample-size.

Swasthya Ayurvedic Massage Oil: for oil tvpes of bodilv

aches and poms, stiffness and old age rigidities, deep warmirtg action enhances circulation.

Ayurvedic Spa & Sauna Oil: speoai biend o/sktn nounshing herbs ond deep-penetrating emolbenls
eliminates dryness and roughness, softens & stimulates, restoring nalund oils & proteins For use be/ore or o/ler both

Ayurvedic Sports Oil: contains 20 potent herbal extracts induding winlergreen & camphor, deep penetrating

uiormib brings relief for sore or strained muscles, loosens stiffness, enhances circulation

Ask for Free Information or Send $2.00 for Sample
J^UROMERE-YJ 1291 WeberSt. Pomona. CA 917U8 pboac (714)629-83S5
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Asaua

Parsvottanasana:
Intense Side Stretch

Thepoint ofHatha Yoga practice is not to get lost

in the labyrinth ofsensation, but to take the “clue”

andfollow it back to its source.

By Donald Moyer

no go from the known to

the unknown and then

to return again to the known
is the epitome of the hero’s

journey and of all spiritual

practice. Thus, in the ancient

Greek legend, the young hero

Theseus ventures into the

obscure passsageways of the

labyrinth to defeat the terrible

Minotaur. After his victory, he

escapes from the maze only by

following back to the entrance

the thin skein of linen thread,

known as a “clue," given to

him by Ariadne, the daughter

of the king of Crete.

For those of us who prac-

tice Hatha Yoga, the body
itself is our labyrinth. With
each new pose, we leave

behind the comfort of the known and
enter a world of nebulous sensations and

shifting balances. Our journey begins in

Tadasana (Mountain Pose), feeling the

lift of the pelvis off the thighs and the

openness of the chest, as the inner legs

lengthen firmly from the groins to the

floor. But when we move from Tadasana

into another pose, we seem suddenly to

turn a dark corner and to lose our sense

of direction — our sense of the way one
part of the body should move in relation

to another. Especially in forward bends,

we lose the sense of how the pelvis

should move in relation to the thighs.

Let us explore the movement of the

pelvis in Uttanasana (Standing Forward

Bend). First stand in Tadasana with the

feet a few inches apart, the outer feet in

line with the outer hips. Then raise the

arms overhead with an inhalation, and
extend the torso forward on an exhala-

from the thighs can be prac-

ticed in a variety of sitting

poses, such as Paschimot-

tanasana (Sitting Forward
Bend) and Upavista Konasana

(Open Angle Pose), by press-

ing the sitting bones back into

the floor as you lengthen the

torso forward. This movement
pacifies the abdomen so there

is no strain on the spine, and
deepens the stretch of the legs.

The lift of the pelvis away

from the thighs helps to over-

come a number of problems in

the standing poses. In Utthita

Trikonasana (Triangle Pose),

if you lift the pelvis away from

the front thigh, especially

when coming into the pose,

you prevent the weight of the

torso from bearing down on
the front leg, and thus avoid

the discomfort of hyperextended knees.

The same movement in Utthita

Parsvakonasana (Side Angle Pose), by

creating space in the hip socket, relieves

any painful compression in the groin

muscles of the bent leg. In Ardha Chan-

drasana (Half Moon Pose) and Virab-

hadrasana III (Warrior Pose III), the lift

of the pelvis back and off the standing

leg, as the spine lengthens forward,

improves the balance and strength of

the pose considerably.

In my experience, the proper align-

ment of the pelvis is more difficult to

achieve and maintain in Parsvottanasana

(Intense Side Stretch) than in any other

standing pose. I am therefore presenting

several variations of Parsvottanasana to

help you develop an awareness of the

pelvis as you move through space and
enter the gateway of the pose (Figure 1).

The following preparation for

tion — placing the hands on the floor

beside the feet, or taking hold of the

elbows if you cannot reach the floor.

Now observe what happens when you try

to pull the pelvis forward onto the

thighs. For me, the back arches away

from the legs, the abdomen pushes for-

ward and feels somewhat bloated, and
there is a heavy downward pressure on
the thighs.

Next bring your hands onto the front

hip bones as in Figure 2, and think of

lifting the pelvis up and away from your

fingers. The body responds to this

change of direction in a very different

way. The legs become active, the pelvis

lifts away from the thighbones, creating

space in the hip sockets, and the torso

moves passively toward the thighs. Alto-

gether, this movement feels more natu-

ral and less forced.

The movement of the pelvis away
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Parsvottanasana, using the wall, is espe-

cially helpful for beginning students and

for those with very tight hamstrings. First

stand in Tadasana with your feet togeth-

er, facing the wall and about 18 inches

away from it. Then, maintaining the lift

of the spine, step the left foot back with

one full stride, and place the arch of the

left foot in line with the heel of the right

foot. The distance between the feet

should be approximately the length of

your leg, thus forming an equilateral tri-

angle. Now turn your arms out from the

shoulder joints, so that the upper chest

expands, and raise the arms overhead

with a deep inhalation. On the exhala-

tion, think of lifting the pelvis off the

thighs as you bend forward from the hip

joints, and place your hands evenly on

the wall (Figure 3)

.

With your arms fully extended and

your torso parallel to the floor, draw the

pelvis back away from the shoulders, and
allow the lumbar spine to lengthen.

Keep your breath soft, and broaden the

back ribc^e as you spread the center of

the palms against the wall. Remain in

the pose for about half a minute, then

lift the torso and arms with a deeper
inhalation. Return to Tadasana by bring-

ing the left foot forward on the exhala-

tion, then repeat to the other side.

The next variation of Parsvot-

tanasana, using a rope or strap around

the pelvis, is particularly recommended
for students with lower back problems. If

you do not have access to a set of wall-

ropes as shown in Figure 4, you can

improvise by taking a piece of rope

about six or seven feet in length, or by

tying two long straps together. First make
a large loop with the rope or straps, then

hook one end over a set of doorknobs,

opening the door to a convenient angle

for practicing.

Now step inside the loop, and stand

in Tadasana with your back to the wall or

to the edge of the door, holding the

strap with both hands. Take one full

stride forward with the right leg, so the

strap presses firmly across the hip crease

and supports the pelvis. (The right foot

should point directly forward, and the

left foot should turn out about 30

degrees.) Then raise the arms overhead

on an inhalation, and lengthen the torso

forward on an exhalation. Bring the

hands onto a chair if you are less flexi-

ble, or onto a block if you are more flexi-

ble, and stretch the arms forward until

the back is fully extended.

For the next few cycles of breath,

The ORIGINAL

YOGAPROPS Inspired by B.K .5. Iyengar

HEART BLOCK
Though the HEART BLOCK looks like a dinosaur,

it's really more like a space ship which can transport

you across dimensions. But the HEART BLOCK
doesn't carry you away, it leads you inward. That's

why it's a YOGA PROP. The path of yoga leads us
inward, until we meet, at our very centers, the divine seer within ourselves. Yoga takes

us inward by refining our nervous systems through the practices of asanas and
pranayama. We developed the HEART BLOCK to promote the physical expansions
essential to the practice of pranayama.
Because it's only four inches wide, the HEART BLOCK opens your torso from sternum
to navel, and from side to side. It can be used before or during the practice of prana-
yama, and feels great any time.

Our HEART BLOCK is built of solid mahogany, and carefully finished with a non-
toxic compound derived from tree and plant resins. It contains neither plywood nor
metal components. (Cosmetically flawed, but functionally perfect seconds are often
available.) Please phone or
write to check prices and
availability. ^ We've recently published our

1989 catalogue, which describes
our full line of yoga props. Please

send $1.00 if you'd like a copy.

YOGA PROPS
731 Florida #201

San Francisco, CA 94110

(415) 285-9642
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery$185

Includes tax and shipping

(U.S. only: inquire for foreign rates)

WEEKEND YOGA RETREAT
for your

REST REJUVENATION & RECREATION
in

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE PEACEFUL SURROUNDINGS
ON NAPA RANCH

ENJOY CLASSES TAUGHT TWICE DAILY
YOGA POSTURES, BREATH REGULATION AND CREATIVE VISUALIZATION

FOR STRESS MANAGEMENT
—with

—

Iyengar teacher of 16 years Evlaleah, founder of

Yoga School of San Francisco. Also enjoy:

Swimming • Hiking • Tennis • Massage • Relaxation

Sauna • Hot Tub* Gourmet Vegetarian Cuisine

RESERVE NOW - ONLY 25 SPACES AVAILABLE
FOR EACH RETREAT

I. June 9, 10 & 11 (F-SAT-SUN): $250.00

II. August 4, 5 & 6 (F-SAT-SUN): $250.00

III. September 8, 9 & 1 0 (F-SAT-SUN): $250.00

Presented by

YOGA SCHOOL OF SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 626-8441
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Washington, DC
Special classes with

Manouso Manos
June 19-22

Workshops with

John Schumacher

June 23-25 Classes for

experienced students in Asheville, NC
(704) 684-8368

July 7-8 Atlanta School of

Massage, Atlanta, GA (404) 454-7167

July 21-28 East Coast Yoga Vacation

with Felicity Green in NC (704) 254-7756

4853 CordeU Ave., Suite 300
Bethesda, MD 20814

(301)656-8992

Swami Vishnu Devananda
Author; Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga

SIVANANDAASHRAM
VRINDAVAN

YOGA FARM
In the beautiful Sierra Foothills

Week-long Yoga Intensives

Resident& Work Study Programs
Send for free brochure:

14651 Ballantree Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95949
(916) 272-9322 or call

SIVANANDA YOGA
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(415) 681-2731 (213) 650-9452

allow the weight of the torso to hang
from the strap, and feel the stretch in

the lower back, deep within the buttock

muscles on the side of the forward leg.

When the back muscles have lengthened

as much as possible in this passive

stretch, press the right leg into the floor,

and lift the pelvis away from the strap. As

in Uttanasana, described earlier, this

movement lifts the pelvis over the head

of the femur (thighbone), creating more

space in the hip socket, and releasing

the spine to extend even farther. Hold

this position for several breaths, and
then repeat to the other side.

The next variation of Parsvottanasana

helps us to maintain the proper align-

ment of the pelvis as we move into the

pose. First stand in Tadasana, and spring

the feet three to three and one-half feet

apart. Turn the left foot in about 30

degrees, and the right foot out 90

degrees— checking that the right foot is

in line with the arch of the left foot.

Place the hands on the hips and turn the

torso to face the right leg. In this posi-

tion, there is a tendency to tilt the pelvis

toward one side, so bring the hands to

the top of the pelvis, and readjust the

weight on the legs until the right side

and left side are equidistant from the

floor. Then bring the fingers to the front

corner of the pelvic rim, making sure

that one side of the pelvis is not farther

forward than the other.

When practicing Parsvottanasana to

the right, the right side of the pelvis gen-

erally moves forward and down, and the

left side tilts up and back, making the

pose very lopsided. To maintain the

proper alignment, keep the fingers in

touch with the front pelvic rims. As you

extend the torso forward on an exhala-

tion, keep the right side of the pelvis lift-

ing up, back and away from your right

hand, and the left side of the pelvis mov-

ing forward into your left hand. In this

way the pelvis will remain level through-

out your movement into the pose. When
you have rotated the pelvis forward to

your maximum, place the hands on the

floor on either side of the ankle, or use

two blocks under your hands if you can-

not easily reach the floor (Figure 5).

Hold this position for several breaths,

lengthening the spine forward, then

repeal to the other side.

The following variation of Parsvot-

tanasana is intended for more experi-

enced students, as it requires both flexi-

bility and sureness of balance. Start in

Tadasana, and spring the feet three to

three and one-half feet apart, turning

the left foot in 60 degrees, and the right

foot out. Turn the torso to face the right

leg, and interlock the fingers behind the

back. With the arms fully extended, draw

the shoulder blades down toward the

waist, stretching the back leg strongly

and lifting the sides of the chest. Then
with a deep inhalation, press the right

leg into the floor, and with an exhala-

tion, lengthen the front torso forward,

keeping the shoulder blades in firm con-

tact with the ribcage. This position of

the arms and shoulder blades keeps the

chest open and helps to create maxi-

mum extension of the spine. For flexible

students, if the abdomen and lower

ribcage come to rest on the thigh, you

can bring the head to the shin bone by

raising the arms farther overhead on the

last few breaths (Figure 6). Remember
to repeal the pose to the other side for

an equal length of time.

For the final version of Parsvot-

tanasana, stand with the feet together in

Tadasana, and bring the hands behind

the back in namasU position (or fold the

arms behind the back and take hold of

the elbows, if this is not pK>ssible). On an

inhalation, spring the feet three to three

and one-half feet apart, turning the left

foot in and the right foot out. On an

exhalation, turn the torso to face the

right leg, and press the center of the

palms together, with the fingers evenly

extended. With a deeper inhalation,

draw the shoulder blades down toward

the elbows, as you stretch the back leg

firmly and lift the side ribcage, letting

the head fall back as the upper chest

expands (Figure 7).

Now press the inner right leg down
toward the floor to create stability, and

with an exhalation lengthen the torso

forward by lifting the right side of the

pelvis away from the thigh. Keep the

torso fully extended until the abdomen
and lower ribcage come into contact

with the thigh, then raise the elbows

toward the ceiling to bring the head
closer to the right shin bone (Figure 1).

As you hold this position, make the legs

strong with each inhalation, and with

each exhalation, surrender the weight of

the torso and the weight of the brain.

When you have reached a place of still-
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ness, inhale, come up, and repeat to the

other side.

The instructions in this article — in

fact, any teacher’s instructions — are

only “clues” and suggestions for your

inward journey. As Charles V. W. Brooks

maintains in Sensory Awareness, “Very

many of us have been taught how to

stretch — as though there could be a

method for this simplest and most sponta-

Like heroes in the

labyrinth, with each new
pose we leave behind the

comfort ofthe known and
enter a world ofnebulous
sensations and shifting

balances.

neous of all expressive movements. We
must start in an entirely different way.

We must first come to enough inner

quiet so that we can feel what may really

be needed at this moment. Then stretch-

ing will become discovery and not per-

formance, a meditation instead of an

exercise.”*

Even when following a teacher’s

directions, discovery and not perfor-

mance should be the aim. The question

to ask is. How does my body respond to

this instruction? If, for example, my
knee torques and feels vulnerable; if my
diaphragm tightens and my breathing is

restricted; if my balance feels more
unstable and my toes clutch at the floor;

if my brain feels tense and apprehensive
— these are all signs and symptoms that

the instruction is a negative one for me.

If, however, my legs grow strong and my
balance seems easier; if my chest opens

and my spinal column spontaneously

lengthens; if I experience a sense of free-

dom and release despite the intense

stretch of my hamstrings; then this is

positive feedback that reassures me that

1 am moving in the right direction.

The first time the body responds to a

new movement or instrucdon, the mind

becomes suddenly clear. This freshness

and heightened perception lasts only a

short while; when you repeat the move-

ment the next day and the day after, the

muscles grow quickly accustomed to the

new patterns, and the excitement of dis-

covery quickly fades. When the body has

a particular alertness about a movement.

y

this is the time to explore and be cre-

ative in your practice.

When you are working with a new
image or instruction, you should try to

let go of any other instructions that

might interfere with your response. Take

that one image through a series of poses,

and see how it affects the alignment of

the pose, the breath, the extension of

the spine. In this process, you will

undoubtedly make some new discover-

ies. By the time the potency of the initial

image has begun to fade, there are new
questions and new insights to be
explored. At this stage, your practice

takes on its own momentum, and the

poses themselves seem to give you infor-

mation. A movement will come sponta-

neously in a pose, or you will have a sud-

den impulse to use a prop in a different

way. What is most remarkable here is

that the information is revealed in an

orderly way, leading methodically and
deliberately from one part of the body to

another, along a secret network. When I

reflect on the inadvertent discoveries of

my practice, they do not seem at all ran-

dom, but contain an amazing inner

logic. This inherent logic of what the

body has revealed gives me the sense of a

higher power locked within, which day

by day is teaching me the very next thing

I need to know.

The point of asana practice is not

simply to experience, but to try to make
sense of what one experiences. Not to

get lost in the labyrinth of sensation, but

to take hold of the clue and follow it

back to its source: to use one’s intuition

and reason and feeling, to respond as a

total being. As the Too Te CAing says:

Seeing into darkness is clarity.

Knowing how to yield is strength.

Use your own light

and return to the source ofli^t.

This is called practicing eternity.'^

Donald Moyer is director of The Yoga Room in

Berkeley, California, and current president of the

California Yoga Teachers Association. He has been

a student of B.K.S. Iyengar since 1972, and a

teacher since 1974.

NOTES
1. Charles V. W. Brooks, Sensory Awareness

(Great Neck, N.Y.: Felix Morrow, 1986), pp.

167-68.

2. Stephen Mitchell, Tao Te Ching (New
York: Harper & Row, 1988) ,

Chapter 52.
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TAKE JO DAYS FOR YOUR PEACEAND WELL-BEING

20th ANNUAL INTEGRAL YOGA
SILENT RETREAT
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Find yourself in ihe beautiful Virginia countryside, sur-
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Transform your life
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INTEGRAL YOGA
TEACHER TRAINING
14TH ANNUAL CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Sat. 22 July Sun. 20 August

Become a Certified Hatha Yoga Teacher!

Refine your own practices of asanas

(postures), breathing techniques, and

meditation through daily practice

^ Instruction in deep relaxation and

breathing techniques

Instruction and guidance in all branches

and facets of Integral Yoga, including:

Raja Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga,

Japa Yoga and Jnana Yoga.

Classes in nutrition, yogic diet,

anatomy and physiology

Learn to teach Yoga to pregnant women,
children, prisoners, and the elderly

Sri Swunt Satchidaiunda

Cost: Dormitory: $445; Tent: $355
Some private rooms available at extra cost.

Please contact us for more information.

For information:

Programs Department,

Satchldananda Ashram>Yogavjlle

Buckingham, VA 23921,

(804) 969-3121

Cost: Dormitoiy: $975; Tent: $880.

Some private rooms available at extra cost.

Please contact us for more information.

16 DAYS THAT LAST A LIFETIME

Announcing the complete yoga training course
residential in-depth yoga intensive with teacher training
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Immerse yourself in the ideal yogic setting in t

beautiful mountains above Santa Barbara. This

oustanding residential course Is for ALL levels

of yoga students.

YOU WILL LEARN a non-dogmatic syn-

thesis of classical and contemporary

techniques drawn from the best major

systems today. Teachings will Include the origins

of yoga, how yoga works and an exploration of

Iyengar, Krishnamacharya, Pattabhi jois and
classical yoga. There is instruction in Vamana
VInyasa flow yoga — a powerful and dynamic
advanced system that combines asana, pranayama and meditation.

Kundalini and modern science will be compared to ancient teachings.

We will study the teachings of J. Krishnamurti andjnana Yoga. Wealso
focus on health and vitality, diet and nutrition, meditation and
development of a lifelong practice. Enjoy two daily asana and
pranayama classes. Experience a quantum leap in your yoga practice.

You will also learn how to instruct, the purpose of each asana,

hands-on corrections and setting up classes.

1989 Courses Offered March. June & August
Also other week-long programs

PRESENTED BY THE FINEST INSTRUCTORS-Ganga
White, Tracey Rich and staff. Ganga While is the

founder ofThe Center for Yoga. (L.A.'s oldest and most
respected teaching institute, where hundreds of teach-

ers have been trained, opening centers and classes

throughout the world.)

COME TO OUR BEAUTIFUL CENTER overlooking

the ocean and Santa Barbara. Enjoy the hiking trails,

fresh air, streams, waterfalls and an experience that will

last a lifetime.

Please visit our center in Los Angeles Center for Yoga
(213) 464-1276

I L~/T_ ^
2500 Sdf) Marcos Pass

Santa Barbara, CA 93105

(803)964-1944

D Please send me a FREE brochure desenbing The Complete Yoga Training Course

Please serxt me information regarding other workshops and programs at the center.
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Body
We may be on the verge ofa

major leap in human evolution.

So claims Esalen co-founder

Michael Murphy, who has spent

the last 13 years studying

exceptional and

supernormal abilities.
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Carl Rogers, Rollo May, B. F. Skinner,

Arnold Toynbee, Paul Tillich, Joseph
Campbell, Gregory Bateson, Margaret

Mead, Linus Pauling, and Allen Gins>

berg, to name but a few.

Murphy’s own ideas, especially con-

cerning possible next stages and avenues

W HAT INTERESTS ME

IS THE CO-EVOLU-

TION OF FORM

AND CONSCIOUSNESS^ MIND

AND BODY, THE INSIDE AND

THE OUTSIDE OF THE UNIVERSE.

The body's transformative

POTENTIALS SIMPLY HAVEN'T

BEEN APPRECIATED IN MOST

RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS."

of human evolution, were particularly

resonant with those of Huxley, Heard,

and Maslow. But it was Sri Aurobindo

whose ideas started him on his 13-year

writing and research project, the Esalen

Institute Study of Exceptional Function-

ing.

Arguing that human evolution

may be far from complete, Mur-

phy proposes that “we can effect

life-giving transformations of the

body through a combination of

spiritual, psychological, and physi-

cal disciplines.” He and his col-

leagues have assembled an archive

of over 10,(MX) studies of extraor-

dinary physical functioning,

drawn from more than 60 areas of

research, including meditation,

hypnosis, visualization, sports,

spiritual or mind-assisted healing,

placebo research, contemplative

practice, yoga, psychotherapy, the

arts, shamanism, modern psychic

research, and reports from every-

day life.

I met with Murphy late last

year at the rambling old Victorian

house in San Rafael, California,

where he lives with his wife,

Dulce, and their four-year-old son,

MacKenzie. At 58, Murphy takes

good care of his own body: Just

five years ago, he placed third in

the national 1500-meter competi-

tion for runners over 50. During

our conversation, I was struck by

his vigor and intensity, but also by

his charm, his exuberance, and his

warmth.

In agreeing to be interviewed, Mur-

phy had only one request — that our

conversation not focus on Esalen’s

recent 25th anniversary. “If I’ve given

one quarter-century-later interview, I’ve

given a dozen,” Murphy said, adding
with a sigh, “I’m tired of telling the same
stories. Let’s talk about something else.”

That was just fine with me. I was more
interested in discussing his book in

progress, The Future of the Body, in which

he suggests that “a remarkable range of

exceptional and supernormal function-

ing might herald a new dimension of

human evolution." But there was some-

thing else I wanted to explore, some-

thing equally alluring, namely, the

numerous and provocative correspon-

dences I had found between events in

Murphy’s life and events in the lives of

characters in his three novels.

For example, Murphy’s first book.

I

N 1961, WHEN THE HUMAN :

potential movement was still a i

latent seed in the collective ;

imagination, a 30-year-old Cal-
:

ifornian named Michael Mur- i

phy had a vision that was years
;

ahead of his time. Murphy was j

deeply interested in

meditation, altered states of

consciousness, the meeting of

Western and Eastern philoso-

phies, integrative therapeutic

approaches, and new definitions

of health and wellness. A psy-

chology major at Stanford, he
had learned to meditate while

still in college and had devel-

oped an interest in the teach-

ings of the Indian philosopher

Sri Aurobindo.

After two years of graduate

school, Murphy went to India

and spent a year and a half medi-

tating at Aurobindo’s ashram in

Pondicherry — the kind ofjour-

ney that is relatively common
today, but was all but unheard of

in the 1950s. Aurobindo started

him thinking about the relation-

ship between the evolution of

consciousness and the physical

body, and he participated in sev-

eral sports while at the ashram,

where physical well-being is culti-

vated along with spiritual

growth.

Shortly after his return to the

U.S., Murphy met Richard Price,

also a former Stanford psychology major,

and together they began dreaming of a

place, a new and original place, where

the subjects dear to their hearts could be

actively explored by a generation eager

to shake off the slumber of the Eisen-

hower years. Might it be possible, they

wondered, to create a forum more open

to the “mysteries” than mainstream
academia, yet free of the dogmatism
common to groups organized around a

single idea or charismatic individual?

“Let’s do it,” they finally decided. On
Murphy family land in Big Sur, Califor-

nia, wedged between the surrounding

mountains and the rugged Pacific coast,

they established Esalen Institute, named
after a Native American people who had

lived there centuries before. Following

their respective interests and instincts,

Price settled in as acting administrator,

while Murphy set about inviting individ-

uals whose thinking he admired: Aldous

Huxley, Gerald Heard, Abraham Maslow,
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Golf in the Kingdom, is classed as Bcdon.

Yet it begins with a narrator named
Michael Murphy recalling his co-found-

ing of “an institute in Big Sur, on my old

family’s estate there" — clearly a refer-

ence to Esalen. His credibility as narra-

tor thus established, Murphy proceeds to

describe ajourney he took

years before to Scotland,

where he meets a mystical

golf teacher named Shivas

Irons, who, like Castane-

da’s don Gcnaro and the

immortals of Taoism,

seems not exactly of this

world. Murphy certainly

might have gone to Scot-

land. But did he really

receive instruction from a

golf shaman on how to

score a “Galactic Ecstatic

Hole in One” or on the

importance of “Keeping

Your Inner Eye on the

Ball”?

In Murphy’s An End to Ordinary Histo-

ry, the main character, an ambitious

young scholar named Darwin Fall, goes

to the Soviet Union and befriends a KGB
agent who is tom between his commit-

ment to the ideals of socialism and his

desire for spiritual transcendence. Fair

enough, as fiction. But what are we to

make of the fact that, during the writing

of this novel, Murphy and his wife,

Dulce, cofounded Esalen’s Soviet-Ameri-

can Exchange Program and began regu-

lar visits to the USSR to foster joint Sovi-

et-American exploration of human
potential?

In yet another novel, Jacob Atabet, a

spiritually gifted young artist practices

directing his awareness and control to

the organs, cells, molecules, and funda-

mental forces of his body. This artist

(whose name isJacob Atabet) is commit-

ted to testing the following hypothesis:

“If we could finally remember how our

bodies were made — all the way back to

that instant in which these billion galax-

ies burst forth from a seed the size of a

planet or proton — we would win a new
freedom and master this form of spirit

we call matter. Cosmically speaking, we
would come of age.”

Atabet gets to know Darwin Fall, who
happens to be researching — and writ-

ing an exhaustive book about — the

human body's supernormal capacities.

While writing Jacob Atabet, Murphy began

a suspiciously similar research project of

his own — Esalen’s Study of Exceptional

Functioning, whose voluminous archives

provide data for his current labors on a

manuscript much like Fall’s.

I found myself captivated by Mur-
phy’s habit of allowing fact and fancy to

co-exist in close quarters, sometimes

even seeming to occupy the same space.

O
VER THE YEARS I'VE

COME TO BELIEVE

THAT MOST PEOPLE

HAVE NOETIC OR PARANORMAL

EPISODES— WHAT I CALL THE

'SIDDHIS OF EVERYDAY LIFE'—
WITHOUT BENEFIT OF TRANS-

FORMATIVE PRACTICE OR CON-

SCIOUS INTENTION."

rather like the surrealism of the Argen-

tinian writer Jorge Luis Borges. And I

began to wonder whether, in his blur-

ring of fact and fiction, Murphy might

be reaching for the same effect as

Borges — what the Argentinian calls

“neither truth nor likelihood, but aston-

ishment.” By way of evidence, I offer

this: In Jacob Atabet, Darwin Fall looks

around at a San Francisco 49er game
and sees “a group I recognize,” includ-

ing “Mike Murphy of Esalen” and his

friend George Leonard. (Finally, author

Murphy can’t resist leaping into print as

the fictional counterpart of— himself!)

At first, I was content simply to enjoy

these playful twists in Murphy’s fiction

and not make a big deal of their signifi-

cance for understanding his current pro-

ject: to demonstrate a factual basis for

some of the extraordinary experiences

he renders in his novels. But then I won-

dered: If his fiction can so

easily pass back and forth

between actual and imag-

ined events, might not his

current non-fiction writing

be similarly unpredictable?

Which of the extraordinary

experiences he describes

are true, and which false?

And who’s the real author,

anyway? Murphy? Fall? Or
maybe an alter ego we
haven’t met yet?

These were two of the

questions that occurred to

me after I decided to strike

the same stance in this

interview— at once serious

and playful — that Murphy maintains in

his fiction. Here is the question I began

with:

So, then, which will it be in the book you 're

zoriting now: truth, likelihood, or more aston-

ishment?

(Smiling broadly) Both! (Then with

mock solemnity) To the charge of cross-

ing back and forth across the line sepa-

rating fantasy from fact, I plead guilty. I

won’t deny my deep conviction that the

history of ideas is to a large extent the

story of today’s “mere speculation” show-

ing up as tomorrow’s “empirical facts.”

Such are the mysterious ways of the set

of habits we are pleased to call “reality.”

Then you ’ll confess that your current

non-Jiction xvork in progress, The Future of

the Body, is the same book your fictional

character Darwin Fall is working on in

Jacob Atabet?

Not exactly the same, but quite simi-

lar. I began writing Jacob Atabet as a

thought experiment into the possibility

that the next stage of human develop-

ment might include the power to alter

the body at will. In the novel a young
San Francisco artist named Jacob Atabet

has a gift of interior sight through which

he can pierceive human cells and atomic

patterns. His friend Darwin Fall is a

scholar who has done extensive research

on bodily transformations, including

stigmata, the absence of rigidity in the

bodies of yogis and saints, bodily lumi-

nosity, athletics, spiritual healing, clair-

voyance, and psychokinesis, to name a
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Extraordinary Abilities

A lthough several important studies of altered states and

religious consciousness have appeared In this century —
Marguerlta Laski's Ecstasy, William James's Varieties of

Religious Experience, Abraham Maslow's work on peak experi-

ences — Esalen Institute's Study of Exceptional Functioning is the

first systematic attempt to collect and evaluate data concerning

exceptional and supernormal mind-body capacities.

"It is conceivable," says project founder Michael Murphy, "that

a next stage of human development might involve the power to

alter the physical body at will. Our project is studying extraordi-

nary bodily functioning by analyzing the experience, behavior,

belief systems, personality structures, and environmental condi-

tions of the people involved. We're also looking closely at certain

psychological processes that accompany the emergence of new
physical capacities."

Among the evidence Murphy has amassed for his book in

progress, The Future of the Body:

• In the process of being treated for sleepwalking, an Army officer

exhibits deep indentations resembling rope marks on his arms.

These appear as he painfully relives an earlier episode during

which he is roped to his bed to inhibit his somnambulism.

• Diagnosed as schizophrenic, a man who expresses a great desire

to give birth begins feeling something moving in his stomach —
"like a baby," he says. During the next three weeks his abdomen

becomes more and more distended and he gains 1

6

pounds with-

out altering his diet. Repeated medical tests find no pathology to

account for the growth.

•A group of experimental subjects, told what to expect from a cer-

tain drug, experience not only that exact effect when unknowingly

given a dummy pill, but also the side effects of the drug they think

they are receiving.

• Another woman, skilled at modifying physiological functions

once considered inaccessible to conscious will, demonstrates a

capacity to vary the firing patterns of single, designated nerve cells

and the muscles to which they are attached.

• Diagnosed as having multiple personalities, a man who is aller-

gic to citrus juices in all but one of his personalities remains free

of rashes and other symptoms so long as that one personality

maintains executive control.

These anecdotes are drawn from legitimate research findings in

the files of Esalen Institute's Study of Exceptional Functioning. In

Murphy's view, they indicate that certain powers and potentialities

latent in the human psyche tend to find perverse expression when

ignored or denied. Conversely, when cultivated through integral

practice, such powers and potentialities can effect health-giving

transformations (as suggested by the placebo effect, mind-assisted

healing, mental imagery, sports, and hypnosis, among other fields).

"Integral" practice takes into consideration that the human
organism involves the dynamic interplay of spiritual, cognitive,

volitional, emotional, and physical elements — a hierarchy of

energies and awarenesses connected to subliminal mind-body

activities. Here Murphy cites the ancient Stoic idea of

antakalouthia, the "mutual entailmenl of virtues."

"The Greeks knew that courage without moderation is a bestial

form of courage, just as justice without prudence is not really jus-

tice," Murphy says. "In the same way, for our exploration of

extraordinary phenomena to be balanced, a mutual entailment of

transformative methods is necessary." By way of example, Murphy

notes: "Yogis, while realizing advanced and subtle stages of con-

sciousness, have traditionally paid less attention to physical and

emotional development. Psychotherapy without the kind of steady,

undistorted awareness of thoughts, feelings, and sensations that

can be developed in contemplative practice can foster an obses-

sive concern with isolated corners of the self. And bodyworkers of

a particular school may inadvertently Impose a particular blueprint

on their clients of how the body should be."

Murphy adds that any program for self-development can be

undermined by ignorance, incompetence, persistent limited vision,

and psychopathology. He describes three common destructive

effects of transformative disciplines:

•A practice may reinforce a limiting personal trait, preventing its

removal or transformation. Examples of this include ashrams that

attract people who have difficulties relating to others, and expres-

sive therapies that attract people who act out explosively.

•A practice may support a limiting belief, giving It greater power

In the life of an individual or culture. (An ascetic religious tradition

that fosters the perception that the world is unreal may help rein-

force a practitioner's belief that earthly life is a vale of tears and

must be transcended.)

•A practice may limit integral development when it induces partial

though authentic aspects of superordinary functioning. A given

mystical practice can be ruled by a specific archetype, which may
have exerted great influence in the life of its founder and may in

turn have been reinforced by the founder's temperament, training,

and beliefs.

Murphy's research has identified several provisional guiding

principles of an integral practice. Such a practice:

•Must be adaptable to the make-up of the individual practitioner

• Promotes a simultaneous development of spiritual, cognitive,

emotional, and physical faculties

• Encourages a strong and growing autonomy

• Depends on a developing "witness" consciousness that tran-

scends mental, emotional, and physical functioning

•Surpasses limits by negotiation rather than force

• Depends on creative improvisation, in part as an ongoing correc-

tive against "swallowing whole" a particular program

•Is facilitated by personal traits that promote creativity in general

Do any existing practices meet these guidelines? Murphy
believes some approaches are more integral than others. Roberto

Assagioli's psychosynthesis, for example, addresses simultaneous

development of spiritual, cognitive, and emotional faculties,

though not physical development. Patanjali's Ashtanga ("eight-

limbed") Yoga fosters what Murphy considers a "rich understand-

ing of human transformative possibility." Aurobindo's yoga, out-

lined in his two-volume work The Life Divine, aims at a

transformation of bodily form, feelings, and thoughts into "lumi-

nous expressions of our supernature," in Murphy's words.

"The research is investigatory and exploratory," Murphy cau-

tions. "What's needed Is a spirit of synthesis and discovery, not

new dogmatism over which single path Is the truth."

— K.T.
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few. The truth is, as I created Darwin

Fall, I came to share “his” conviction that

these phenomena have significance for

the whole of human development. From
there it was a short step to beginning

Elsalen’s Study of Exceptional Function-

ing, which in turn brought me to my
present writing.

I was struck by the title ofFall's

book: Evolutionary Relationships

Between Mind and Body. Where

did he — or you, his creator — gpf

the idea of a new “evolutionary’'

frontier^

My interest goes back to my
undergraduate days at Stanford,

when I walked into a class by

Frederic Spiegelberg and heard

about Sri Aurobindo, the great

Indian philosopher who wrote

extensively about bodily — or,

more correctly, integral — trans-

formation. That is, yoga of the

whole being: body, emotions,

mind, will, and spirit. Although

I’m agnostic about some of

Aurobindo’s ideas, I’m guided

by his basic premise that evolu-

tion itself is struggling to evolve.

Evolution has already transcend-

ed itself twice (as far as we know) —
when inorganic evolution went beyond

its own bounds and gave rise to life, and

then when animal evolution gave rise to

humankind. In each instance, whole

orders of activities assumed new patterns

and came to be governed by new laws. In

my current book, I explore the possibili-

ty that a vast range of exceptional and
supernormal human capacities may indi-

cate a third evolutionary transcendence,

in which— as twice before — new devel-

opmental sequences are mediated by

new and different processes. It’s entirely

possible we’re seeing a new domain of

evolution.

When you say “new, ” do you mean this

evolutionary horizon is now emerging? Or

has the horizon always been there and seems

new only because we’rejust seeing it now?

Both. I believe evolution has been
struggling to transcend itself for a third

time on Earth since sometime in the

Paleolithic period. We see prefigurations

of supernormal human functioning in

Stone Age shamanism and in many of

the world’s great contemplative tradi-

tions. Examples include telepathic com-

munication between separate minds and

the clairvoyant perception of distant

events without sensory clues, the appar-

ent violation of causality by accurate pre-

cognitions, and the human mind’s abili-

ty to directly affect inorganic or living

processes beyond the brain. Instances of

these interactions can be found in spiri-

tual healing, sports, and psychokinesis

experiments. There are three criteria by

which I term behaviors, experiences.

A
5 A SPECIES AND AS

INDIVIDUALS, WE

EITHER GROW OR DIE.

If we deny the actuality of

OUR UNCHARTED POWERS, THEY

EITHER STAGNATE WITHIN US,

ERUPT PAINFULLY AND PERVERSE-

LY, OR GET EXPRESSED IN CURI-

OUS WAYS."

and bodily changes "supernormal." First,

they appear to be radically novel, though

analogous perhaps to the products of

prior evolutionary domains — inorgan-

ic, animal, and human. Second, they

seem to be mediated by agencies — call

them ki, grace, the Divine, the Tao —
other than those which produce animal

or ordinary human capacities. Third,

they cannot be accounted for by the con-

cepts and methods of physics, biology, or

the sciences of ordinary human func-

tioning.

One of the persistent themes of your writ-

ing is that our view of these realms is obscured

partly because the ascetic, otherworldly focus

of the world's contemplative traditions effec-

tively seduces us from our larger possibilities.

For instance, in Jacob Atabet, your

character Darwin Fall argues that the

suppression of bodily life “robs trans-

formative discipline of interest, effi-

ciency, power, and satisfaction, thus

aborting the process that such disci-

pline triggers. ” Does Mike Murphy
agree with Fall on this?

I do indeed. In the great con-

templative traditions, enlighten-

ment is almost always conceived in

spiritual, not material terms.

Many of them stress ending the

cycle of physical incarnations, or,

as one Buddhist sect puts it,

“never to have another birthday.”

There are profound reasons for

this, of course. The body dies,

while the part of us that we know
as eternal will not pass away. Spiri-

tual traditions naturally gravitate

back toward the Source, the

Ground of Being, as the first aim

of spiritual life. As far as I’m concerned,

that will always be the first aim of self-

knowledge. But, at the same time, we are

engaged in this stupendous adventure of

our evolutionary universe, and this fact

was simply not known during the time

the great religions were conceived. Evo-

lutionary thinking is a very recent devel-

opment.

Yes, but so what? I mean: What practical

significance does an evolutionary perspective

have for spiritual practice and the transfor-

mation ofconsciousness?

Enormous significance. To begin

with, consider the premise of your ques-

tion, that it is consciousness which is to

be transformed. What interests me is the

convolution of form and consciousness,

mind and body, the inside and the out-

side of the universe. It seems to me that

the body’s transformative potentials sim-

ply haven’t been appreciated in most

religious traditions. Many Hindus, for

example, believe in samsara, the wheel

of death and rebirth. They regard the

world as the product of maya, illusion,

and the goal of spiritual practice is to see

through this illusion and return to the

divine Source, in part by transcending

the body. Without an evolutionary

framework, these religious assumptions

seem to make sense. They get directly at
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the dichotomy we feel between the eter-

nal as we know it in contemplation, and

the passing nature of the human body

and the physical world. It’s no wonder
that, given the tension of this dichotomy,

contemplatives are drawn to the spiritual

source first.

But there is, as Darwin Fall’s com-

ment makes clear, another tension

involved. Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras records

many siddhis (powers) and vibhutis (per-

fections) of yoga, which are awakened

through religious practice. Yet given the

ascetic, otherworldly bias of most reli-

gious traditions, these new capacities are

generally suppressed in the service of

awakening unitive consciousness. From
an evolutionary perspective — from the

viewpoint that our development is still

unfolding— the powers and perfections

of transformative practices can, if we so

choose, be seen not as hindrances to

awakening but as the limbs and organs

of our future nature. From this position,

a next step follows: We can then cultivate

these capacities through integral, rather

than one-sided, spiritual practices.

I know lately you ‘ve been researching and

writing about Catholic saints. What have you

discovered?

I was surprised when I first started to

discover the wealth of anecdotes regard-

ing the physical phenomena of Christian

sanctity. The Catholic Church has put a

tremendous premium on exactitude, on
knocking down pious superstition and

pious fraud. When the Church makes
someone a saint, it wants to make sure

that he or she really is a saint. Canoniza-

tion procedures are run, in large part,

like a vast trial, where depositions are

taken and evidence put forth. Persons

who give evidence are under oath, and if

they lie, it’s a sin. Also, by lasting so long,

the Church has developed a real con-

noisseurship that gives it an ability to

knock down fraudulent claims. Finally,

since the late 18th century, the Church
has been sensitive to modern science

and modern scholarship in its own
inquiries.

What kinds of phenomena is the Vatican

putting on trial?

I’ve been studying the 20 or so major

“charisms," or extraordinary phenome-
na, either mental or physical, that may
accompany a life of prayer, meditation,

or religious passion. These are not con-

sidered normal in spiritual development,

and they’re not in themselves evidence

of sanctity or virtue or spiritual insight.

Stigmata, for example, are bruises, welts,

Meditation Research

jk
y|

ichael Murphy has coauthored

' * * (with Steven Donovan) a com-

prehensive review of modern medita-

tion research, covering over 1,200

published studies from 1931 to 1988.

The book, entitled The Physical and

Psychological Effects of Meditation

(Esalen Institute, 1988), examines

three broad areas: physiology, behav-

ior, and subjective experiences.

This is definitely not light or easy

reading; the format is dense, with sci-

entific facts and figures cited through-

out. But it is clear, and remarkably

free of psychological, medical, and

spiritual jargon. Here is a brief

overview of what Murphy and Dono-

van have discovered:

• Physiological Effects: More than

19 replicated studies clearly demon-

strate that the practice of meditation

reduces hypertension. The data also

indicate Increased synchronization

and coherence of right and left brain

hemispheres, as well as increased

mastery of specific brain functions.

• Behavioral Effects: In general,

meditation seems to enhance sensory,

perceptual, and cognitive abilities,

including concentration and atten-

tion. Not surprisingly, the practice of

meditation fosters increased empathy

and enhances creativity and self-actu-

alization (defined in various ways).

Some but not all meditation experi-

ments link regular meditation to

increased susceptibility to hypnotic

suggestion.

• Subjective Reports: Modern medi-

tation research corresponds in impor-

tant respects with traditional accounts

in the spiritual literature, "suggesting

that the ancient paths toward enlight-

enment indeed produce the kinds of

Integration and illumination they

claim." That is, research tends to con-
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or bleeding wounds which correspond

to the places where Christ was nailed to

the cross and stabbed by a Roman sol-

dier. There are well-documented reports

that these marks have appeared on the

bodies of at least 60 people since the

death of St. Francis of Assisi in 1226.

Hundreds more are less well document-

ed, though impressive. In the book I’m

writing, I go into detail on the processes

and standard through which these

reports have beenjudged.

Stigmata aren’t the only transforma-

tive effects that a deeply focused con-

sciousness can have upon the body.

Complete abstinence from food and
drink for long periods (inedia); the

“odor of sanctity”; extraordinary heat, or

incendium amoris, caused by the passion-

ate love of God; luminous phenomena;
the absence of rigidity or decay in cadav-

ers — all these have been frequently

ascribed to the saints and mystics of the

Roman Church. The fact that similar

phenomena have been attributed to

adepts of other traditions suggests that

mystical realization is accompanied by

both universal and culture-specific kinds

of physical change.

There seem to be parallels between those

contemplative experiences and the “mystical

underground’* that you and Rhea White

describe in TTie Psychic Side of Sport. ReU-

gfous adepts and athletes alike seem more or

less to stumble into supernormal experiences

while in the process offocusing on something

else — unity with God or vanning a game,

respectively.

This became evident to me when
John Brodie, then quarterback for the

San Francisco 49ers, read Golf in the

Kingdom and invited me to visit the

team’s training camp in 1972. Some of

the players there told me stories of their

own extraordinary experiences during

competition: extraordinary bodily aware-

ness, some of it mediated by startling

images of organs and cells; altered sense

of time, including the apparent slowing

of movement; the anticipation of future

events, or a sense of timelessness;

instances of supernormal energy; telepa-

thy; clairvoyance; out-of-body sensations;

apparent weightlessness or even a sense

of physical levitation; immense freedom

and detachment; unity with others,

either teammates or opponents, and

with Ck)d. But what moved me as much
as hearing these accounts was the way

some players would, the day after,

reduce their experiences, explain them

away as exaggeration, even retract their
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stories altogether. I remember feeling

that I understood what Freud must have

felt when he discovered the mechanism

of repression. It was clear to me that

these athletes had no context for such

extraordinary experiences, which simply

didn’t fit with who they believed them-

selves to be.

WeU, who were they when they had those

experiences f That is, can you say something

about how people might integrate supernor-

mal phenomena — which often are quite

unsettling and not at all welcome— into the

whole oftheir lives t

I think these kinds of phenomena,
which seem odd and even grotesque in

some cases, only become significant in

the context of the evolutionary world-

view I mentioned earlier. I remain con-

vinced that as a species— and as individ-

uals— we either grow or die. If we deny

the actuality of these uncharted powers,

they either stagnate within us or erupt

painfully and perversely, or gel

expressed in curious ways like the reli-

gious stigmata. My entire study is predi-

cated on the idea that as some individu-

als get a glimpse of these possibilities,

which can appear both beautiful and ter-

rifying, they begin to undergo disci-

plines that facilitate a process of physical

and spiritual transformation. One has to

mount a significant effort to realize the

promise of these strange and beautiful

powers. One must cultivate them with

wisdom and courage to make them
health-giving, life-enhancing, and not

mere curiosities or pathologies.

But isn 'tit a big leapfrom the experiences

of high-leifel yogis and athletes to the lives of

most peopled It makes sense that exceptional

practices sometimes lead to exceptional capaci-

tiesfor those who bring concentrat&i discipline

to bear in a specific activity — whether Zen

meditation or pole vaulting. It's quite another

thing to extrapolate from these arenas and

maintain that all of us harbor a latent super-

nature.

Based on just sport and contempla-

tive practice, I would agree. That’s why
I’ve turned to other fields, including

cross-cultural shamanism, spiritual heal-

ing, the martial arts and dance, biofeed-

back and hypnosis, placebo studies,

imagery, psychotherapy, parapsychology,

and so forth. The evidence for excep-

tional supernormal functioning across

these domains of experience is remark-

able. I’m also studying spontaneous
supernormalities, which I call *"siddhis of

everyday life,” playing on the title of

Freud’s famous essay “The Psychopathol-

ogy of Everyday Life.” Over the years I’ve

come to believe that most people have

noetic or paranormal episodes without

benefit of transformative practice or

conscious intention. These spontaneous

experiences exhibit more variety than I

once suspected, corresponding in many
ways with the supernormal phenomena
recognized by the shamanic and reli-

gious traditions.

Once again Ifind you in agreement with

your character Darwin Fall, who vmtes in his

diary: “This much is certain: Every face and

every human gesture is connected with a larg

er possibility. ” Ifyour fictional Mr. Fall were

to elaborate, what evidence of spontaneous,

unexpected supemormality would he cite?

Well, he’d be on solid ground by

starting with synesthesia, or crossing of

the senses ("seeing” sounds, for exam-

ple, or “hearing” a flower sing), or with

spontaneous perceptions of distant

events. Fall might point to instances of

extraordinary communication: saying

something unexpected in unison with

someone else; sensing correctly who is

calling on the telephone, even though

the caller hasn’t communicated for a

long time; or feeling a complete lack of

separation from your lover during sexual

intercourse. I’m currently writing about

the variety of such spontaneous super-

normalities. I’m guided by the premise

that because so many extraordinary pow-

ers appear among us without benefit of

transformative practice, it’s likely there

exists a continuum between ordinary

human functioning and various aspects

of supernormality.

Granted, we either grow or die; granted,

we distort ourselves by suppressing emergent

mind-body capacities. Still, aren't there some

pretty good reasons why spiritual traditions

have focused on liberation instead ofpowers?

Aren 't there dangers in cultivating supernor-

mal capacities when as humans we haven't

done such a good job of balancing “ordinary''

powers with moral and ethical considerations?

In other words: Is our species mature enough

to take the steps you 're suggesting?

These are central questions, but so is

this one: Can we afford not to open to

larger possibilities? If exceptional and
supernormal capacities press for expres-

sion whether we like it or not, the ques-

tion is really how to move into this new
territory in the most balanced way. The
ascetic impulse undoubtedly has a neces-

sary place in spiritual practice — as a

stage. It helps us realize that there are

dimensions of life beyond the physical.

But taken as the aim of practice, or of

life, certain forms of asceticism can be

terribly destructive. I saw this when I

practiced meditation in India. The con-

sequences of Vedantic otherworldliness

can be devastating, on individuals as well

as societies. On the other hand, it’s abso-

lutely clear that emei^ent supernormal

capacities by themselves are no guaran-

tee of lasting goodness or wisdom. In

fact, certain kinds of supernormality,

practiced without charity, have produced

destructive, even monstrous behavior.

There’s a great need for balance

here. No human attribute stands alone,

and there’s no such thing as a single

virtue. That’s why I believe that “enlight-

ened consciousness,” hearcfulness, love,

and empathy must come first, if a new
kind of evolution, or embodiment, is to

be realized.

As I listen to you, I begin to understand

what a vast chasm you 're attempting to span,

that is, the gulf between the perennial philoso-

phy and the evolutionary worldview. Wiat's

more, I know you 're devoting a large portion

ofyour book to defining transformative paths

that don *t require us to “lop off“ one aspect of

our nature— our bodily life in general— in

favor of “worlds beyond. ” This is a tall order.

Well, on cloudy days I wonder
whether I’m engaged in a hopelessly

grandiose enterprise. Yet when the sun

comes back out, I see that this is my own
path, to look for ways to bring the core

insights of the mystical and evolutionary

worldviews together, so that the values of

both realms are enhanced. When we
focus upon the co-evolution of form and

consciousness, the body side of the equa-

tion is no longer seen as inferior, and
extraordinary mind-body capacities are

thereby no longer regarded as powers

that stand in the way of liberation, or as

a kind of phantasmagoria unrelated to

the heart of spiritual practice. Such a

worldview would Join the celebrational

aspects of the universe with its agonies

and sufferings, conceiving the universe

to be a stupendous, though dangerous,

happening back to God, and a celebra-

tion of God’s multiplicity.

You and yourfriend Darwin Fall think a

lot alike. Near the end <^Jacob Atabet, he

writes: “Our truest xvorld waits like a phan-

tom limb. .. .Yfe are midwives to one anoth-

er. Someday -we will bring each other into par-

adise. ”

Well, that’s the challenge Fall and I

have agreed to share! The Indian scrip-

tures invariably end with the celebration

of ananda, the delight that rules the
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Healing
THE
Wounds
OF
Technology
From radiation in the air we breathe to pesticides in ourfood,

we are all susceptible to the hazards of technology.

Learn how some ofthe most wounded amonpf us havefound hope

and compassion in the midst of theirpain.

By Chellis Glendinning

illustration by Alexander Laurant

C HERNOBYL. LOVE CANAL. OIL

spills. Toxic wastes. Medical

debris on our beaches. Pesti-

cides in our foods. Chemicals

in our furniture and carpets. High-volt-

age electric wires that can cause

leukemia. Dental fillings that deplete our

immune systems. Living in the techno-

logical age, it seems, poses extreme haz-

ards to our health.

So how can we deal with our fear and

concern in an increasingly dangerous

world? How can we create a renewed

sense of the future at a time when every-

thing — from the air we breathe to the

water we drink — threatens our very sur-

vival?

I decided to find answers to these

questions by going to the people who
know, from direct personal experience,

what technological disaster can do to

human health and the human spirit:

those who have become physically sick as

a result of using or being exposed to dan-

gerous technologies. For two years, I and

several associates interviewed some 50

technology survivors from a range of eth-

nic and socioeconomic backgrounds,

including:

• Soldiers ordered to witness above-

ground nuclear blasts in the South Pacif-

ic and Nevada
• Women whose doctore gave them birth-
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control pills, diethylstilbestrol (DES), or

intrauterine devices

• Dieters who consumed low-calorie

products containing aspartame

• Anesthesiologists exposed to toxic

chemicals in the operating room
• Homeowners with contaminated water

supplies

• Residents who lived near toxic waste

dumps
• Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent

Orange
• Vacationers caught in the drift of agri-

cultural pesticides

As a psychologist, I was particularly

interested in the mental and emotional

effects of technology-induced disease,

and I was not surprised to find that tech-

nology survivors undergo the normal

psychic suffering common to those who
become seriously ill. But they also

endure psychological repercussions

unique to technology exposure;

• A sense of helplessness that results

from having been victimized

• A loss of social validation and support

from those who do not question society’s

commitment to technological “progress"

• Negative projections from others who
view them as losers or malingerers

• A loss of faith in social institutions they

once believed in, such as the federal gov-

ernment, the medical establishment, and

large corporations

With these repercussions come a

plethora of difficult feelings: confusion,

anger, uncertainty, depression, anxiety,

and fear. I was amazed to find, however,

that all the technology survivors we inter-

viewed had discovered within themselves

the spirit, the courage, and the creativity

necessary to transform themselves from

victims into something more like heroes

— heroes of a technological age. At a

time when the life-support systems of our

biosphere are being wantonly destroyed

by modern technologies — when not

only human beings, but rain forests,

oceans, and dolphins are subjected to

technological depredation — we find a

precious and unexpected resource in our

sisters and brothers who know, with the

blood in their veins, the cells in their

bodies, and the courage in their hearts,

the beginnings of answers to the ques-

tion of our times: How then shall wc live?

As pesticide-poisoned anthropologist

Joan Wescott has said: “For those of us

who have been disabled by chemicals, it

can become part of survival to accept our

affiliation as a ministry. We are the bear-

ers of the bad news, and so we are the

outcasts. But throughout history it has

been the outcasts — the victims — who
have the great potential for prophecy

and vision." Technology survivors bring

the prophecy and the vision of natural

healing, spiritual sustenance, service to

others, and social responsibility — the

very qualities a self-destructive society

such as ours must incorporate if we are

to survive.

“Our modern technologies

express a worldview that

must be changed on the

most fundamental levels.

Like a polluted river that

has to change, molecule by

molecule, each person

must change — and this

change Is more important

than we know.”

— Sarah Pirtle

Natural Healing

“My discovery of intuitive power plus the men-

tal breakthrough that / can heal myself

enabled me to focus all my attention away

from the disease and onto wellness. ”

—Marie Ferneau, sculptor exposed to

cyanide in the styrofoam molding process

Many of the technologically wounded
turn to natural healing, finding that

holistic health care is better equipped to

address the physical imbalances of tech-

nology-induced illness than allopathic

medicine. As its name implies {alios is

Greek for “opposing,” pathos for “suffer-

ing”), allopathy works by directly coun-

tering disease symptoms with “heroic"

interventions like drugs and surgery that

single out a symptom and attempt to

eradicate it. The approach does not

delve into the underlying imbalances

that produced the symptom, but rather

emphasizes what is wrong with a particu-

lar part of the body and sees that part as

unrelated to all other organs and sys-

tems. Allopathic interventions do not

generally faciliatate the body’s capacity to

heal itself, which is the heart of true and

lasting healing.

Holistic medical approaches, in con-

trast, understand that all organs and sys-

tems are interrelated. Whether Ayurveda

or Chinese medicine, homeopathy or

naturopathy, they view symptoms not as

the disease itself, but as guides for reveal-

ing deeper imbalances. And they attempt

to restore the balance by enhancing the

body’s own capacity for self-healing.

Massachusetts peace activist Sarah Pir-

tle first discovered that allopathic

medicine had tampered with her health

when she learned that her mother had

taken diethylstilbestrol (DES) during

pregnancy. DES is a synthetic hormone
developed in the 1930s and prescribed to

some 4 million pregnant women between

1941 and 1971. Its purported aim was to

prevent miscarriage, despite studies as

early as 1953 indicating that it was actual-

ly ineffecuve for this purpose. Today DEIS

sons face an increased risk of infertility,

structural abnormalities of their testes,

and testicular cancer. DES daughters are

two to four times as likely as non-exposed

women to develop cervicular carcinoma.

Many also sustain structural alterations in

their reproductive organs, which predis-

pose them to infertility, miscarriage,

ectopic pregnancies, and premature
births.

Sarah Pirtle has structural dysfunction

of her female organs — what she calls

her “invisible disability.” This dysfunction

caused her son Ryan to be born three

months premature and to require mas-

sive technological intervention to ensure

his survival. As a DES daughter, Pirtle has

learned about allopathy’s disregard of

the body’s natural functioning. “When
you try to replace the natural forces with

technology,” she says, “you do violence.

This leads to the decay of our ability to

function or heal ourselves."

Pirtle has also learned about allopa-

thy’s impact on the future of human
health. “A drug like DES that is handed
down from generation to generation is

symbolic of what is happening through-

out society," she says. “With DES we have

a horrible, negative heritage to pass

along, and it’s an emblem of the violence

occurring throughout our lives. I have lit-

erally handed it down to my son, and we
have yet to know what it will do to him.”

Pirtle has dealt with the violence to
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her body and the disruption of her fami-

ly life by dedicating herself to healing at

all levels. First, she is healing her body.

Three years ago she discovered that, like

many DES daughters, she had a pre-can-

cerous cervical condition. Her doctor

wanted to operate. Pirtle turned instead

to a homeopathic physician who
explained that he would treat “the

ground of the disease” rather than the

symptoms. He prescribed a traditional

homeopathic remedy, as well as a minute

distilladon of DEIS itself, and, to her allo-

pathic doctor’s surprise, the cells of her

cervix returned to normal.

Pirtle is also healing her heart. She

believes in the power of expressing feel-

ings, what psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-

Ross calls “letting it all out.” After Ryan

was born and confined to an intensive

care unit for newborns, Pirtle sought out

friends who could listen well. In their

presence, she cried and cried. “If I didn’t

have enough crying time," she explains,

“I would just numb out, and emotionally

abandon Ryan. If I couldn’t have my
emotions, I couldn’t be present for him."

Her work has also changed, from the

traditional peace activism of demonstra-

tions and lobbying to peace work
through art. Last year her children’s

book, An Outbreak of Peace, won an Olive

Branch Award, and as a singer-songwrit-

er, she recently released a cassette of

healing music for children. Each time

she works, she meditates, expanding her

awareness so that she can be “a conduit

to bring spirit into form." To Pirtle, “our

modern technologies express a world-

view that must be changed on the most

fundamental levels. Like a polluted river

that has to change, molecule by

molecule, each person must change —
and each person’s change is more impor-

tant than we know.”

Finally, Sarah Pirde is helping to heal

the broader community wrenched by the

“violence of technology.” “This violence,"

she explains, “is so endemic to our lives,

we don’t realize that it’s OK to get sup-

port. The opposite of violence is nurtu-

rance.” When she and her husband,

Kevin McVeigh, were riveted to the

demands of Ryan’s survival, the first

thing they did was to admit they were in

crisis. Then they asked a friend to orga-

nize a “dinner brigade” to shop for gro-

ceries, prepare dinner, and drive them to

and from the hospital. They also wrote

pleas to colleagues in the peace move-

ment asking for prayers and financial

help.

Today Ryan is four years old.

Although Sarah and Ryan live in the

shadow of future health problems, their

life is enriched by their experiences of

healing. Ryan may transmit the DES lega-

cy in his body, but he is also transmitting

a legacy of healing in his spirit. And, like

his mother, he sings healing songs— in a

voice at times soft, at times full of youth-

ful exuberance — that celebrate the joys

of being alive.

"When f look inside, I find

a love deeper than I have

ever known, and a peace

that goes beyond my
attachment to what does

or doesn’t happen, in a

threatened world, this is

our lifeline,"

— Wendy Grace

Spiritual Awareness

/ pray, the first order of business is to

thank God far my blessings. Then I ask for

what I need. But what really helps is more

than thanking and asking. I don’t pray by

rote orjump upfrom my knees when I’m done.

I open myself to listen. Meditation is the most

important part of prayer. It’s like being a

radio. I have to be tuned to the right channel

to hear the music.
”

—Laura Marin-Buhler,

radiation-exposed Utah resident

downivind ofthe Nevada Test Site

For many of the technologically

wounded, the faith and inner strength

required to meet the challenges of their

lives come from the sustenance of the

spirit. Conversely, the loss of personal

idendty and opportunity, plus the physi-

cal suffering that can result from tech-

nology-induced disease, can open a door

to spiritual growth.

According to psychologist Jean Hous-

ton, the process she calls soul-making

often begins with “the wounding of the

psyche, ... a painful excursion into

pathos, wherein the anguish is enormous

and the suffering cracks the boundaries

of what you thought you could bear, . . .

[requiring] that you die to one story to

be born into a larger one." This “larger

story" concerns one’s relationship to uni-

versal patterns and to the essential forces

of life. Through the wounding initiated

by a technological event — the break-

down of one’s body, identity, trust in soci-

ety, or sense of future — one’s normal

expectations are extinguished, and, as

Houston writes, “The violation of the

boundaries makes us vulnerable to be

reached by larger forces, by the larger

Story."

Wendy Grace’s human-size story is the

tale of a technology survivor. In the early

1970s, after her doctor gave her the Saf-

T-Coil intrauterine device for birth con-

trol, she developed multiple pelvic infec-

tions and a recurring abscess. She was

treated with repeated high doses of

antibiotics over a six-year period, then

with a series of operations, and finally,

when she was too weak to endure more
surgery, by letting the abscess drain for

nine months through the skin of her

belly. Then she struggled with a

depressed immune system and resulting

Candida yeast infection and multiple

allergies.

After a few years of confusion, Grace

began to look inward for help. At first

she found it by revitalizing her faith in

the Christian religion, discovering God
in herself and the people around her.

Soon, however, she became leary of her

propensity to project “godliness” onto

people. Feeling a need to grow beyond

the mythological container of a particu-

lar religion, she sought spiritual aware-

ness directly through her own inner pro-

cess.

“As dark and terrible as the illness can

get, there is always the opportunity for

love and contact," she explains. “I’ve

learned that there is a difference

between my personality and the soul.

The soul is universal and bigger than my
person. At the moment I am lowest,

there’s a humility, a giving away of my
personality’s preoccupations about get-

ting out of this situation, or getting what

I want done, or being afraid. That
moment is a time of power. It’s an inner

dawn. The world changes a bit. On the

deepest level, I don’t see myself as a sick

person. I see myself swimming through

layers of my personality to a sacred world.
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“Recently my ‘swimming’ has shown
me that my illness is not personal. I’m

part of the human species, and this world

of pesticides and bombs and pain is

where we are now. My personal struggle

is a struggle for the world, and when I

know this, something in me gets bigger. I

don’t feel alone. I feel powerful,”

One quality encountered by those

who nurture spiritual connection is a

sense of faith. T^is is not blind hope that

things will “turn out for the best." Rather,

it is an active presence of mind, an expe-

rience of fullness in the here and now,

enhanced by dismissing the doubts and
cynical thoughts that can extinguish what

joy and meaning are possible. As Wendy
Grace says, “It’s a state of grace. . . .

When I look inside, I find a love deeper

than I have ever known. Something
awakens in me, something beyond my
attachment to what docs or doesn’t hap-

pen. It’s peace. It’s my lifeline. In a

threatened world, it’s our lifeline."

Service to Others

“God left me herefor one purpose: to help other

people.
”

— Gilberto Quintana,

U.S. veteran exposed to

radiation at Nt^asaki

Compassion, drawn from a deep
understanding of suffering and pain,

often swells in the hearts of those wound-
ed by technology. This compassion leads

to a desire to be of service to other peo-

ple — service that is helpful not Just to

the recipients of caring, but to the care-

giver as well. Service helps by reducing

anxiety and providing new meaning to a

life from which purpose may have been

torn. It helps by allowing the survivor to

expand personal identity beyond that of

“sick person” or “maligned victim” to

that of “helping hand” or “ally” — or

even to expand beyond attachment to

any identity into a sense of pure, empow-
ered being.

Joanne Baca worked at the GTE
Lenkurt electronics assembly plant in

Albuquerque, New Mexico, from 1978 to

1980. The company located the facility in

the Southwest because the labor force

was cheap — and uneducated about

occupational hazards. Baca had grown

up on an Indian reservation and knew
nothing about chemicals. She conceived

of her work as “a good Job with steady

pay” — a particular benefit to her family.

as her husband’s work was seasonal.

Baca’s Job consisted of dipping trans-

formers into solder and stacking metal

sheets coated with chemicals onto an

assembly line. The department where
she worked was constantly enveloped in

chemical smells, yet the company never

warned of danger or provided protective

clothing.

After a year of working at GTE, Baca

and her coworkers developed various

"f want to livo because

I want to tell everyone

what these corporations

are doing to people —
how workers are dying,

what a loss the world

suffers without these

bright souls. I want to help

other people so they don’t

have to go through what

we went through.”

— Joanne Baca

medical problems. They fainted on the

Job, developed pain in their limbs and

rashes on their skin, and came down with

pneumonia. Some got what was diag-

nosed as an aberrant form of multiple

sclerosis; others got cancer. Her best

friend died.

Baca’s first symptoms were gum infec-

tions. Today, nine years after she left

GTE, she still suffers from insomnia,

headaches, allergies, chronic viral infec-

tions, fatigue, ulcers, arthritis, depres-

sion, and anxiety attacks.

Several years ago, when her family was

left with very little money as a result of

medical bills and lost income, Baca

found a house for which she could

exchange painting and yardwork for

rent. Times were hard, but she regarded

this as “a sign.”

Across the street from the new rental

lived a woman whose life was even more
difficult than Baca’s. She was a

schizophrenic, completely unable to care

for herself. Yet everyone in the neighbor-

hood was too afraid to offer help. At first,

Baca was afraid, too. But she thought

again.

“I decided that this lady needed a

friend,” she says. “I became that friend. I

had to ignore the bizarre things she did

that would scare any other human being,

but 1 did it. I took her to the grocery

store. I turned my head away when she

was chasing off the people she thought

were speaking to her. and I eventually

got her some piermanent help.”

“The children in the neighborhood

called her ‘the witch,’ and I told them,

‘Look, she’s sick.’ I read about
schizophrenia, and you know what? It

can be caused by chemicals! I told my
kids, ‘I could be the same type of person,

and you’d want someone to care for me.’

That’s what she needed — someone to

care for her. I eventually got her into a

home where, with treatment, she is hap-

pier now and doing well.”

“I thank God for sending this lady to

me. She opened my eyes. I met her when
I was at a low point in my life. I was feel-

ing sorry for myself, and God showed me
a chance to go beyond my own suffer-

ing.”

After this experience, Baca felt called

to fulfill a mission that lies beyond her

personal problems yet springs from
them. “I want to live!” she says emphati-

cally. “I want to live because I want to tell

everyone what these corporations are

doing to people — how workers are

dying, what a loss the world suffers with-

out these bright souls. I want to tell

everyone what chemicals can do to peo-

ple. I want to help other people so they

don’t have to go through what we went

through."

Social Responsibiuty

have to gel it stopped now. We want no

more victims ofany kind. ”

—Jesus Rives,

chapter coordinator of

Asbestos Victims ofAmerica

Technology survivors have a special

glimpse of the injustices of technological

use in modern society. Many experience

a loss of faith in institutions that once

provided them with meaning, direction,

and heroism.

Unless pressed to discuss it, Andy
Hawkinson would be the last person to

reveal his anguish about the breach of
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trust he experienced. It causes him too

much pain. When Hawkinson joined the

U.S. Army in 1957, he was “a red-blood-

ed, patriotic American boy.” His first tour

of duty took him to a small island in the

South Pacific, Eniweiok. He stayed there

nine months, then was restationed to Illi-

nois.

Not until 1977 did Hawkinson learn

that, before he had been stationed on
Eniwetok, 22 atomic and hydrogen
bombs had been exploded there. “I lived

at Ground Zero without even knowing

it," he explains. Radiation is well-known

as a cause of cancer, heart disease, and

sterility, and can also leave people more
vulnerable to viral and bacterial infec-

tion.

When he discovered the link between

his radiation exposure and his blindness,

heart attacks, and near-fatal hemorrhag-

ing, Hawkinson experienced an intense

sense of loss. “I was in the Army 13,

maybe 14 years,” he says. “The Statue of

Liberty. Red, white, and blue. My Coun-

try. I have often asked myself if I had to

lose something, in what order would I be

willing to give it up? I would probably

sacrifice my mother first, my wife second,

my children third — before I would ever,

ever sacrifice my country. But then not to

experience the same loyalty from my gov-

ernment when I’m willing to give it so

much. This is a rejection I’m not pre-

pared to handle.”

But handle it he did, by dedicating

himself to righting the injustice through

social change. He gave up his career as a

businessman, joined the National Associ-

ation of Atomic Verterans and the

National Association of Radiation Sur-

vivors, and started leading rap groups for

atomic veterans all over the country. He
conducted a study of veterans’ attitudes

toward exposure, health, and the U.S.

government. He lobbied Congress. He
lectured to veterans’ groups and the

public about the dangers of radiation.

Today Hawkinson admits that being

an atomic veteran has changed him pro-

foundly: “My flag still goes out on the

Fourth of July. I’m probably a redneck

conservative at heart, but politically I’ve

come to join activist organizations I

never would have paid attention to

before. I love to get up every day and do
what I think is right. In my book, one
person should never hurt another per-

son. When I see something wrong, I fight

with everything I’ve got.”

Hawkinson isn’t alone in his struggle.

Jesus Rives of Vallejo, California, was a

tool mechanic for the federal govern-

ment when he contracted asbestos dis-

ease. Today he is the coordinator of the

Napa-Solano chapter of Asbestos Victims

ofAmerica. When she found out that she

had taken DES, Pat Cody of Berkeley,

California, joined with other concerned

mothers, children, and doctors to found

the now international DES Action. Lois

Gibbs transformed herself from a house-

wife into a leader of the fight to relocate

"f'm probably a redneck

conservative at heart, but

fVe come to Join activist

organizations I never

would have paid attention

to before, f love to get up

every day and do what I

think is right. In my book,

one person should never

hurt another person.”

— Andy Hawkinson

endangered families at Love Canal.

Today she heads the Citizens’ Clearing-

house for Hazardous Wastes in Arling-

ton, Virginia.

According to Gibbs, “Everything that

happened at Love Canal could have

been prevented. Everything that hap-

pened is being repeated all across the

country right now. We can stop more
Love Canals in two ways. One is preven-

tion: get the corporations and govern-

ment to stop producing the technologies

in the first place. The other is getting

involved with what is happening in your

own backyard— now.”

The cultural anthropologist Ernest

Becker has defined heroism as the mean-
ing one brings to life and one’s enact-

ment of that meaning. Heroism, then, is

relative, and in the eyes of today’s tech-

nology survivors, the unflinching, unfeel-

ing exemplars of modern technology are

not heroes, but a fading genre. In their

place arise the new heroes and heroines

of a technological age. How then shall

we live? According to Sarah Pirtle,

Wendy Grace, Joanne Baca, and Andy
Hawkinson: by taking responsiblity for

our lives, by grovdng spiritually, by caring

for others, and by actively working for a

better world. Q

CheUis GUndinning, PhD., is a psycholo^t, social

change activist, and author o/Waking Up in the

Nuclear Age (Morrow, 1987). This article is

adapted from her forthcoming book When Tech-

nology Wounds: From lUDs to Atomic Bombs
(Morroxu, 1989).

RESOURCES
Here are just a sampling of the many books

and organizations that are attempting to deal

with the dangers of technology.

Books

Nontoxic and Natural: How to Avoid Danger-

ous Everyday Products and Buy or Make Safe On«s,

by Debra Lynn Dadd (Los Angeles: Jeremy
Tarcher, 1984)

Love Canal: My Story, by Lois Gibbs (New
York: Evergreen. 1982)

WeU Body, WeU Earth: The Sierra Club Envi-

ronmental Health Sourcebook, by Mike Samuels

and Hal Bennett (San Francisco: Sierra Club

Books, 1983)

A Bitter Fog: Herbicides and Human Health,

by Carol Van Strum (San Francisco: Sierra

Club Books, 1983)

KiUing Our Own: The Disaster of America’s

Experience with Atomic Radiation, by Harvey

Wasserman and Norman Solomon (New York:

Dell. 1982)

Oi^anizadons

Americans for Safe Food, 1501 16th St.

NW. Washington. DC 20036; (202) 332-9110.

Facilitates social action to press for food with-

out pesticides or drugs.

Citizens’ Clearinghouse for Hazardous
Wastes, P.O. Box 926, Arlington, VA 22216;

(703) 276-7070. Supports grassroots action to

stop contamination of people and land by tox-

ins.

DEIS Action. Long Island Jewish Hospital,

New Hyde Park, NY 11040. Educates the gen-

eral public and health professionals about the

effects of diethylstilbestrol, and what can be

done.

National Association of Radiation Sur-

vivors, P.O. Box 20749, Oakland, CA 94620.

Supports survivors by lobbying, litigation, and
community.

Public Citizen, 2000 P St. NW', Washington,

DC 20036; (202) 293-9142. Defends con-

sumer rights to health and safety through

research, lobbying, and litigation. Ralph
Nader’s organization.
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n the slate gray of the hour before dawn, two Chinese men pad toward a frozen lake. Though a chill wind

whips across the ice, they are clad only in thin robes, and their bare heads are cleanly shaven. As they

approach the ice, the younger man sets down a bundle and looks expectantly at his companion. Q The older

man, a monk and master of chi kung, has brought his student to this barren scene to test his mastery of internal

energy. Silently he holds out an ax and gestures toward the ice. O In moments, the pupil has chopped a hole in the

surface. Then he removes his robe and, completely naked, assumes a seated meditation posture on the frozen

beach. The old monk picks up the bundle and shakes it out. It is a blanket. He dips it through the hole in the ice,

soaking it with near-freezing water, and then carefully spreads it over his student. QThe air is so cold that the edges

of the blanket are already stiffening as it is laid about the young man's bare shoulders. For several minutes it seems

as if the old monk is merely trying to create an extremely life-like frozen sculpture. Then he sees a tenuous wisp of

steam wavering in the air above the young man. As the monk watches, more and more vapor rises steadily from the

drenched blanket. The master nods silently. Within a short time, the blanket is completely dry.

What IS ch*i kung?
The words translate as “mastery

of ch’i." Taken at surface value,

ch’i kung (also spelled ch’i

gung, ch’i gong, and quigong)

can be called exercise, although

as a form of conditioning, it is

exactly the opposite of what
Westerners usually think of as

exercise.

Although it stands apart from

typical Western calisthenics,

weight training, and jogging,

ch’i kung is not without rela-

tives. Yoga, meditation, and Ori-

ental martial arts such as kung
fu, tae kwon do, and karate are

all closely allied to ch’i kung in

background and philosophy.

Many writers refer to ch’i kung
as Chinese yoga, and adherents

agree on its meditative aspect.

Martial artists of all persuasions

have found that practice of ch’i

kung improves the quality of their respective arts, lending
them power, grace, and tranquility.

The main concern in Western exercise is with developing

musculature. Exercises in which the size, form, strength, and
functioning of the muscles are of primary importance are

external exercises, in that they emphasize the health of the out-

side of the body. This approach is consistent with Western
medicine, which regards the body as a mere conglomerate of

parts which, though incredibly complex, is still nothing more
than a machine.

In contrast, traditional Chinese medicine regards the body
as a matrix of energy pathways through which die life energy,

or ch’i, must flow smoothly if the person is to maintain health.

This ch’i is neither the energy of muscular exertion nor that

of nerve impulses. Indeed, the Chinese believe that this ener-

gy permeates and flows through all of existence, much as

wind passes through the atmosphere or waves pass through
water.

Strong musculature is simply

an adjunct to the health of a per-

son’s energy and internal sys-

tems. Ch’i kung is thus an internal

exercise, because it focuses on the

health of the inside of the body.

Its emphasis is on ch’i, which,

according to Chinese medicine,

is as real and manipulable as

muscular strength. The condition

of one’s ch’i can be medically

diagnosed, and its well-being is as

important as strong muscles.

Many cultures besides the Chi-

nese have been aware of this

energy. The Polynesians, for

example, use the word mana to

describe the pervasive energy
inherent in persons, animals, and
things. In India it is known as

prana, and in Japan as ki. West-

erners such as Anton Mesmer,
who called it animal magnetism,

and Wilhelm Reich, who called it

orgone energy, independently discovered and attempted to

manipulate this energy.

Ch’i is the energy of life. The portion of ch’i with which all

living things are imbued at birth can be strengthened or weak-

ened, squandered or nurtured. When it is sufficiently depleted,

death results. The rate at which ch’i is used up can be con-

trolled by proper life-style, and it can be strengthened and cul-

tivated by special exercises.

The most important source of ch’i is the air. Ch’i kung is

vitally linked to the breath, for breathing not only gathers ch’i,

but is the engine that pumps it through the body. Ch’i flows

through the lx)dy along special pathways, called meridians, just

as blood and nerve impulses flow along their own specific

channels. The human body contains twelve primary meridians,

each named after the organ or organ group with which it is

associated — for example, the bladder, heart, kidney, large

intestine, or lung.

In addition to the primary meridians, there are two impor-

Chinese

These ancient therapeutic exercises, called

ch'i kung, help reduce stress and strengthen

the immune system by facilitating the free

flow of life energy through the body.

By Christopher Dow
Painting hy Calvin Ching
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tant collateral meridians. One is the

“conception vessel,” which runs down
the front center line of the torso; the

other is the “governing vessel,” which

runs up the spine to the head. The two

are connected at each end, thus forming

a complete circuit running from
the head down the front of the

torso to the base of the spine and

back up the spine to the head.

Numerous minor meridians branch

out into the organs and tissues of

the body, much as blood vessels

branch into capillaries.^

Research conducted by Dr. Kim
Bong Han of the University of

Pyonyang in North Korea has pro-

duced physical evidence for the

existence of meridians. His experi-

ments revealed a type of histological

tissue previously unnoticed by scien-

tists. According to Dr. Kim, the

meridians are symmetrical, bilateral

channels, 20 to 50 millimicrons in

diameter, lying just beneath the sur-

face of the skin. These thin-walled

channels contain a transparent, col-

orless fluid, and branch intricately

into the body tissue.^

This research validates a report

by Sir Thomas Lewis, published in

the British Medical Journal of Febru-

ary 1937. Lewis stated that he had
discovered a network of incredibly

minute lines permeating the body.

This network was not related to, nor

part of, the nervous system, and was

not composed of nerve tissue. The
report went unnoticed by his

colleagues.*

Further corroboration by Western

medical scientists for the existence of

the meridian system and the ch’i that

circulates through it has come from Dr.

Robert O. Becker, M.D., author of The

Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the

Foundation of Life,^ and from Dr. Bjorn

Nordenstrom, a well-known radiologist

and former chairman of the Nobel
Academy for awards in medicine, who
wrote Biologically Closed Electrical Circuits:

Experimetnal and Theoretical Evidencefor an

Additional Circulatory Systerru^ Thus, mod-
ern research is beginning to validate the

ancient Chinese theories and practices.

But whether or not meridians are

proven to be actual physical structures in

the body, practitioners of ch’i-building

exercises and meditation know from
direct experience that these pathways

and their energy are real.

Chinese medicine attributes many ill-

nesses to blockage of ch’i flow through

the meridian system. Death results if ch’i

flow is blocked completely or is blocked

to a vital organ such as the heart. Block-

ages are caused by tension, injury, and

harmful life-styles, as well as by the aging

Some ch'i kunc exercises

WERE DEVELOPED FOR SPECIFIC

ORGANS OR MERIDIANS,

SOME TO TREAT PARTICULAR

DISORDERS OR ILLNESSES,

AND STILL OTHERS TO

STRENGTHEN THE ENTIRE BODY.

process. The goal of traditional Chinese

medicine is to free the body from block-

ages and to facilitate the free circulation

of ch’i through the meridians. Two dif-

ferent methods were developed to

accomplish these ends.

The external method consists of

manipulation of the energy flow and

blockages by a physician trained in tradi-

tional Chinese medicine. Such practi-

tioners locate areas of blockage, then

attempt to release them, either tem-

porarily or permanently, by a variety of

techniques, including direct manipula-

tion of speciflc meridians and gener-

al tonic treatment for the whole sys-

tem.

Direct manipulation is effected at

particular spots along the meridians,

called acupoints, where the meridians

come close to the surface of the

body. Each meridian has many acu-

points along its length, and stimula-

tion of the different points has vary-

ing effects on that particular

meridian and the ch’i flowing

through it. Because the meridians

run throughout the body, the points

stimulated can be far from the organ

actually affected.

Stimulation is accomplished by

several means. Acupuncture is the use

of extremely fine needles, which are

inserted into the acupoints. Acupres-

sure, or massage, stimulates the acu-

points by pressure of the hand. Mofd-

bustion, or heat therapy, stimulates

acupoints with heat. Herbs are also

used as general or specific tonics to

stimulate ch’i flow, and diet often

plays an important part as well.

In addition to mechanically

manipulating the ch’i and meridian

system by physical stimulation of acu-

points and the use of herbs and heat,

the holistic approach of traditional

Chinese medicine has produced preven-

tive and curative techniques unparal-

leled in the West — the internal exer-

cises of ch’i kung. Some ch’i kung exer-

cises were developed for specific organs

or meridians, some to treat particular

disorders or illnesses, while still others

were designed to strengthen the entire

body.

How the Chinese discovered ch’i and
first realized that it could be cultivated

by means of therapeutic exercises is lost

in antiquity. But the origin of their

knowledge is probably less important

than the methods they developed for

strengthening, accumulating, and mobi-

lizing ch’i within the body.

The first mention of therapeutic

exercises is from the reign of the leg-

endary Yellow Emperor, Hwang-ti, who
lived in the 27th century B.C. Besides

being the first ruler to unify China, he

was responsible for the world’s first med-
ical treatise, Nei Ching ( The Yellow Emper-
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or*s Qassic ofInternal Medicine) . Rewritten

in 762 A.D. by Wang P‘ing, it consists of

48 volumes and contains mention not
|

only of acupuncture, moxibustion, and
|

herbs, but of medical calisthenics as well. i

Not long after Hwang>ti’s reign, an
j

endrely different approach to physi-

cal culture was devised by scholar

monks who began developing a

series of medical gymnastics cou-

pled with respiratory techniques.

Later monks were profoundly influ-

enced by the 5th century B.C. Taoist

wridngs of Lao Tzu, whose emphasis

on non-resistance to the natural

order and on self-development gave

the pracddoners of ch’i kung a new
focus. The Taoists further devel-

oped respiratory techniques com-
bined with the psychophysiological

emphasis so important to ch’i kung.

Men such as the brilliant third-

century physician Hua To, as well as

Ta Mo (Bodhidharma), the son of a

Brahmin king in India, created

sequences of therapeudc exercises.

Hua To’s exercises, based on animal

movements, consisted of jumping,

twisdng, swaying, crawling, rotadng,

and contracting. Ta Mo brought
Buddhist teachings from India that

radically altered the entire course of

religious and philosphical thought

in China, Korea, andJapan.
When he first arrived at the

Shaolin temple in Honan province,

Ta Mo found devout monks who prayed

and led ascedc lives, but who were weak,

unhealthy, and prone to fall asleep dur-

ing prayers. In addition to teaching

them yogic meditation, or dhyana
(transliterated as ck'an in Chinese, and
as zen in Japanese), he introduced three

series of exercises designed to strength-

en the monks’ bodies. These exercises,

called “Change of Tendons,” “Marrow
Washing,” and “Eighteen Buddha
Hands,” were combined with Hua To’s

five animal movements and with the

already-existing martial arts. The result

was a system useful for fighting and self-

defense known today as Shaolin kung fii.

But, although medical calisthenics

imparted greater martial ability when
combined with fighting systems, many
forms of ch’i kung were developed for

the average person who wished to culti-

vate superior health, rather than self-

defense skills. Regular ch’i kung training

imparts good health, composure, relax-

adon, centered awareness, concentrated

attendon, calm thought, and a vibrant.

energedc inner strength.

Since ch’i kung has more to do with

breath than muscle, these exercises com-

bine breathing with relaxed movement,

avoiding exertion or hardening of the

muscles. In fact, stiff musculature or ten-

Goveming Vessel

As PREVESTIVE MEDICINE,

ch'i rung not only promotes

RELAXATION AND GREATER

FLEXIBILITY, BUT HAS MANY

OTHER PROVEN HEALTH BENEFITS,

INCLUDING STIMULATION OF THE

IMMUNE SYSTEM AND ENRICHMENT

OF WHITE BLOOD CELL LEVELS.

sion inhibits ch’i circuladon, as do poor

posture and constricted Joints. Good ch’i

circuladon can be likened to water run-

ning freely through a garden hose: If the

hose is constricted or kinked, the flow of

water is reduced or cut off.

There are two main ideas behind ch’i

kung exercises. The first is to sdmulate.

deepen, and regulate the breath, thus

affecting the rate, frequency, and
strength of ch’i flowing through the

meridians. The second is to relax,

loosen, and limber the body, opening it

up and removing kinks and blockages to

the free circulation of ch’i. The
" methods used in ch’i kung to achieve

these ends are varied, but can be

divided into two main schools: mov-

ing and still.

Within each school there are

many techniques, but in general,

moving ch'i kung employs some sort

of external body movement in con-

junction with breathing patterns and

ch’i flow. This type is generally prac-

ticed in a standing or sitting postion.

Still ch'i kung does not use any exter-

nal movements of the body. Instead,

all movement is internalized. This

type of ch’i kung is practiced in a

standing, sitting, or prone position.

Both types of ch’i kung are as

much meditation as physical exer-

cise. And, as with all meditation, the

practitioner learns to release all

extraneous thoughts. Attention is

placed on the tan I’len , a spot also

known as the hara in Japanese, locat-

ed just below and behind the navel.

Eventually, the practitioner can store

ch'i there and guide it through the

body using only the breath and
mind. But even experienced practi-

tioners often continue to practice

moving ch’i kung in order to remain

limber and strong. Sometimes such exer-

cises are combined with self-defense

techniques, as in the popular Chinese

martial art of t’ai chi ch’uan, which is

essentially an extended series of moving

ch’i kung exercises containing self-

defense applications.

Ch’i kung is very popular in China,

where millions of people, either alone or

in groups, gather in parks in the early

hours before work, during lunch breaks,

and in the evenings for their daily prac-

tice. Some of these individuals prefer the

longer, more complex I’ai chi ch’uan,

whereas others practice specific forms

prescribed by their physicians. Still oth-

ers train in daily regimens developed for

general health maintenance. But, what-

ever their specific form of practice, they

all routinely train in ch’i kung for the

definite, observable, and obviously posi-

tive effects it has on their health and
energy levels — in short, because it

works and, on a more immediate level of

gratification, because it is relaxing, ener-
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Three Simple Ch'i Kung Exercises

figure 1 Figure 2

The aim of ch'i kung is not to exert strength, but to allow

the ch'i to flow freely through the body. Here are three easy-

to-practice exercises that will allow you to experience the

flow of ch'i. Each exercise coordinates physical movement
with the breath and movement of ch'i. In the early stages,

you should visualize the movement of the ch'i as described

In the instructions for each exercise. With steady practice,

you will actually begin to feel the flow within your body, at

which point you can dispense with the visualization.

Preparation

Stand with feet shoulder width apart, toes pointing for-

ward, knees slightly flexed, and spine erect {Figures 1 and 2).

Tuck your buttocks under slightly in order to straighten the

curve at the small of the back. Tuck your chin in slightly in

order to straighten the neck. Let your body weight sink into

your legs.

Relax all muscles and joints, especially the shoulders, let-

ting your arms hang loosely at your sides. Look straight

ahead with a soft gaze.

Instead of breathing from your chest by expanding the rib

cage, breathe from your abdomen by expanding and con-

tracting the diaphragm. Do not force or hold the breath, but

breathe continuously. Inhale and exhale through the nose.

Lightly press the tip of your tongue against the hard palate

on the roof of your mouth to connect the governing vessel to

the conception vessel.

Opening and Closing the Hands

From their relaxed position by the sides, raise the hands

out sideways to waist height and slightly in front of you (Fig-

ure 3). The palms are turned toward each other, fingers point-

ing downward. Breathe in as the hands rise.

Now relax your arms and bring your palms together until

they almost touch in front of your navel (Figure 4). The fin-

gers still point downward. Breathe out as the palms come
together. Rotate both wrists at the same time, turning the

thumbs toward you and the backs of the hands toward each

other (Figure 5).

Breathe in and move the hands apart (Figure 6). When
they are about waist height (Figure 7), rotate both wrists at

the same time, turning the palms toward each other, thumbs

pointing away from you (Figure 8).

Repeat two more times, bringing the hands together, rotat-

ing them, and raising them out to the sides, then bringing

them together in front of your navel. After you have brought

them together for the third time, rotate and raise your hands

one last time, again rotating both wrists until the palms face

each other, thumbs pointing away from you (Figure 8). Then

simply breathe out and relax the arms, letting them hang

loosely at your sides, fingertips pointing downward (Figures 9

and 10).

This exercise begins warming up the system, centers the

breath and ch'i in the abdomen, and activates the belt merid-

ians.
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Floating with the Waves

Raise your wrists (Figure 11), and breathe in, raising your

arms until they are comfortably extended in front of you,

without stiffness, each hand directly out from and level with

Its respective shoulder (Figures 12 and 13). The hands and

shoulders are relaxed, palms facing downward.

Let your elbows drop, then drop the palms to the height of

the lower ribs, bending the knees and breathing out (Figure

14). Raise the the palms to shoulder height again, breathing

in and straightening the knees (Figure 15). Then lower the

palms again, breathing out. In/up, out/down, and so on, for

eighteen repetitions.

Visualize energy rising up the insides of both legs at once

as you rise. The energy rolls over the hips, then goes down
the outsides of both legs as you sink.

When you are ready to stop, raise your wrists to shoulder

height (Figure 15), then simply lower your arms without

bending the knees (Figures 16 and 17). Relax your shoulders

first, then elbows, wrists, and fingers, one at a time, begin-

ning with the little finger. Leave the knees slightly flexed.

Look straight ahead into the distance, without focusing (Fig-

ure 18).

Embrace T'ai Ch'i

Begin as if doing the previous movement, raising the

wrists to shoulder height in front of you (Figure 19). Hands
are comfortably extended out from their respective shoul-

ders. Breathe in through the nose as the hands rise. Then,

breathing out, turn the wrists so that the fingertips of the two

hands point at each other and the palms face you (Figure 20).

Maintain a space of one to two inches between the finger-

tips.

Relax the elbows and shoulders. Breathe in through the

nose and allow your arms to pull open, as if from the back of

the shoulders (Figure 21). Don't use strength, but let the

breath do the work of separating the arms. The only strength

you will use is to hold your arms up in the air.

When the hands are a little wider apart than the width of

your torso, breathe out through the nose as the hands come
together again (Figure 22). Stop them before they touch,

about one and one-half inches apart. Pause for a couple of

seconds, then repeat by separating the hands. Do eighteen

repetitions. Keep looking with unfocused gaze into the dis-

tance in front of you.

When finished, simply breathe in, and as the hands move
apart, let the wrists rise (Figure 23). Then breathe out and let

your hands sink (Figure 24), as you did in closing the exer-

cise "Floating with the Waves." Relax the shoulders first,

then elbows, wrists, and fingers, until your arms are com-
pletely relaxed by your sides (Figure 25).

This exercise is for the meridians in the arms. As you

breathe in and part the arms, the flow runs around the

insides of the arms, from fingertips to shoulder. It rolls over

the shoulder, and as you breathe out and bring the arms

together, the flow runs from the shoulder to the fingertips,

along the outsides of the arms.

Opening and Closing the Hands
Repeat the first exercise.

Figure 13 Figure 14

Figure 19 Figure 20 Figure 21
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Hua To^ Five Animal Frolic

Monkey

gizing. strengthening, and calming.

Ch’i kung has often been called a

panacea, a remedy for all ills. Although

this may be an exaggeration, the miracu-

lous has been known to occur. One
famous case is that of Madam Guo Lin of

Beijing. Suffering from cancer of the

uterus 30 years ago, she regained her

health by modifying the martial art that

was part of her family’s heritage, thus

originating a now-popular form of ch’i

kung. Today in her late 70s, she contin-

ues to work a very full day and has many
students throughout China, including

thousands of cancer patients who have

used her methods.®

Further medical applications of ch’i

kung are in store. For example, ch’i

kung expert Lin Ho-sheng, who is now
being studied by specialists at the Shang-

hai Chinese Medical Research Hospital,

released enough of his own ch’i to

enable surgeons to operate on patients

without anaesthetic or acupuncture.

According to reports, Lin produced suf-

ficient analgesic effect to allow for the

completion of 12 thyroid removals.

Three stomach removals were also per-

formed with the addition of only 5 mil-

ligrams of Valium. The patients

remained conscious, but felt no pain. Dr.

Lin also attends other state hospitals.

Hu Bin, chief physician of the

Department of Breathing Exercises at

the Academy of Traditional Chinese

Medicine in Beijing, China, reports dra-

matic results in using ch’i kung to treat a

variety of conditions’ — results docu-

mented at numerous hospitals and sana-

toriums around China. For example, the

effective rate of treatment for hyperten-

sion was 98 percent, for peptic ulcers

and coronary heart disease 90 percent,

and for neurasthenia 85 percent. Hu Bin

also reports a 75 percent success rate in

normalizing blood pressure.

But one doesn’t have to have an

extreme condition to benefit from ch’i

kung, nor does one have to be expert. As

preventive medicine, ch’i kung not only

promotes relaxation, greater flexibility,

and softening, but has many other

proven health benefits, including stimu-

lation of the immune system and enrich-

ment of white blood cell levels, resulting

in fewer minor colds and infections, as

well as improved digestion and circula-

tion. The exercises promote deeper

sleep and a balanced appetite, and
reduce the effects of stress by lowering

levels of adrenaline and metabolic func-

tion. They can help increase menial

capacity and physical endurance and
even tone the flesh and soften the skin.

Ch’i kung is useful for problems of the

respiratory, circulatory, digestive, and
nervous systems, and can help to allevi-

ate arthritis, menstrual irregularities,

sexual dysfunction, tilted uterus, and
diabetes. Besides all this, it warms the

body in cold weather.

But, important as these specific thera-

peutic applications are, daily general

health maintenance is even more impor-

tant. Ch’i kung exercises developed for

this purpose not only help prevent ill-

ness, but enhance daily life by imparting

strength, energy, and calmness. They are

easy to learn, highly suitable for older

practitioners, and are ideal comple-

ments to other exercise programs.

Whereas some ch’i kung exercises are

quite similar, being variations on a par-

ticular theme or body movement, some

are quite different from each other.

Often several individual exercises are

combined into a series, which usually

contains a mixture of moving and still

ch’i kung. Such a series, or “form,”

might take anywhere from five minutes

to a couple of hours to perform,
depending on the number of individual

exercises contained in the sequence, the

purpose of the form, and the desire and

stamina of the practitioner.

What all ch’i kung exercises have in

common, whether moving or still, is

their lack of muscular drudgery. In fact,

muscular relaxation is the key. This isn’t

to imply that ch’i kung is always easy, or

that muscles aren’t involved. Ch’i kung

can be done at increasing levels of inten-

sity, and at all levels the muscles are

toned and strengthened. But musclar

development is secondary in importance

to strengthening the internal systems.

Through physical manipulation, the

ch’i kung adherent attempts not only to

achieve glowing physical health from

within, but to gain conscious mastery

over ch’i, the very essence of the body’s
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vitality. Regular practice teaches one to

control, strengthen, store, and mobilize

the tremendous power of the ch’i, gi>ing

the practitioner reservoirs of energy and

inner strength on which to fall back in

times of illness, stress, or crisis.

Each ch’i Rung exercise entails coor-

dination of a particular physical move-

ment with the breath and movement of

the ch’i. In the early stages, one visual-

izes the movement of the ch’i. After

practicing steadily for some time, such

visualization becomes unnecessary,

because as the body relaxes and the ch’i

strengthens, one actually begins to feel

the flow of ch’i.

This feeling is often first sensed as

warmth in the hands, arms, or feet, as a

sort of electrical tingling on the skin, or

as a rush of energy through the torso or

limbs. As awareness of this energy

increases, the practitioner learns to form

a complete “circuit” of ch’i within the

torso. This is called the “microcosmic

orbit,” which consists of the loop formed

by the governing and conception vessels.

After a longer period of practice, he or

she can feel the energy flowing through-

out the whole body. This is called the

“macrocosmic orbit” and includes the

entire meridian system.

Some people feel the energy of ch’i,

at least in part, almost immediately. Oth-

ers may take longer. Development
depends mainly on the frequency and
length of practice, degree of relaxation,

and ability to concentrate. The last two

Deer

will increase with time, so long as regular

practice is maintained.

Just as with some forms of yoga, ch’i

Rung is not without potential dangers.

Since it deals with energy flows that are

basic to existence, precautions should be

taken. If we think of the flow of ch’i as

analogous to the flow of electricity

through the wiring in a house, then it is

clear that we should neither “cross

wires,” thereby short-circuiting the sys-

tem, nor cause too much power to flow

along wiring that is incapable of bearing

the load. In addition, some forms of ch’i

Rung, which are beneficial if practiced

separately, can cause problems if done
together.

In general, you should practice “soft”

ch’i Rung forms that work to tone the

system in a gradual, controlled manner.

Never force ch’i through the system.

Carefully observe the effects you feel,

and if problems such as dizziness, spaci-

ness, or physical distress occur, lessen

the amount of practice, or withdraw

entirely for a while. Most important,

learn from a qualified instructor who is

knowledgeable and able to spot and cor-

rect potential difficulties before they

arise.

Ch’i Rung can be practiced by any-

one, young or old, male or female, tall

or short, healthy or infirm, slender or

muscular, underweight or overweight.

And because muscularity and exertion

are not the focus, many of the exercises

can be tailored for the handicapped or

Bear

those with mobility problems, whether

from limb loss or from visual or auditory

impairment. Indeed, it is scarcely an

exaggeration to say that, if you can

breathe, you can practice ch’i Rung —
and reap the benefits of 5,000 years of

practical research into human well-

being. Q
ChristopherDow is aJnelance writer and video pro-

ducer in Houston, Texas, with 10 years of experi-

ence in ch 'i hung and ta ’s chi ch ’uan.
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T
he natural world is the maternal source of our being as

EARTHLINGS, AND THE LIFE-GIVING NOURISHMENT OF OUR

PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, AESTHETIC, MORAL, AND RELIGIOUS EXIS-

TENCE. The natural world is the larger sacred community to

WHICH WE BELONG. TO BE ALIENATED FROM THIS COMMUNITY IS TO

BECOME DESTITUTE IN ALL THAT MAKES US HUMAN. To DAMAGE THIS

COMMUNITY IS TO DIMINISH OUR OWN EXISTENCE.

— Thomas Berry, The Dream of the Earth

Humans are as much a part of

the natural world as rocks,

plants, and animals. Our

bones, flesh, and skin — every

cell and organ of our physical

being — vibrates in resonance

with the gravitational and

electromagnetic frequencies

of Mother Earth, the solar sys-

tem, and the cosmos as a

whole. The accumulated wis-

dom of our entire evolutionary

journey is imprinted in the

body's genetic code and pre-

served in the structures of the

nervous system.

For millennia, humans had

access to this innate body wis-

dom, which enabled them to

live in a harmonious relation-

ship with nature. With the rise

of modern civilization, how-

ever, and our increasing

dependence on analytic

thought, we have lost touch

with the intuitive knowledge embodied in the cells and organs

of our bodies. By re-awakening the intelligence of the body

through Hatha Yoga, the old wisdom can be regained.

Hatha Yoga is an ancient spiritual path that arose from a

state of communion with nature. Many of the yoga asanas are

based on natural forms: mountains, trees, lakes, and animals

such as frogs, dogs, birds, snakes, and insects. By practicing

these asanas, we can learn much about the natural state of the

human body. In this article we

will explore the secrets of

Frog Pose and its many varia-

tions.

What can a frog teach us?

Frogs can squat in absolute

stillness for long periods of

time, yet spring instanta-

neously into action. In practi-

cal terms, frogs have quiet

brains and deeply open

groins. As we shall see, open-

ing the groins is beneficial for

humans as well: Not only

does it improve the circula-

tion of bodily fluids, it can

also help us regain our natural

sitting and standing posture.

Because we spend so much

time either sitting or standing,

reawakening the body to the

natural form of these basic

positions can lead us to a

continuous tangible commu-

nion with nature. Thus our

amphibian friends can show us a path back to the sacred com-

munity of the natural world.

Yoga
FOR

Hips

&
Thighs

What can frojjs teach ns about yojja?

With their qnict brains

and deeply opened ejroins,

our amphibian friends can show us

how to rcyjain our natural posture

— and retfain our coniniunion

with nature as well.

By Arthur Kilmurray
Phoiof’rapby by Lawrence Watson
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Muscles and Bones
WeVe about to take a journey through bones, flesh, and

skin in order to explore what it means to have fully open
groins and how such a condidon is related to upright posture.

We’ll note how humans have lost the naturally open state of

the groins and how we pay for this loss. Finally, we’ll see how
the Frog Pose series can help to restore our natural state. But

before we begin, we need some gener-

al background information from
anatomy and kinesiology.

It’s important to realize that using

words to describe the body can never

subsutute for the direct experience of

the body itself. But being able to visual-

ize the muscles, bones, and organ sys-

tems helps elevate the body’s natural

wisdom to a conscious level, allowing

its intelligence to grow and evolve. And
because Hatha Yoga involves an invesd-

gadon of the voluntary nervous system,

some knowledge of the role of muscles

and bones is also useful in giving direc-

tion to our practice.

Bones provide the structural sup-

port for the body and all its organ sys-

tems. The bones’ cells, the living part

of the bones, make up only 20 percent

of the dssue. The bulk of the bone ds-

sue, the supporting matrix, is com-

posed of two quite different materials:

collagen and apatite. Collagen is a

long<hain protein that forms into fibers lying side by side in

many layers that wind in a double helix, or spiral, around a

central axis. Fitdng snugly between these fibrous bands are

crystals of apatite, a mineral composed mostly of calcium

phosphate. The bone cells, or osteocytes, are in turn embed-

ded in the layers of the structural matrix.

The bones, being interior to the muscles, can be called the

“center” of voluntary consciousness. As such, they play a cru-

cial role in postural integrity. When the bones properly carry

the weight of the body, the soft dssues are free of unnecessary

stress, and the bones are then said to be “grounded.”

Muscles are energy-converters, transforming the chemical

energy of phosphate bonds into the mechanical energy of

movement. It’s obvious that muscles move the body and help

to stabilize the bones. Not so obvious, but Just as important, is

the role muscles play in moving fluids throughout the body—
for example, blood and lymph. Indeed, the skeletal muscles,

through the “pumping” action produced by their contraction

and release, are a key component of the circulatory system.

Mastery of yoga asanas results not only in correct postural

placement of the bones, but also in the proper circulatory

action of the muscles.

In kinesiology, the science of movement, integration of

muscle and bone function illustrates an important principle

knovm 2is joint congruence. According to this principle, ajoint is

maximally stable when the center of one bone of the joint is

exactly in line with the center of the other bone. When bones

are thus “centered,” the nervous system perceives stability and

allows the muscles to release all unnecessary tension in the

region of the joint. Then the muscles can move the bones and

bodily fluids with maximum efficiency.

A deeper look at the relationship between muscle and
bone reveals how muscles organize themselves in order to

move both bones and fluids. Since we’re investigating the

groins, we can look at the thigh and pelvis to highlight some

of the imp>ortant principles of muscle and bone movement.

Kinesiology tells us that bone movements occur in comple-

mentary pairs. For example, when the pelvis is held stationary,

the femur, or thighbone, can (1) move
toward or away from the pelvis (flexion

and extension); (2) move toward or

away from the midline of the body
(adduction and abduction); or (3)

rotate toward or away from the midline

of the body (internal and external

rotation).

Interestingly enough, individual

muscles also, come in pairs of oppo-

sites: flexors and extensors, abductors

and adductors, internal and external

rotators. Each muscle pair, knovm as

an agonist and antagonist pair, is neu-

rologically connected through the

spinal column. Through a process

known as reciprocal inhibition, these

pairs communicate with each other in

a way that allows bodily movements to

occur without conflict. For example,

when the flexor muscles at a joint are

activated, the extensors at that joint

are inhibited, and vice versa. Recipro-

cal inhibition is a key concept in

understanding the role of the muscles in the practice of

asanas.

To create harmonious movement, individual muscles are

organized into larger groups that can produce continuous

coordinated action. Because all movements of the bones have

both rotational and linear components, the larger muscular

patterns are circular or spiral.

The elegance of spiral motion can be seen in dance, skat-

ing, gymnastics, the martial arts, and various other forms of

movement. What’s fascinating about natural posture is that

even non-movement, or postural stillness, involves the spiral

pattern: The muscle fibers themselves follow opposing pairs of

spirals that hold the bones in a grounded state of dynamic

stillness, and the fluids of the body move along these spiral

pathways. Each muscle in the body rapidly and alternately

fires and relaxes as the nervous system oscillates between the

agonist-antagonist pairs. As each muscle alternately contracts

and relaxes, it creates a vibratory or pumping action that

maintains a continuous spiraling circulation of the fluids.

Thus the spiral pattern recurs throughout the human
body. (Remember its presence in the bone structure.) In fact,

this pattern, which also appears on the caduceus, or “staff of

Mercury” symbolic of the medical profession, is even present

at the cellular level of the body, as the basic form of the DNA
molecule. In Hatha Yoga, the double spiral is the symbol of

the kundalini, or “serpent power,” the latent spiritual energy

said to be “coiled” at the base of the spine, in the region of

the groins. Our investigation of the groins, then, can be seen

as a search for the many spirals we have buried under counter-

productive habits of posture and thought.

Thegroins are of^reat

importancefor humans

because theirfull extension

creates the upripfhtposture

unique to our species.

In a sense, when we’re not

balanced and stable

through thegroins,

we’re notfully human.
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Structure of the Groins
The groins are the region where the thighs and torso fold

together.

This region is of great importance for humans because its

full extension creates the upright posture unique to our

species. In a sense, when we are not balanced and stable

through the groins in the upright posture, we are not fully

human.

Notice in Figure 1 how the pelvis and femur come together

in the hip joint region. Note especially the bony knobs on the

femur. It is at these points, called the greater and lesser

trochanters, that the muscles strongly interact with the bones.

We can also identify three distinct muscular regions in the

groins. First is the upper inner groin, including the psoas and
illiacus muscles, which combine to form the iliopsoas— prob-

ably the most important muscle region for correct posture

(see Figure 2). The muscles of the upper inner groin begin at

the top of the lumbar spine, pass through the inner pelvis,

and attach to the inner upper femur at the lesser trochanter.

The primary action of this muscle group is to flex the femur

into the torso, as in walking, but it can act on the lumbar ver-

tebrae as well. As the upper inner groin region awakens, the

roots of the legs are discovered to lie here, deep within the

body, just below the diaphragm.

The second region is the loiuer inner groin, which includes

all of the adductor muscles, from the pectineous to the

gracilus. This region has a complex layer of many muscle

fibers (Figures 3 and 4) that run from the lower pelvis (pubis

and ischium bones) to the inner thigh. The primary function

of these muscles is to adduct the thigh, or draw it toward the

midline, as in crossing the legs. When these muscles are

active, they also produce some external rotation of the thighs.

The third region, the front groin (Figure 5), includes those

quadricep muscle fibers that attach to the upper pelvis, as well

as to the sartorius and tensor fasciae latae. This region also

flexes the femur toward the torso.

Physiologically, open groins facilitate the free flow of fluids

between the legs and torso. Figure 6 is a cross-section through

the region of the groins showing the location of the various

muscle fibers in relation to each other. Notice the open space

where the femoral artery and vein emerge, and the distinct

muscle bundles on either side of the opening. On one side

are the pectineus and lower groin fibers; on the other are the

iliopsoas and front groin fibers. When the groins are open,

each muscle fiber sits in its proper channel, maintaining its

proper relationship to the other muscle fibers. The femoral

artery and vein are then free from compression, producing no
unnecessary tension in the circulatory system.

Itzhak Bentov, in his brilliant book Stalking the V/ild Pendu-

lum, develops a physiological model that shows how the lower

levels of samadhi involve both the circulatory and respiratory

systems, as well as an open state of the groins. To refine our

yoga practice to the level where samadhi is possible, we must

cultivate our sensitivity to the energy body, or pranamaya kosha,

in which the energy of the body manifests as vibratory move-

ment.

Most of us conceive of “opening" the body only in terms of

flexibility, or range of motion. This is a widely misunderstood

aspect of yoga asanas and stretching in general. Although

openness of the body is related to range of motion, it’s not the

same thing. An “open” state of the body refers to the free flow
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of bodily fluids. For such a state to occur, the bones must

centered (each bone exactly aligned with all other contiguo

bones) and all the weight of the organism must be carried by

the skeletal structure, so that the muscle tissue has no unnec-

essary tension and the soft tissues are supported without

strain or collapse.

This openness of the body occurs naturally in animals.

Bones have evolved over hundreds of millions of years to

channel the energy of gravity and allow the various bodily sys-

tems— circulatory, respiratory, eliminative, reproductive, and

digestive — to function efficiently in conjunction with the

force of gravity. Range of motion, in contrast, refers to how far

the bones can move. A person can have great range of motion

without an open body, and can also have a very open body

without much range of motion. But both openness and range

of motion begin with centered bones.

Frogs have naturally centered bones, and their muscles

vibrate in spiral patterns that reflect cosmic harmony. Like

most animals, frogs are born with fully developed instinctive

kinesiologicai patterns. Coordination and fluidity of move-

ment are part of their genetic inheritance. By contrast,

humans have a more plastic nervous system and have to learn

correct posture and movement by imitating their ciders. With

the advent of sedentary life-styles, easy chairs, and automo-

biles, however, modern people have forgotten how to sit,

stand, and move gracefully and elegantly.

Most humans in industrialized countries have lost the cen-

tered state of the bones, with the result that their muscle

fibers criss-cross in knotted patterns of tension and conges-

tion that impede the flow of fluids through the flesh. In the

region of the groins, the femurs, pelvis, sacrum, and lumbar

vertebrae are destabilized and out of alignment, and the mus-

cle fibers are tangled and tense. The primary deviation occurs

at the hip joints, where the thighs and pelvis unite.

There are two possible reactions to this misalignment. One
is to harden the muscles in the groin area in order to create

stability. This pattern, however, actually increases the

misalignment, because it upsets the agonist-antagonist bal-

ance of the muscles. Some muscles overwork, and some
underwork, causing the bones to be pulled asymmetrically.

With the delicate muscular balance thus disturbed, the spiral

pathways become clogged. Fluids cannot move freely through

the tight muscles, and the weak muscles do not move fluids at

all. Circulation diminishes, more strain is placed on the heart,

and the other organ systems suffer. Because the body weight is

poorly supported, the spinal column and torso sag, creating

further tension in the spinal muscles and compression of the

body organs. This is the tight-groined body.

The other reaction to misaligned hip joints is to let the lig-

aments of the body carry the weight. Here the muscles are

generally weak and floppy, and the bones collapse. The knees

and sacroiliacs suffer the strain, and again the organs are

compressed because the body weight is not adequately sup-

ported. This type of body can have a tremendous range of

motion, but because of the instability and compression, it’s

not an open body. The muscular spirals disappear, and the

flow of fluid through the groins is diminished.

The specific reasons for misaligned hip joints, with subse-

quent loss of groin openness, can be seen by examining the

basic human standing and sitdng posture. We mentioned ear-

lier that standing in the upright posture is one of the distinc-

tive marks of our humanness. Raising ourselves up from the

I. Iliopsoas 2. Rectus Femoris 3. Sartorhis 4. Tensor Fasciae Latae

5. Pedineus 6. Adductor Magnus 7. Adductor Minimus

8. Adductor Brevis 9. Adductor Longus 10. Femoral Artery

II. Femoral Vein

Figure 6

Figure 8
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earth in order to free our sense organs, arms, and hands has

allowed us to function better in the world. But we’re afraid of

falling over again. The upright balance of the human skeleton

is a very delicate state that can be easily lost without attention.

Most of us don’t balance the bones, but hold on from the

muscles.

To be more precise, we contract the muscles of the gluteal

(buttock) region and the deeper muscles of the outer hip

(the lateral rotators) in order to keep the pelvis upright. Most

p>eople stand with their feet turned slightly outward, because

these outer hip muscles also externally rotate the femurs. By

tightening the outer hip muscles, however, we also push the

thighbones inward and forward from their natural centered

position. You can experience this for yourself (Figure 7). This

inward movement of the bones locks the inner groin into ten-

sion, and the forward movement of the bones locks the front

groin. Misalignment in the pelvic region is further exaggerat-

ed because we generally walk in such a way that the front and

upper inner groins pull the thighbones up and never quite

release them back again. And in sitting we also contribute to

misalignment by collapsing the torso onto the pelvis and the

pelvis onto the thighs (Figure 8). The flexor muscles over-

work in holding the bones toward the top of the hip joint,

thus restricting the freedom of the groins, so that the pelvis

never really experiences right-angle flexion. Instead, the lum-

bar spine goes into flexion in order to compensate. The result

is a “rounded back,” which causes all the spinal muscles and

internal organs to suffer.

To correct the misalignment in both sitting and standing,

we need to move the femurs away from the inner groins

toward the outer hip, centering the bones from side to side

and from front to back, away from the front groins and into

the back of the hip socket. From this centered position, the

groins open when the femurs “ground" into the earth, bear-

ing the torso weight without muscular strain and allowing the

pelvis to lift up and away from the femurs. This is a deep and

difficult opening for most of us, but it does occur with prac-

tice and patience.

A closer comparison of the way humans and frogs sit can

help clarify the main difficulty we have with our groins. When
the hips are in flexion, most of us collapse the spinal column

and harden the muscles of the groin region. Frogs, however,

sit in deep double flexion, with knees and hips both flexed,

yet they are neither tense nor collapsed.

The closest human equivalent to the frog posture is squat-

ting. In our culture, almost no one squats. Yet our inability to

squat comfortably means that our feet, ankles, knees, groins,

and spine all suffer. A deep squat involves a triple flexion, with

the ankles, knees, and hips all deeply folded. Open groins

allow deep flexion without compression or collapse. Correct

squatting centers the bones in the hip sockets, allowing the

“unfolding” movements of extension and abduction to occur

from a centered state, releasing muscular tension without

overstretching or injury. Our Frog Pose series will teach us

how to approximate this open squatting state.

Awakening the Intelligence
of the Body

The human nervous system already knows the natural state

of the body. Hundreds of millions of years of experience and

Figure9

Figure 10

Figure 11
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learning are encoded in the DNA of each cell. Hence, it is a

great mistake to try to impose our will on the body.

Hatha Yoga is commonly misunderstood in the modern
world as an attempt to control the body and breath. Our cur-

rent ecological problems stem from a view of nature as an

object for human exploitation and manipulation. But nature,

whether in our bodies or in the world outside us, can’t be

coerced or controlled. We can, however, enter into a harmo-

nious relationship with the natural wisdom of the body. Hatha

Yoga is actually not about controlling either the body or the

breath. Instead, it’s a way of eliminating poor habits that

inhibit the natural flowering of the nervous system. The first

step in this process is to cultivate our ability to listen to the

body.

As human beings, we want to act and do. Precise action is

important, of course; but to act without listening to the body

can lead to imbalance and injury. To be whole, a person must

be recepuve and sensitive as well as acdve and ou^oing. Yet

because the qualities of receptiveness and sensitivity are not

highly prized in our culture, we must make a special effort to

cultivate them. In yoga practice, this means that in every

action we must include a pause — a “space”— where we con-

sciously listen and experience exactly what is happening.

The nervous system sends constant signals to the brain

from the Joints, skin, and muscles. If we blindly impose our

ideas onto the body without pausing for feedback, we will

injure ourselves, thus violating the first principle of yoga prac-

tice, ahimsa, or non-violence. As we become more sensitive, we

discover, surprisingly enough, that attendon to the skin is the

key to refining the acdon of muscles and bones.

The skin is the largest sense organ of the body. We’re usu-

ally aware of sensadons in the outer skin in its contact with the

external world, but much less aware of the inner lining of the

skin, which is sensitive to the muscles. When the muscles over-

work or become too tight, they press against the inner skin

cells or overstretch them. When the muscles are weak, the

skin cells feel the lack of energy. When the muscles are

vibrant, the skin also vibrates.

The renowned yoga teacher B.K.S. Iyengar describes the

mastery of yoga asanas as a state of perfect communion
between the skin cells and the muscle cells. In this state, the

skin tells the muscles when to soften or dghten up in order to

maintain a perfect vibration, and the skin, muscles, and con-

sciousness funcdon as a single unit Frogs and most other ani-

mals are in this natural stale all the ume. They don’t have to

think about it or pracdce it— they Just live it.

Humans, however, must work carefully and consistendy to

develop this level of awareness. Usually our yoga pracdce falls

into one of two categories. The first category is that of too

much sensation: We create so many perceptual signals that

the mind rebels and backs away, so that we never penetrate

deeply into the source of our sensadons. The second category

is that of too litde sensation: With not enough sdmuli to hold

its attendon, the mind wanders and we don’t learn. (This is

why yoga can be difficult for flexible people; they don’t get as

much feedback, in the form of discomfort, as people with

tight muscles.) We must therefore seek a balance between

these two extremes, creadng enough sensadon to feel and

study over time without losing the signal, but not so much
that we oversdmulate the nerves.

As we pracdce the asanas in the Frog Pose series, we should

Figure 13

Figure 14
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18

remember to begin each asana with an intelligent and creative

action. Placing the bones and moving the body requires

thought and awareness. And once we’ve initiated a movement,

we must pause slightly to observe the results. How does the

body feel? Where do we experience a healthy sensation?

Where is there tightness or pain? Where do we notice full-

ness? With too many sensations, we can’t stay in the position

long enough to observe; with too few sensations, the mind
wanders— a major obstacle to yoga practice.

As Vyasa notes in his commentary on the very first of

Patanjali’s Koga Sutrasy yoga can’t even begin until the wander-

ing mind is brought to a state of one-pointedness. This one-

pointed state requires constant practice and what Patanjali

calls “dispassion” (vairagya), which means not desiring results,

not becoming frustrated over lack of progress, and not

becoming inflated over any progress that does result.

The path for beginners in yoga is described by Patanjali at

the beginning of chapter 2 of the Sutras, in what he calls the

“three principles of Kriya Yoga.” The first principle is tapas, or

“self-discipline,” which is the will to practice, to commit one-

self to the process of yoga. The second principle is svadhyaya,

or “self-study,” which involves the cultivation of sensitivity and

continuous consciousness in the present moment. These first

two are the creative and receptive components of preliminary

yoga practice. The third and most difficult component is

Isvara pranidhana, “surrender to the divine," a transcendent

state that allows the natural intelligence of the body to take

over from the ego. The term “surrender" here doesn’t refer to

a state of mindless obedience to some poorly understood

teaching, nor an unconscious return to old habits. Rather, it

refers to a superconscious state of at-one-ment with the natu-

ral wisdom of the body.

Joseph Campbell says that dreams “come from the imagi-

nation . . . [that] is grounded in the energy of the organs of

the body.”i Our dreams must become the dreams of the

Earth, our vision, the vision of the cosmos. The intelligence of

our bodies can awaken and guide us back to a harmonious

relationship with the natural world.

A Practice for Flips and Thi^is

The usual way of practicing yoga asanas is to focus on the

muscles and flesh. In the following positions, you will find

that you are more centered and subtle if you work from the

bones. Feel their solidity and mobility, and let the brain feel

soft and silent. Don’t think about what you are doing, but feel

it directly.

Tadasana (Figure 9)

Place a block or thick book between your thighs, and tie

the thighs firmly with a belt. To activate the inner groins,

squeeze the block. To keep from hardening the diaphragm

and brain, repeatedly squeeze and release the muscles. Then,

to activate the outer thighs (the antagonists to the inner

groins), try to break the belt by pulling the legs apart. Again,

repeatedly work and release the muscles, at all times keeping

the quadriceps lifting strongly. This action, which helps to

awaken the inner and outer femurs and bring them into bal-

ance, can be practiced in any of the numerous poses where

the femurs are parallel — for example, Dandasana (Staff

Pose), Sirsasana (Headstand), and Navasana (Boat Pose). Cor-

rect practice helps center the femur bones from inside to out-

side. Eventually, the action of both the inner and outer thigh
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muscles occurs simultaneously. Slightly tighten the muscles of

the top buttocks and lower abdomen in order to center the

pelvis over the femur bones, and let the spine release upward.

yirasana (Hero Pose)

(Figure 10)

While holding the pose, practice the same action of the

femurs as above. By refining the action of the inner and outer

thigh muscles, the femur bones can be centered from side to

side.

Simple Chair Pose (Figure 11)

In this, the most neutral body position, you will find it easi-

est to center the bones. The hip joints are neither deeply

flexed nor extended, neither fully adducted nor fully abduct-

ed, but halfway between. Let the feet be parallel to the thighs,

with the pelvis perpendicular to the floor, and maintain a nor-

mal spinal curve. Activate the inner and outer thighs, as in the

previous positions. By tying the thighs firmly on the seat of

the chair with a belt, you can experience the correct groin

action in sitting.

Place your hands behind you on the chair and lift the

pelvis away from the femur bones. Let the femurs drop from

the quadriceps toward the hamstrings. Maintain the space of

separation between the torso and legs as you again sit on the

chair. When most of us sit, the pelvis presses onto the femurs

and closes the groins. The correct acdon centers the femurs

from top to bottom, releasing the spine and freeing the

breath.

Figure 19

C^atr Frogy or Partial Squat (Figure 12)

The same separation of torso and legs can be expierienced

by partial squatting. The hands support the pielvis and torso as

the top of the thighs descend toward the heels. Feel that the

top of the femur drops to the back of the joint as you descend

into the squatting position. Rise up and squat down slowly and

repeatedly, feeling the femurs moving down and the pelvis lift-

ing up. Keep your weight on the heel bones. Balance the

inner and outer femurs. Eventually, hold the position lower

and lower, until you are in a deep squat. You should feel no

strain on the knees. Adjust the feet, turning them inward or

outward as necessary in order to remove strain from the

knees. Be sure to drop the thighs from the groins and lift the

pelvis and rib cage. The top of the lower groin (pectinius) will

feel a good stretch with the correct action.

Figure 20

Figure 21

Half Frogy or Chair Forward Bend (Figure 13)

When bending forward, most of us pull the femur into

the quadricep muscle and pull the pelvis down onto the

femur. In this position, move the femur toward the ham-
strings and into the chair. Lift the pelvis up, and bend for-

ward over the tops of the thighs. For a deeper stretch, drop
the elbows onto the floor. Note also that the inner thigh-

bones have to move toward the outer hip in order to go
deeper into the groins. Again, feel the pectineus and lower

inner groin region opening.

Physiological Frog (Figure 14)

The muscle fibers become confused in our usual method

of bending forward. We can use the thumbs, however, to help

keep these fibers in line.

CopyflQl'.'' " ^il
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Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 26

Find the group of muscles in the front groin with your

thumbs by starting in the mid-thigh region and tracing the

muscles up the pelvis, using your thumb to hook the front

groin fibers and pull them into the outer hip, out of the way

of the pelvic rim. These fibers go into the external rotation

spiral and flow to the greater trochanter of the femur. As the

pelvic bones roll into the inner groins in flexion, the lower

inner groin fibers (pectineus) move with the internal rotation

spiral toward the hamstrings and must elongate like the ham-

strings in all forward bends.

What is most difficult, the iliopsoas fibers should move with

the external spiral (see Figure 6, and previous discussion). If

you probe with your thumbs under the pelvic bone and lift

your knee slighdy, you will find a tightened bundle of muscle.

This is the iliopsoas, which must be released and fed into the

outer hip. Usually, as we bend forward, the psoas tightens and

gets locked into the internal group, effectively closing the

groins. A healthy forward bend maintains the physiological

space between the pectineus and iliopsoas.

Uttanasana (Standing Forward Bend) (Figure 15)

First, practice the pose as you normally would. Now adjust

the front groin with the thumbs, and move the thighbones

back and out. Finally, with your hands, roll the inner groin

fibers toward the hamstrings. They will now be vertically

extended as the pelvis lifts up and away from the femurs. To

move the inner groins even farther back, place a block at the

lop of the gfroins, squeeze, and move the block back as you

bend forward.

Relaxed Frog (Figure 16)

Support the thighs slighdy above their natural resting posi-

don. Support the torso for comfort and relaxation. Most of us

create the wrong lever^e in trying to stretch the inner thighs.

We push the knees to the floor, but this usually moves the top

of the thighbone closer to the inner groin, locking it further

and never allowing it to release.

People practice Baddha Konasana (Bound Angle Pose) for

years without ever releasing the groins. In Baddha Konasana,

it is not the knees but the top of the thighs we want to move.

By placing weights on the inner thighs (inside the support),

we can avoid straining the knees or sacroiliac as the femur

bone moves from the inner thigh to the outer hip. This cen-

tering acdon will allow the adductor muscles to lengthen by

letting go. By pushing on a locked groin, the muscle stays

tight and the knees or sacrum suffer. To help protect the

knees, further support the heels above the floor.

Supta Baddha Konasana (Reclining Bound Angle Pose)

(Figure 17)

This is a version of the previous position. Use a belt to de

the lower legs and thighs together firmly at the groin and

ankle, keeping the muscle fibers from bunching up behind

the knees and keeping the knees ughdy closed and even. The
belts keep the lower and upper legs together as a single unit.

Move the coccyx bone away from the lumbar spine. Again, the

primary acdon of the pose is to center the bone at the hip

joint and release unnecessary tension.

Seated Baddha Konasana (Figure 18)

Sitdng forward and releasing the inner thighs are actually

CONTINUED ONPAGE 98
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Silence Is Golden
In sacred silence we transcend our human condition
and stand outside our ordinary egoicpersonality.

By Georg Feuerstein

ost of US know the age-

old saying, “Speech is sil-

ver, silence is golden.” But
what does it mean? We seldom
reflect on our ancient wisdom
anymore, and so we fail to

notice many useful things that

people were once taught by

their elders. The trouble is

that, for the most part, our
elders today are merely elder-

ly, rarely wise.

On one level, the maxim
quoted above simply means
that silence is better than
speech. But there is another,

deeper meaning. Let’s

approach the deeper meaning
by beginning with an obvious

question: Why should silence

be better than speech? After

all, when we speak, we com-
municate with others, which is

to say that we are at least in

relationship with them.
Silence, on the other hand,

causes awkwardness and can

easily be misunderstood. Or,

at least, this is how one might
view the situation.

But how often do we fail to commu
nicate adequately? How often do we
convey falsehoods in our speech? How
often do we misunderstand each other

as a result of the spoken word? The
answer is: Most of the time. You can eas-

ily test this by playing a party game that

might be called “rumor.” In this game,
you sit in a circle with the other players

and begin by whispering a message in

the ear of the person sitting next to

you. This person, in turn, passes the

message on to the next p>erson, and so

on. By the time the message comes full

circle to reach you again, you will be

surprised to find how little is left of its

original meaning. Speech frequently

distorts information because the speak-

er seldom pays attention to what he or

she is saying, and the listener generally

is listening with only one ear.

Sacred speech stands in striking con-

trast to casual speech. In sacred speech,

both speaker and listener are attentive

to what is being communicated. Hence
in the spiritual traditions of humanity,

which were originally oral traditions,

the sacred teachings have been remark-

ably well preserved from generation to

generation. Memorization was a sacred

art and obligation. The invention of

books has undermined this art.

We may recall here the primary
meaning of the Greek word mythos,

which stands for the sacred utterance

or story told by the tribal elder who had
been initiated into the secrets of life.

This word stems from the verb mytheo-

mai, meaning “to talk, to speak.” But,

signiflcantly, its root mu has yielded

another word, myein, which means “to

close.” Thus, myth implies both the

closing, or guarding, of the mouth in

order to receive the inner, visionary rev-

elation, as well as the opening
of the mouth in order to com-
municate that revelation to

others.

Silence is, of course, also a

kind of communication. There-

fore it can be either under-
stood or misunderstood. It is

easy to misunderstand, because

people are silent for a large

number of reasons — for

example, to withhold informa-

tion, to feel superior, to repress

their feelings, to avoid a diffi-

cult situation, to underscore
what they have just said, to

communicate feelings with

their eyes or other parts of

their bodies, to feel more
intensely, to express disap-

proval, and so on.

But there is another kind of

silence, known in India as mau-

2 na. This Sanskrit word is gener-
*

ally translated as “silence," but

it conveys much more to native

^ speakers of Sanskrit. It stems

from the same verbal root as

the word manas, meaning “mind.” The
root is man, meaning “to ponder,” but

also “to meditate.” Mauna, however,

does not mean “thinking.” On the con-

trary, it implies a state where thoughts

are absent but one is intensely present

in the inner environment. Mauna is

sacred silence. It is meditation.

The practitioner of mauna is called a

muni. But a muni is never described as

an individual who is merely silent.

Rather, he or she is known as an ecstat-

ic. Thus we may ask: What have sacred

silence and ecstasy in common? In

sacred silence, we transcend our
human condition. We stand (stosu) out-

side (ex) our ordinary egoic personality.

This self-transcendence fulfills itself in

the state of ecstasy in which our psychic

conditioning is temporarily suspended

in utter bliss.

The spiritual discipline of silence —
and it is a discipline, or a voluntary self-
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chastening — is thus not merely the

absence of speech. What appears from

the outside to be a negative condition is

inwardly experienced as an immense
richness, or Killness. This is because the

discipline of silence is practiced not only

in regard to the organ of speech, but in

regard to the mind itself. It includes the

silencing of the mental chatter that char-

acterizes the ordinary person. This deep

inner silence is experienced as peace

and, ultimately, as an abundance of bliss.

As the British essayist Thomas Carlyle, in

his work Sartor Resartus (1834) puts it:

“Silence is the element in which great

things fashion themselves together."

Sacred silence, then, is an activity

that is really a counter-activity, for it

engenders stillness. Indeed, it is stillness.

And this stillness opens up the dimen-

sion of spiritual existence, the luminous

world that awaits our discovery as soon

as we redirect our attention from exter-

nal things to our own radiant depths. In

the Isha-Upanishad, an esoteric Hindu
text composed in the centuries before

Christ, the anonymous author prays:

Theface of Truth

is covered with a golden lid;

that do Thou remove, O Fosterer,

so that the Principle of Truth

is revealed.

Sacred silence leads to and beyond

the lustrous “golden orb" in the nucleus

of our own being. Through silence, we

traverse the bright inner realms until we

penetrate to the blinding Light of the

ultimate Reality itself, and become one

with It. So’ham, “I am He," declares the

Upanishadic sage in his rapture.

In many spiritual traditions, this tran-

scendental Reality is symbolized by the

sun. The reason is not far to seek: Like

the sun, the transcendental Reality is

experienced by the mystics of all ages as

life-giving and radiant. In fact, it is life

itself. It is by the power of that Reality

that the sun and all the myriad other

stars do their work, as one Upanishadic

sage put it long ago.

Silence is therefore not merely a dis-

cipline; rather, it is primarily a state of

being. It is in silence and as silence that

we discover our authentic identity, the

Self {atman, purusha). Thus silence par-

takes of the golden nature of the ulti-

mate Reality. By comparison, speech is

like the silver-bodied moon, which has

no light of its own but is illuminated by

the radiance of the sun.

YOGA - ZAZEN - TAl CHI CHUAN in GREECE
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HOGEN YAMAHATA - CORNELIS SLOTEMA
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study

Once that great, sustaining Reality

has been discovered, all our actions,

thoughts, and utterances become spon-

taneous signals of Its infinite Silence,

which is sheer Bliss. Thus, the words of

the enlightened adepts have transforma-

tive power, because they address that

part in us which instinctively knows of

that Silence.

Just as in ordinary life speech and
silence are intimately interwoven, so also

in spiritual life do they complement one
another. This has been recognized par-

ticularly in Taoism. In the Imguage of

Through silence, we
traverse the bright inner
dimensions until wepene-
trate to the blinding light

ofultimate Reality.

the I Ching, speech is the yang, or mascu-

line, pole of silence, whereas silence is

the yin, or feminine, pole of speech.

Together they are responsible for the

creativity of human interaction. In yoga,

or spiritual life, we cultivate sacred

silence to regenerate our inner being so

that we can return to our daily activities

and to speech from a new perspective.

In his monumental Study of History,

the great British historian Arnold Toyn-

bee has written about the creative with-

drawal of the spiritual heroes of the past,

the founders and inspirers of religions,

who sought out the wilderness in order

to find the fountain of truth within their

own being. Then they returned,

strengthened and ready to uplift human-
ity by sharing with others their extraordi-

nary discovery.

We need not have the spiritual

stature of a Moses, Jesus, Mahavira, or

Gautama the Buddha to practice sacred

silence and benefit from it. “Silence,"

said Ovid, “is strength.”

Georg Fettentein, who contributes a regular column

to Yoga Journal, is an internationally known
authority on yogi. He has author^ a dozen books,

and two new works by him are due to be puNished

shortly. One ts a comprehensive reference work enti-

tled Yoga: The Technology of Ecstasy (Jeremy

Tarcher), and the other is an anthology entitled

Enlightened Sexuality (Crossing Press).

Ifyou have questions you would like to see dis-

cussed in future columns, please write to Georg

directly at: Integral Publishing, P.O. Box 1030,

Lower Lake, CA 95457. Please include return

postage ifyou wish a personal reply.
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Gods in Everyman
ByJean Shinoda Bolen, M.D.
Harper & Row, 1989, 336 pages,

hardcover, $18.95.

Reviewed by

Shepherd Bliss

G ods in Everyman is actually two

books,” saysjungian analystJean
Shinoda Bolen. “It’s about the gods,”

in particular, the eight Greek
Olympians. “And it’s about the father-

son story — from Greek mythology,

the Bible, and my own patients. How
tough fathers are on their sons. The
hostility of fathers to sons is tremen-

dous, to shape them up to be men.”
Bolen’s new book follows her suc-

cessful Goddesses in Everywoman. By
“gods” she means “the innate patterns

— or archetypes— that lie deep with-

in the psyche, shaping men from with-

in. These gods are powerful, invisible

predispositions that affect personality,

work, and relationships.” Bolen
describes archetypes as “persistent, or

latent, internally determined patterns

of being and behaving, of perceiving

and responding.”

Building on the work of the great

mythologist Joseph Campbell and the

archetypal psychologist James Hill-

man, Bolen explores the family stories

of father Zeus and the Olympians in

order to help her clients and readers

accomplish the task outlined in the

book’s subtitle: “Finding Our Myths
— Remembering Ourselves.” “I think

of Greek mythology as going back to a

time that was the equivalent to the

childhood of our civilization,” she

writes.

From their perch on Mt. Olympus,

these Greeks tended to be distant sky

gods, as are most fathers today, pro-

ducing sons who long for fathers. Lis-

tening to many of these men in her

counseling practice, Bolen has “heard

how unfathered they felt, how emo-
tionally distant and judgmental,
rejecting, emotionally closed off, com-

petitive, or even abusive their fathers

were. And how much sadness, pain,

and anger this created in their sons

(and families).” From the Olympians

through the Old Testament Hebrews
(with Abraham willing to sacrifice his

son Isaac) down to the present, there

has been a long line of fathers who
have betrayed, abandoned, and

YOGA FOR THE WEST:
A Manual for Designing

Your Own Practice

by Ian Rawlinson ... 234 pages. .. $17.95

This pioneering book provides Western stu-

dents of Yoga with guidance in adapting the

ancient principles to the modern person’s

needs. Large-size, profusely illustrated paper-

back with sewn-binding. “This is undoubt-

edly one of the finest books of instruction in

the practice of Hatha Yoga ."— Health World.

“
. . . a beautifully presented, easy-to-read

manual . . . "—Well Being.

Available from: CRCS Publications,

P.O. Box 1460, Sebastopol, CA 95473.
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Yoga techniques harmonize your

transiting energies to naturally

awaken your Highest Self.
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Visa/MC/Check
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the Lovers’ Guide
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Heeling Tao Books
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By Master Manlak and Maneewan Chia
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tem has not been revealed before, but in this ground breaking work Master Mantak Qua
divulges the st^ by st^ practice ofhis predecessors.
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Advanced certification trainings are offered in:
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Books

abused their sons.

One question I pose in approach-

ing a book by a woman about men is

whether its attitude toward men is

basically positive. Gods in Everyman is,

and thus it is a refreshing contrast to

the recent rash of anti-male propa-

ganda by writers like Sheri Hite,

Andrea Dworkin, Marilyn French,
Susan Forward, and Sonia Johnson.
Bolen is one of three mature female

Jungian analysts (the other two are

Marion Woodman and Linda
Leonard) currently writing on gender
issues who are sympathetic to both
men and women while raising critical

quesdons. Their work does not polar-

ize or further advance the “war
between the sexes” but rather con-

tributes to gender reconciliation.

Bolen admits that she has been assist-

ed by men and the masculine since

the beginning of her life.

In Gods Bolen divides the eight

Olympians into three fathers and five

sons, exploring each as god,
archetype, and man and concluding

with secdons on the “psychological

difficulties” and “ways to grow” for

each type. The three fathers are Zeus
of the sky, Poseidon of the sea, and
Hades of the underworld. Zeus is the

powerful patriarch, strong of will.

Bolen is cridcal of patriarchy, but she

also acknowledges Zeus’ positive

attributes, such as his “ability to nego-

tiate and come to agreements." Hades
is the least personified and least

known of the gods, “the invisible

one.” Lord of the realm of souls and
the unconscious, he fathered no chil-

dren and left the underworld only

twice.

Of the fathers, I found Bolen’s

account of Poseidon especially com-
pelling. The most primidve of gods,

he embodies emodonality, “repressed

personal feelings and insdnets,” and
he can be “turbulent,” like “the pow-
erful moods of the sea." Yet he is also

an Earth father, and thus provides a

welcome alternadve both to the sdll-

dominant sky father of our dme and
to the feminine personifications of

the Earth, such as Gaia.

In her secdon on Poseidon, Bolen

refers to Robert Bly’s retelling of the

story of Iron John, a wild man at the

bottom of a pond, whom Bly inter-
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prets as a '^symbol of masculinity that

is instinctive, untamed by women, in

touch with nature." Bolen sees in Iron

John “an image of a rejected and
devalued Poseidon, a repressed
archetype of the unconscious."

Bolen divides the sons into the

“favored sons" — Apollo and Hermes
(the Romans’ Mercury) — and the

“rejected sons” — the warrior Ares

(the Romans’ Mars) and the crafts-

man Hephaestus. She saves a separate

category for “the ambivalently viewed”

wild Dionysus.

The favored sons “help men to get

ahead in the patriarchal world." Apol-

lo, second only to Zeus in impor-
tance, embodies masculinity that

“observes and acts from a distance.”

He is “at home in the sky realm of

intellect, will, and mind” and “favors

thinking over feeling, distance over

closeness, objective assessment over

sutyective intuition.” His famous mot-

tos are “Know thyself” and “Nothing

in excess.”

Hermes, the messenger and guide

of souls, “personifies quickness of

movement, agility of mind, and facile-

ness of word.” Charming and mercuri-

al, he likes new possibilities and new
beginnings but avoids being tied

down or making commitments.

In contrast, the “rejected sons”

Ares and Hephaestus rarely use their

minds or words; instead, they express

themselves through physical action.

Though Ares is “an image of mascu-

line physical power, intensity, and
immediate action.” he is also the

“least respected and honored of the

12 Olympians by the Greeks, because

of his irrationality and battle frenzy.”

Yet, according to Bolen, an Ares man
who becomes a family man “can be an

involved Earth father who enjoys the

company of his children and is very

much involved with them. This kind

of man helps his children feel emo-
tionally secure.” Hephaestus, who was

rejected by his parents, Zeus and
Hera, for being ugly and deformed, is

the god of the forge — craftsman,

inventor, loner, personification of “a

deep human urge to make things.”

Of all the gods, Bolen seems most

partial to Dionysus — mystic, lover,

wanderer, god of wine and ecstasy.

Like a shaman, Dionysus mediates

between two worlds; he is the

archetype of intense opposites and
m^or emotional shifts. Androgynous

“Stephen’s work is magic . —Elisabeth Kiibler-Ross
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and closest to women of the

Olympian gods, Dionysus is also per-

haps the most problematic, and his

mad female followers, called mae-
nads, were known for their senseless

and violent behavior, including the

murder of Orpheus.
Bolen concludes her book with an

important chapter on “The Missing

God" among the Olympians — “the

son of Metis and Zeus, whose birth

was foreseen, and who was to supplant

his father, Zeus, and rule with an all-

loving heart." In light of the current

interest in Gaia as a metaphor for the

Earth, I like to imagine this missing

god as an Earth father, partner of

Gaia, whom I have taken to calling

Geo. According to Jungian analysts

Arthur and Libby Colman in their

book Earth Father/Sky Father, a man
who expresses this archetype “inter-

acts with his family on a day-to-day

basis” and is more present with his

children than the distant sky father

type.

As for what is missing from Bolen's

book, I was surprised not to find more
references to the work of poet Robert

Bly and psychologist James Hillman,

who put into practice with groups of

men, beyond the page and the coun-

seling room, their insights into the

gods. I was also disturbed to find no
mention of Orpheus, and scant men-
tion of the “Great God Pan” (neither

of whom, of course, is an Olympian).

Though a hero rather than a god,

Orpheus embodies qualities that

could certainly benefit men today:

vulnerability, creativity, and apprecia-

tion of the feminine. And Pan — part

god, pan man, and pan animal —
provides a desperately needed model
of an Earth father who is not separate

from nature. But these are minor
oversights in what is generally a wel-

come contribution to our understand-

ing of the male psyche.

Shepherd Bliss is literary director of The Sons of

Orpheus, a men's mythopoetic drumming
troupe. He teaches men 's studies atJFK Univer-

sity and the Institute in Culture and Creation

Spirituality in the San Francisco Bay Area.

RESOURCE
Jean Shinoda Bolen's Gods in Everyman is

aitailable throu^ YJ’s Book (if Tape Source on

page 84.
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The Womanspirit

Soufxrebook

By Patrice Wynne
Harper 8c Row, 1988, 278 pages,

softcover, $16.95.

Reviewed by

Shepherd Bliss

emeries of spiritual journeys span-

ning two decades emerged as I read

The Womanspirit Sourcebook. 1 had expected

a reference book, not the flood of tears

and bursts of Joy that arose from inside

me. More than 50 essays and interviews,

hundreds of mini-reviews of books and

resources, and over a thousand quotadons

are assembled here, coupled with poems,

guided meditaUons, and compelling art-

work. Numerous and diverse gifts await

the reader.

Editor Patrice Wynne has long had an

overview of the women’s spirituality move-

menL Manager of a mail-order catalogue

and, more recently, a store in Berkeley,

California, both of which offer women’s

books and other resources, Wynne was the

appropriate weaver for this rich fabric of a

book. Included are scholars, poets, novel-

ists, priestesses, social acuvists, therapists,

photographers, artists, and numerous
others.

Women, or feminine spirits, have stood

at the doorway to most of my own spiritual

awakenings, and 1 was delighted to find

three of the most important featured

here: Chrisdan theologian Nelle Morton,

New England writer May Sarton, and Bud-

dhist scholarJoanna Macy. It is a great ser-

vice to have them gathered together in

one book with so many of their sisters:

Merlin Slone, Susan Griffin, Gloria

Sieinem, Anne Cameron, Lynn Andrews,

Paula Gunn Allen, Kay Gardner. Laura

Nyro, Rosemary Reuther, Brooke
Medicine Eagle, Carol Christ, Rabbi Lynn

Gotdieb, and Vicki Noble, to name but a

few.

Nelle Morton was the personal thread

into the book for me. She was the only

woman teacher at the Protestant seminary

I attended over 20 years ago, and only she

among the faculty regularly invited us into

her home. Morton also provided me with

my first contact, in 1966, with what Wynne
calls the reemerging healing power of

feminine spirituality. Nelle Morton held

that ancient power, but not until her

mature years did she begin to get the sup-

port and recognition she deserved. Her
book The Journey Is Home, excerpted and

reviewed in Womanspirit, was not published

until 1985, when she was in her 70s and

already living in a rest home in southern

California.

When my heart opens, as it did reading

this book. Morton’s raspy Southern accent

is down there, alongside the proper

Boston sound of May Sarton. Sarton,

author of the classic Journal of a Solitude as

well as many other wonderful Journals,

poems, and novels, is represented in Worn-

H.H. Siddha Gum

Swami Savitripriya
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of past lives, telepathy, psychic bonds, recurring patterns, beliefs,and thoughts.

Awakening To The Animal Kingdom $8.95
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anspirit by a review of the film World of

Light: A Portrait of May Sarton. When I

think of her, I recall her deep love of her

father, her compassion for her mother’s

lost years, her concern for animals, and

that feminine darkness she understands so

well and captures so creatively in her

poem “An Invocation to Kali.”

Morton and Sarton were augmented

when I came to California by Buddhist

scholar Joanna Macy, whose Despair and

Personal Power in the Nuclear Age, excerpted

and reviewed here, has become a classic

among spiritually oriented peace and

social activists. Macy is one of those coura-

geous, life-affirming women who con-

fronts the darkness, and she speaks elo-

quently in Womanspirit (and elsewhere) of

the “web of interconnection” that binds us

all. Her second offering, “Our Life as

Gaia,” also appears in the new book she

has co-authored. Thinking Like a Mountain.

Other women who have been guides to

me through their writing are also high-

lighted in Womanspirit, including Jungian

analyst Marion Woodman. Her three

books are all reviewed — The Owl Was a

Baker’s Daughter (subtitled Obesity, Anorexia

Nervosa, and the Repressed Feminine) , The

Pregnant Vir^n, and Addiction to Perfection.

(She is currendy writing a book on men,

tentatively titled The Ravaged Bridegroonu)

While generally applauding the return to

the Goddess and the Great Mother, Wood-
man elsewhere counsels women against

“becoming victims of the Great Maw,”

wisely warning them of the risks of “find-

ing themselves enslaved to the Great

Mother and . . . coming to realize that the

way out offered by the more radical ele-

ments of the feminist movement only

leads them deeper into her clutches.”

Addiction, according to Woodman, is

often attachment to the Great Mother, a

danger when womanspirit is not met with

a soulful masculinity.

Wynne has skillfully chosen and includ-

ed men in this sourcebook as well, those

she acknowledges as open to womanspirit

Among them are men’s movement musi-

cian Charlie Murphy, whose song “Burn-

ing Times” has “become an anthem in the

Goddess movement," and Dominican the-

ologian Matthew Fox, author of Original

Blessing and The Coming of the Cosmic Christ,

whose creation-centered spirituality

Wynne describes as “at once aesthetic,

earthy, ecstatic, feminist and justice-orient-

ed." Fox’s Institute in Culture and Cre-
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ation Spirituality in Oakland, California,

is included in the section “Where We
Gather."

Amidst the substantial beauty, depth,

and fullness of this book, there were

bound to be a few shortcomings. Strangely

absent, for example, is Jungian analyst

Linda l^onard, whose book The Wounded

Woman: Healing the Father-Dau^ler Relation-

ship, first published in 1982, was ground-

breaking work, followed several years later

by On the Way to the Wedding: Transforming

the Love Relationship. Leonard’s develop-

ment, from identifying her own wounds to

moving toward the wedding within, with

the other and with the divine, is an

instructive path.

I also found myself noting a danger, as

has feminist Elizabeth Dodson Gray

(whose Green Paradise Lost is reviewed

here), in conceiving of the threatened

Earth as merely feminine and using exclu-

sively feminine metaphors, like Earth

Mother and Gaia, to refer to it. The Earth

has no gender. It is the source of All. Or it

is both genders, and more, united in the

One. No gender, race, or people can lay

exclusive claim to it. We all belong to the

Earth, not merely as mother, which is only

half of creation. Without the sacred phal-

lic energy, there is no divine birth, no
divine child.

Some spiritual traditions, such as Egypt

with its Osiris and its feisty Earth father

Geb (whose consort is a sky goddess

named Nut), balance feminine imagery

for the Earth with an affirmation of what I

like to call earthy masculinity. Wynne her-

self understands this when she speaks of

our task of getting “to the sacred core of

feminine and masculine powers, and as

women and men working together in part-

nership for the spiritual evolution of our

endangered planet." One of the next

stages in our spiritual development —
implied by Woodman, Leonard, and Jean

Shinoda Bolen in her new book Gods in

Everyman (reviewed in this issue of Yoga

Journal) — will be the rise ofjust such an

earthy masculinity to partner with the

growing womanspirit. Patrice Wynne’s

sourcebook is an important step in that

direction.

Shepherd Bliss follows the ancient male Orphic myster-

ies and teaches men's studies at JFK University and

the Institute in Culture and Creation Spirituality in

the San Francisco Bay Area.

RESOURCE
Patrice Womanspirit Sourcebook is avail-

able through Y| 's Book 6* Tape Source on page 84.
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AIDS: Passageway to

Transformation

By C. Norman Shealy, M.D., Ph.D.,

and Caroline M. Myss, M.A.,

Slillpoint, 1987, 102 pages,

hardcover, $10.95.

AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge

By Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, M.D.,

Macmillan, 1987, 329 pages,

hardcover, $17.95.

Reviewed byJason Serinns

mong the many books on AIDS that

have appeared in the last year, two

stand out as eloquent tesdmony to the

healing and transformational potential

of the epidemic. One, by Elisabeth

Kubler-Ross, M.D., a foremost authority

on death and dying, presents an impas-

sioned look at the challenges that AIDS
presents to all members of our human
community. The other, a collaboration

by C. Norman Shealy, M.D., founder of

the American Holistic Medical Associa-

tion, and Caroline M. Myss, a medical

clairvoyant, addresses the opportunities

for transformation inherent in AIDS.

Both books are suffused with a much-
needed inspirational quality that can

contribute to planetary healing.

In AIDS: The Ultimate Challenge,

Kubler-Ross, a tireless exponent of

unconditional love, asks, “Are we going

to choose hate and discrimination, or

will we have the courage to choose love

and service?" The book’s moving chap-

ters on parents of children with AIDS;

children, babies, and women with AIDS;

and AIDS in prison allow us to compre-

hend the enormous impact of this dis-

ease. My only criticism is that much of

the material presented here seems to

have been prepared several years before

the publication of the book, giving it a

dated quality.

Kubler-Ross acknowledges gays for

organizing “extraordinary support sys-

tems that now serve as examples to

other cities and countries" and for

reaching out to support heterosexuals

affected by AIDS. She points out that if a

vaccine for AIDS is ever developed, it

will be due in large pan to the strength

and efforts of the community hardest hit

by the disease.

Of great interest is the telling tran-

script of the Virginia community meet-

ing that blocked Kubler-Ross’s plans for

a residential center for babies with AIDS.

Instead, the Elisabeth Kubler-Ross Cen-

ter now works to find the babies support-

ive adoptive families. Kubler-Ross’s cur-

rent difficulty involves getting the

children out of the hands of hospital

researchers, who make up to $1,000 a

day from these “pincushion babies,” and

into the arms of people willing to nur-

ture them. She reports that two of her

adopted infants, surrounded by love,

have since turned HIV-negative.

Unquestionably, the most remarkable

pages of the book were written not by

Kubler-Ross, but by her “pride and joy”

San Francisco asistant, Irene Smith, who
began massaging people with AIDS in

San Francisco General’s AIDS ward in

August 1983. Since then, she has proba-

bly massaged more people with AIDS
than anyone else on the planet. Smith's

50-page contribution is a moving testi-

mony to the power of love, compassion,

and service through touch.

“Is it piossible that our AIDS patients,

children and adults alike, chose to con-

tribute their short life-spans on planet

Earth to help us open our eyes, raise our

consciousness, open our hearts and
mind, and finally see the light?” asks

Kubler-Ross. To her, death is neither an

end nor a tragedy; disease is neither a

punishment nor an accident. AIDS, she

affirms, is an opportunity for growth and

learning, with dimensions of suffering

and loss equal to our need for immedi-

ate planetary transformation — a power-

ful teacher of the need for unconditonal

love.

The Myss/Shealy book, AIDS: Passa^

way to Transformation, has been called

“mandatory reading” by Kubler-Ross.

Except for its price ($10.95 for a thin

hardcover that would be far more mar-

ketable as a $5.00 trade paperback), I

have nothing but praise for this unique

collaboration.

Since 1985, Caroline Myss has made
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available to co-author C. Norman Shealy,

M.D., her long-distance clairvoyant abili-

ties, which she uses to identify “the emo-
tional, psychological, and spiritual stress

factors within a person’s inner world

that have contributed to the creation of

[their] physical disease.”

“We have done hundreds of patient

readings,” Myss writes, “and as yet have

not found an exception to the pattern

that before physical disease is manifest-

ed, an individual is existing in an inter-

nal climate of tremendous stress. Fur-

ther, our research indicates that specific

patterns of stress create specific dis-

eases." Among people with AIDS, she

refers to the dominant pattern of stress

as “victim consciousness.”

Although I personally favor trance

channel Kevin Ryerson’s psychospiritual

explanation of AIDS as a disease of the

disinvested, Myss’s “victim conscious-

ness” theory is quite compelling. Victim

consciousness, she writes, “is a percep-

tion of oneself as so completely lacking

in personal power that one continually

fears being taken advantage of or hurt in

some way. One lives in the belief that the

world is an unfair place and that it is

mostly unfair to [oneself].” In the case

of AIDS, Myss claims, victim conscious-

ness serves as “the culture medium in

which the HIV virus can take hold,”

working “like a magnet to attract the

virus directly to a person who no longer

feels able to protect him- or herself.”

To support this theory, the authors

present three persuasive case studies,

plus “The Miracle of Peter,” which
reports an AIDS victim’s complete recov-

ery from the disease. “Healing AIDS
requires a complete transformation of

one’s life," Myss writes. In addition to a

continual emphasis on “altitudinal heal-

ing” as “more important than aU. other

factors combined,” the book also fea-

tures fine discussions of the immune sys-

tem and holistic healing, as well as a sim-

ple yet comprehensive physical program
to enhance immunity.

Myss suggests that “the planet itself

has AIDS and that epidemics of any kind

have a direct connection to the emotion-

al, psychological, and spiritual health of

groups of people.” Myss’s idea is similar

to the view of Sally Fisher, founder of

The AIDS Mastery, who draws a parallel

between recendy discovered holes in the

Earth’s ozone layer (a kind of planetary

immune system) and the many immune
dysfunctions that now afflict large seg-

ments of the Earth’s population.

THE DEATH OF
THE PROPHET
"Anybody who loved Kahlil Gibran's book The

Prophet and/or The Garden of the Prophet

will like this new addition. It is truly Gibran's

masterful writing, and I love it!

"

—Elisabeth Kubler-Ross

Shortly before his passing, Kahlil Gibran wrote:

"Igo, but ifIgo with a truth not yet voiced, that very truth will again seek

meand gather me, though my elements be scattered throughout the silences

of eternity, and again shall I come before you that I may speak with a voice

bom anew out of the heart of those boundless silences .

"

Now, more than 40 years later, Jason Lean has brought forth The
DeathoftheProphet—^thepowerful, beautiful completionof Gibran's

immortal trilogy. Leen's second major work. Peace at Last The
After-Death Experiences of John Lennon, is scheduled for release

May, 15 1989.
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Books

Kubler-Ross also comments on the

connection between AIDS and the need

for planetary transformation. “Over the

next 10 years,” Kubler-Ross writes, “as

changes take place on Earth, those who
choose love now will have nothing to

fear. Those who stick to their old nega-

tive, judgmental ways will blame every-

body and everything and will be too

blind to see the destiny they have creat-

ed for themselves. ... It is our choice to

live up to this ultimate challenge [of

AIDS] or to perish.” The dedication of

people like Kubler-Ross, Myss, and
Shealy can indeed help show us the way.

Jason Serinus, «/ifor^Psychoimmunity and the

Healing Process: A Holistic Approach to

Immunity and AIDS (Celestial Arts), is an Oak-

land-based healer, hypnotherapist, bodyworker, per-

former, and founder of the San Francisco (Mstro

Street Healing Group.

Briefly Noted Books

AN EASY GUIDE TO MEDITATION
The author, a personal disciple of ParamahansaYogananda, has written

one of the most helpful meditation books to date. The benefits, tech-

niques and procedures clearly explained. Ideal for everyone. Softbound,

128 pages — $3.00.

HOWYOUCAN USE THE TECHNIQUE OF CREATIVE IMAGINATION
Five previous editions in four languages with 500,000 readers. Use

Possibility Thinking and Creative Imagination to Enter Into a Working Re-

lationship with the Universe — Remove All Barriers — To Live in Harmony
with Life, Do These Things - Redeem the Past — Prosper in All Ways and
Serve Your World with Love, and more. Softbound, 128 pages — $3.95.

( ) Send 1 copy of An Easy Guide to Meditation, $3,00

( ) Send 1 copy of Creative Imagination, $3.95

Note: Include $1.00 shipping cost per order.

Name

Address -

Thinking Like a Mountain:

Towards a Council of All Beings

ByJohn Seed,Joanna Macy,

Pat Fleming, Arne Naess

(New Society Publishers, $7.95)

It’s easy to pay lip service to concepts

like “interdependence" and “the oneness

of all life," but we may find it more diffi-

cult to actually experience our intimate con-

nection with nature. Thinking Like a Moun-

tain is a collection of readings,

meditations, poems, guided fantasies, ritu-

als, workshop notes, and drawings intend-

ed to guide us beyond the sense of alien-

ation from the living Earth. Written by

environmental activists and workshop
leaders, the book is based on the premise

that only when we develop genuine empa-

thy for the Earth as a living being will we

stand a chance of saving the planet from

ecological catastrophe.

City - . State Zip

eSA PRESS, Post Office Box 7, Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Note: eSA Press is the literature department of Center for Spiritual

Awareness on Lake Rabun Road, Lakemont, Georgia.

( ) Maik here for a free copy of Truth Journal magazine.

Iyengar: His Life and Work
(Timeless Books, $14.95)

The first part of this inspirational vol-

ume contains an extensive autobiographi-

cal essay entitled “The Body is My Tem-

ple.” in which the renowned yoga teacher

B.K.S. Iyengar describes his struggles,

breakthroughs, and eventual victory over

chronic ill health through the practice of

Hatha Yoga. This section is followed by a
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collection of Iyengar’s articles, including

“Yoga and Meditation," “The Art of Relax-

ation," “Yoga and Mental Peace," and
“The Importance of Asanas." The book

also contains interviews with the master,

his aphorisms on yoga and the spiritual

life, and essays by students describing their

experiences with him.

For those who value Iyengar’s classic

Li^ on Yoga and Li^t on Pranayama, this

new book will be a welcome source of

insight into the man himself, giving a

deeper perspective on the personal philos-

ophy that has shaped his distinctive

approach to yoga.

Spiritual Nutrition

and the Rainbow Diet

By Gabriel Cousens, M.D.

(Cassandra Press, $9.95)

Gabriel Cousens brings together sever-

al different “alternative" approaches to

diet to produce a synthesis of what might

at first appear to be incompatible princi-

ples of nutrition.

Rejecting the 200-ye^-old mechanistic

model of science that seeks to explain

nutrition solely in terms of physicKihem-

istry, Cousens develops an expanded defi-

nition of nutrition that includes subtle

energetic principles. Describing the body

as a “human crystal,” he shows how it

functions to absorb plant material and

energy into its energetic and biomolecular

structures. He then goes on to advocate

what he calls the “rainbow diet," a plan for

choosing foods according to their color

correspondences with the human chakras.

His approach also incorporates the princi-

ples of many diverse nutritional systems,

from Ayurveda to modern theories of

food combining, food balancing

(acid/alkaline, yin/yang, etc.), and raw

foods. The result is a thought-provoking

new way of approaching the question,

“What, then, shall we eat?"

The Ri^t To Be Human:
A Biography of Abraham Maslow
By Edward Hoffman

(Jeremy P. Tarcher, $19.95)

Abraham Maslow (1908-1970), one of

the founders of humanistic psychology,

stands as a great visionary of modern psy-

chology and related social thought. The

range of his contribution is fully revealed

in Edward Hoffman’s new biography,

which includes material from Maslow’s

published and unpublished works and
from private diaries and correspondence

with Aldous Huxley, Gregory Bateson,
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Every human being has the unknown within himseif.

Oniy a great spirituai master knows

how to open the gateway to reach the supreme biiss.

its secrets have been passed on

in the East in the art of "initiation.’’

Now is the dawn of the truth with the advent

of the greatest spirituai master, Shoko Asahara.

the rising energy breaks

the Sahasrara Chakra and causes
Chundali.

Because of Chundali. the energy

that has risen to the crown starts to fall

down. This time it doesn't pass
through the same channel, but falls

along the central line of the trunk. At

this point many kinds of divine power
or psychic power are developed. Then
our appetite, sexual desires, and anger

come to circulate in our bodies. Thus
as soon as sexual desire arises, the

energy is transformed into energy of

Chundali. In this way you are freed

from stress completely.

Not only that, but appetite, sexual

desire and anger vibrate your
cerebrum in various ways. The vibra-

tion excites and pleases you. You can
always steep yourself in a very plea-

sant feeling without doing anything.

This is the state of emancipation.

Excerpt from “Supreme Inltietlon”

$6.95 plus $2 for shipping. Please send check or MO to:

^AUM USA CO., LTD
S3 Crosby St, NY N.Y. 10012 Tel: (212) 431-8789

further Information on the author

Call: (212) 226-5030

A Yoga Demonstration on Video by

Dona holleman
Headstands Backbends Standing Poses

Bird Poses Sitting Poses and Twists

$35 1 1 Hour). Send check or money order to Mystic River Productions,
P.O. Box 716, Cambridge, MA 02140. Mass, residents add 5% sales tax;

foreign orders add $2.50 shipping charge.
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Book ^ Tape Source

BOOKS
Gods in Everyman
ByJean Shinoda Bolen, M.D.

Drawing upon the theories of

C. G. Jung, the author explores

the inner world of archetypes and

the outer world of stereotypes,

showing how both men and
women can gain a sense of

wholeness and integration when
what they do is consistent with

who they are. Hardcover; $18,95.

Jacob the Baker

By Noah benShea

Jacob the Baker is a man whose
words of gentle wisdom will touch

readers of all backgrounds with a

simple yet profound message. You

can begin this timeless story on

any page. It doesn't matter where

you begin, As Jacob would tell

you, what is important Ls that you

begin. Hardcover; $12.95-

Everybody’s Guide
to Homeopathic Medicines

By Stephen Cummings, F.N.P.,

and Dana Ullman, M.P.H.

A self-care guide to homeopathic

principles and praaices for both

health professional and layperson.

Fapertock: $8.95.

Stretch and Relax

By Maxine Tobias

and Mary Steuart

A day-by-day Iyengar yoga and

relaxation program in large format

with numerous color photos.

Paperlwck; $12.95.

The Womanspirit Sourcebook

By Patrice Wynne
The single most complete catalog

of resources on all asp>ects of the

women’s spirituality movement,

including books, periodicals,

music, calendars, tarot cards,

bookstores, organizations, video

and audio tapes, meditations, and

art. Pap>erback; $16.95.

Yoga for Pregnancy
By SandraJordan

A supportive guide that can help

pregnant women adjust to the

physical and mental demands
of labor, birth, and motherhood.

Includes 92 lyengar-style poses

carefully chosen for their safety

and effectiveness during and

after pregnancy. Spiral bound;

paperback; $9-95.

Ashtanga Yoga Primer

By Baba Hari Doss

A manual of Ashtanga Yoga,

including theory of yoga

metaphysics; beginning and

intermediate purification practices,

breath control, meditation, mudras,

and postures; hand mudras; daily

practice schedules. Papeiback;

new edition; $6.95.

Imagine That! A Child’s

Guide to Yoga
By Kenneth K. Cohen

llhistrations byJoan Hyme
With inspired poems, illustrations,

and yoga p>ostures, Ken Cohen

and Joan Hyme have created a

book that will appeal to children

of all ages! Paperback; $8.95.

The Tree of Yoga
By B.K.S. Iyengar

B.K.S. Iyengar offers his thoughts

on many subjects: health and the

healing arts, asana practice, family

life, love and sexuality, teaching,

and Patanjaii’s Yoga Sutras.

Paperback; $9.95.

Iyengar: His Life and Work
A compilation of interviews

with B.K.S. Iyengar, his aphorisms

and spiritual life, and students’

experiences with the master.

Paperback; $14.95.

Light on Yoga
By B.K.S. Iyengar

A comprehensive guidebook

on Hatha Yoga, including 602

photographs and detailed

explanations of how to praaice.

Paperback; $13.95.

Light on Pranayama
ByB K.S. Iyengar

A clear, detailed account of the

yogic art of breathing, together

with a comprehensive background

of yoga philosophy. Paperback;

$14.95.

The Sivananda

Companion to Yoga
The Sivananda Yoga Center

A complete guide to asana,

pranayama, diet, relaxation, and

meditation techniques. Foreword

by Swami Vishnu Devananda.

Paperback, $10.95.

Who Am I?

ByJean Klein

In clear and lucid style. Jean Klein

offers fundamental insight about

ourselves, about our own reality,

and about how we can start to

realize our own true ttature, our

inner stillness and wholeness.

Paperback; $13.95.

Transition to Vegetarianism

Rudolph Ballantine, M.D.

Provides solid information

on how to design an optimal

vegetarian diet, with advice on
how to approach it gradually

and sensibly. Paperback; $12.95.

Still Life with Menu Cookbook
By Mollie Katzen

Fifty new meatless menus with

original art by the author of

Moosewood Cookbook and The

Enchanted Broccoli Forest.

Paperback; $21.95.

'The Greens Cookbook
By Deborah Madison

with Edu>ard Espe Brown
Containing more than 260 recipes

from the boldly original and highl'

successful Greens Restaurant on

San Francisco Bay, this book

introduces you to a dazzling new
vegetarian cuisine that is

intelligent, inventive, and, most of

all, delicious. Hardcover; $19.95.

VIDEO 1 APES

Lilias! AUve with Yoga,

Vols. 1 & 2

With Lilias Folan

Star of PBS-TV’s “Lilias, Yoga,

and You" leads you with elegant

clarity through a beginning and
intermediate course in Hatha Yogj

60 minutes each; VHS; $39.95 each
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EWOmMW
SOURCEBOOK

HOMEOPATHIC

Ifoga: The Home Study Course
Part 1: The Standing Poses

Wilh Manotiso Maticts

Study 14 standing poses with a

certified Iyengar yoga teacher in

this skillfully produced video.

Introductory remarks by B.K.S.

Iyengar. 52 minutes; VHS; $39.95.

The Sivananda Yoga Video

The Sivananda Yoga Center

Photographed at the Sivananda

Yoga Retreat in the Bahamas, this

video presents 12 basic yoga

postures with comprehensive,

easy-to-follow instructions for

beginner and expert alike. 59

minutes; VHS; $39.95.

Yoga for Health & Relaxation
WithJulie Laurence

Two 30-minute Iyengar-.style yoga

classes — convenient for home,

office, and travel. Each class

offers asanas and rela.xation

instruction for students of all

levels. Includes illustrated insert,

60 minutes; $9.95.

Foot Reflexology

for Re-Balancing

With Marie Riley

Instruction on how to apply

pressure, on point associations,

and on praaicing on your own
feet. Includes chart with 35 point

locations, 70 minutes; $9-95.

Relaxation

With Mary Rullig Schatz, M.D.

An expert yoga therapist and

frequent YogaJournal con\nb\x\or

guides you through visualization

techniques especially suitable for

those with asthma, hypertension,

or other conditions affecting the

circulatory and respiratory systems.

60 minute.s; $9.95.

Imagine That!

i
'* -

1

Transition
|

Vegetarianism
Aa HrohsUenary Step

Rudolph Ballenline, M.D

TheSivanondaCbmpunion

YOGA
•NSKTA
MXA

visualizations to help you use the

power of your mind to support

your body’s rcsi.stance to disea.se.

50 minutes: VHS; $34.50,

AUDIO TAPES

Relaxing into Natural Vision

With Marie Riley

A gentle approach to alleviating

stress-related vision problems,

with exercises and relaxation

techniques drawn from the Bates

method, acupressure, guided

imagery, and more. 60 minutes;

$9.95.

Pre- & Postnatal Yoga
WithJennie Arndt

Narrated by a prenatal

teacher from The Yoga Room
in Berkeley. California, this

program helps you prepare

safely and gently for the birth

of your baby and shows you how
to get back into shape afterward,

35 minutes; VHS; $29-95.

Massage for Heath
Featuring Shari Belafonte-Harper

Relax and renew with easy-to-

follow Swedish and Western-style

massage techniques. Includes a

series of stress-reducing self-

massages and stretches, plus a

42-page handbook. 72 minutes;

VHS; $29.95.

Strengthening Your
Immune System Through
Mind and Movement
With Shirley Dockstader

and Marghe Mills

Guided movements and

Yogdooniil
Book & Tape Source
Quantity Title Cost

Sub total

CA residents add 6% sales tax

Shipping charges

Total

Send check or money order with this coupon to:

YogaJournal
2054 University Avenue # 604
Berkeley, CA 94704-1082

Please allow 5*5 weeks for delivery.

Prices subject to change without notice

.

SHIPPING: For your own protection, we strongly recommend UPS ship-

ping. Packages are auimnaiically iasured. almost never lost, and the delivery

time is never more than seven days from date of shipment. UPS cannot
deliver to P.O. Boxes. The chart below will help you determine the

shipping charges.

SHIPPING CHARGES

Within U.S.* Outside U.S.

Carrier UPS Book Rate Canada Sea Mail Airmail

Orders to $10 $2.50 $1-50 S4.00 $3 00 $16.00

Orders to $20 $300 $2.00 $4.50 $4.00 $20.00

Orders to $30 $3.50 $2.50 $5.00 $5.00 $24.00

Orders to $40 $4.00 $3.00 $6.00 $6.00 $28.00

Orders to $50 $4,50 $3.50 $7.00 $7.00 $32.00

Orders to $60 $5.00 $4.00 $8.00 S8.0U $36.00

$60.01 and over $6.00 $4.50 $10.00 $10.00 $40-00

*UPS deliveries limited to Continental 48 stales

FOREIGN ORDERS: Please use an International Money Order or Postal

Order drawn in U.S. Funds.

r~) Check or

Q Credit Card Q Visa MaslciCard

Credit Card Number: CHARGE ORDERS ($10 minimum)

Name

Address.

City/Staie/Zip/Country.
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There are lots of

people practicing yoga,

but very few true

Yogis in this world

r/>After 12 years ofrantinuous
meditation on Shiva, ^
He attained extraordinary

spiritual powers Inherent

in self realization.

Meditate with the Yogi
at these locations

May 2-5

May 6 &1 1-13

May 7-1

0

May 14-17 & June 26-30

May 18-21

May 22

Cal For Time And
Location In Your Area

June 24
July 1 - 3
July 4-15

New York City, N.Y.

Fro'nt Royal, Va.
Washington, D.C.
Raleigh, N.C.
Chicago. ILL
Seattle, Wa.
Portland, Or.
San Jose, Ca.
Los Angeles, Ca.
Santa Barbara, Ca.
Charlotte, NC

Open

718 -998 -

703

-

636 -

202 -362 -

919 -828 -

312 -355 -

206 -783 -

503 -249 -

408 -674 -

213 -947 -

805 -569 -

704

-

868 -

919 -828 -

5613
3458
2656
0072
8655
3361
0164
5743
9270
1053
4193
0072

Its time to

Try It

"For over two
years we hove

bron more than
satisfied with the

durability,

comfort and
effectiveness of

the inversion

swnng...

We con relax,

trust and let go -

its great."

Pujari. Yoga Instructor

The Last Resort

A COMPLETE WITH DOOR
II MOUNTING DEVICE

plus $600 shipping Comes In blue, black or
burgundy

Moil check or money order to:

INVERSION SWING
P.O. BOX 2182

^ JOLLA. CA 92036

(619) 456-0924
Allow 2-4 wks. dolivery CA residents add 7% sales tax

MIND MACHINES

EVOLUTIONARY TOOLS
FOR THE EXPANSION OF

CONSCIOUSNESS

WE OFFER THE LARGEST
SELECTION INCLUDING

MindsEye • Inner

Quest • Nustar • Brain

Tuner • Alpha-Stim •

Bio-Pacers • Binaurai

Signai Generator •

Samadhi Fiotation

Tank and more

Call or write for free catalog

Inner Technologies
51 Berry Trail

Fairfax, CA 94930

(415) 454-0813

Briefly \ole<l Books
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Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict, and other

collaborators. For this biography, Hoff-

man obtained over 200 personal reminis-

cences from Maslow’s family, friends, and

associates, including Rollo May, B. F. Skin-

ner, and Carl Rogers.

Illustrated with eight pages of pho-

tographs, Hoffman’s book traces Maslow’s

career from his early work with primates

and his study of Native American culture

to his pioneering years at Brandeis Univer-

sity and his participation in the develop-

ment of the human potential movement
at Esalen Institute and elsewhere in Cali-

fornia. Maslow was always on the cutting

edge of modern thought, and his story is

also the story of an important era in

American psychology.

The Traditional Healen A Compre-

hensive Guide to the Principles and

Practice of Unani Herbal Medicine

By Hakim Chislhi

(Healing Arts/Inner Traditions, $16.95)

In the late 10th and early 11th cen-

turies, a unified system of herbal medicine

called Unani Tibb was developed by the

brilliant Persian physician Avicenna. A
prolific writer, Avicenna is best known for

his Canon of Medicine, perhaps the most

famous book in medical history.

The Traditional Healer presents the first

English translation of Avicenna’s Standard

of Medicine, a classic handbook for physi-

cians that provides simple and effective

diagnostic techniques and therapies for

regaining and maintaining health. Chisthi

builds on Avicenna’s approach, bringing

extensive knowledge of the original Per-

sian texts to his own 15 years of experi-

ence in Unani natural medicine. Included

is a wealth of informadon on the metabol-

ic values of foods, the role of exercise and

rest, the cycles of fevers, classificadon of

pain, urinalysis, and pulse diagnosis. A for-

mulary and materia medica provide infor-

madon on more than 4(X) conditions, with

recommendations for diet, herbal formu-

las, aromatherapy, and procedures to

restore balance to the whole being.

Planetary Herbology

By Michael Tierra

(Lotus Press, $16.95)

Speaking of herbal medicine, here’s a

useful new book by the best-selling author

of The Way of Herbs that integrates hun-

dreds of therapeudc herbs available in the
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HOLY MOTHER
cAMRITANANDA

WORLD TOUR 1989
AM programs begin at9:00 PM programs begin at 7:30 Devi Bhava Darshans begin at 7:00

HAWAII: (808-322-6817). 5/18. AM: Kona Outdoor Circle. Hwy 1 1 fif» Kua-klni Hwy. 5/ 18. PM:
5/19. AM PM: 5/20, AM S’ Devi Bhava: King Kamehameha Hotel. Kona.

LOS ANGELES: (213-394-1420). 5/22-23. AM S’ PM: 5/24. AM S’ Devi
Bhava: Presb. Conf. Clr. 15601 Sunset Blvd. Pac. Palisades

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA: (415-537-9417). 5/25-5/26 S’ /29.

PM: Clark Kerr Campus Ctr. 2601 Warring. Berkeley 5/26. AM;
5/28. Devi Bhava: 5/30-5/31. AM S’ PM: 6/ 1-6/2. S’ 6/5. AM:

6 6 6/7. AM S* PM: Northbrae Comm. Church. 941 The
Alameda Berk. 5/27. AM S’ PM: Unitarian Church.
Franklin S’ Geary. SF. 5/28. (9AM ) S’ 5/29. ( 10:30

AM ): Empty Gate Zen Clr. 1800 Arch St. Berk. 6/2,

PM: St. John’s Church. 2727 College Ave. Berk.

6/3-6/4. AM S’ PM: Dominican College. Guzman
Hall. 1520 Grand Ave.. San Rafael. 6/11. PM:

Trinity Episc. Church. Gough S’ Bush. SF
PALO ALTO: (415-494-6337). 6/8-6/ 10. AM:

6/11. (10:30 AM): 792 Matadero Ave., 6/8
S* 6/9, PM; First Congr. Church. 1985
Louis Kd. 6/ 10. Devi Bhava; Spangler

Martin School. 3880 Middlefield Rd
SEATTLE: (206-325-5135), 6/ 12-6/13. PM

Scottish Rite Temple. 1155 Broadway E.

6/13. AM: Friends Clr. 4001 9lh NE.
ORCAS ISLAND RETREAT:

(415-537-9417). 6/ 14-6/ 16; Moran
St. Park Env. Learn. Ctr. WA.

SANTA FE: (505-982-9529). 6/ 18-6/20.

6/22-6/23. AM S’ 7 PM (Devi Bhava 6/23):

M.A. Center. Santa Fe.

TAOS: 6/21. AM: Lama Foundation. San
Cristobal NM. 6/21 . PM; Bataan Bldg. Taos.

BOULDER: (303-443-1202). 6/24-6/25. PM:
6/26. AM S’ Devi Bhava: Unitarian Universalist

Church. 5001 Pennsylvania Ave. 6/25. AM: YWCA.
2222 14th St.

MADISON: (608-832-6658). 6/27-28. I’M: 6/29. Devi
Bhav'a: St. Benedict Clr. Hwy M. Middleton. 6/28- 29.

AM; Friends House. 1704 Roberts Ct. Madison.
CHICAGO: (312-985-7213). 6/30. PM: 7/1. AM S’ PM; 7/2.

AM S’ Devi Bhava: Hindu Temple of Greater Chicago. 12 South
701 Lemont Rd. Lemont.

WASHINGTON DC: (202-966-7699). 7/3, PM: 7/4. AM S’ PM: 7/5. AM S’

Devi Bhava: St. Patrick’s Episc. Church. 4700 Whitehaven Pkwy NW.
NEW YORK: (212 932 1182) 7/6, PM to be announced: 7/7 7/8. AM ^ PM:

7/9. PM: 7/10 AM S’ Devi Bhava: Universalist Church 160 Central

Park West, at 76th St.. 7/9. AM: Hindu Temple of N. America.
45-57 Bowne St.. Flushing

BOSTON: (617-277-3224). 7/11. PM: 7/ 12. AM S’ PM: 7/ 1 3. AM S’ Devi
Bhava: Church of the Redeemer. 379 Hammond St., Brookline.

EAST COAST RETREAT: (603-878-4421 ) Temple. NH.

Contact: MataAmritanandamayi Center, 1182 B Market St *661, San Francisco. CA 94102 (415-537-9417)
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BACK
ISSUES

Information That’s Never Out of Date
Supplies are Limited.

Updated Reprint of "Living

With Your Lower Back" by
Mary Schatz. M.D. 11 pages;
24 photos. Quantity

discounts.

#15 July>Augu8t, 1977

Eastern Healing Comes to the

West
Political Awareness in the Growth
Movement

Yoga as a Preparation for

Childbirth

#19 March-April, 1978
Yogic Arts
The Artistry of Sri Chinmoy
Dance Master, Chitresh Das
Yoga at A C T

#26 Ssptember^October, 1979

Educating Yourself & Your
Children

A Conversation with Jack Schwarz
A Guide to Alternative Education

lor Kids

Please send me the following issues of YOGA JOURNAL:

No(s).

Alternative choice(s) (if above unavailable)

Enclosed is $5.00 for each Back Issue or $20.00 for 5 issues. (For-

eign orders; $6.00 per issue or $25.00 for 5 issues.)

The above prices include handling and 3rd class postage. Allow

3-4 weeks for delivery. Foreign orders are sent surface mail. Allow

8-10 weeks for delivery.

"Lower Back" Reprints $2.50 ea. ($3.00 Foreign); 10/S20
($25 Foreign); 25/$35 ($45 Foreign); 50/$50 ($65 Foreign)^

Foreign orders; Please send Int’l Money Order In U.S. Funds Only.

TOTAL $

CITY/STATE/ZIP

YOGA JOURNAL 2054 University Ave. Berkeley. CA 94704

#40 September-October, 1981

Community
Alternative Communities: Are They
working?

Portrait of Swami Radha
John Vasconcellos. Legislating the

New Age

#41 November-December, 1981

The Americanization of Yoga
American Update
Yoga + Football * A Winning
Combination

The Third Perspective: Bringing

East and West Together

#44 May*June, 1982
Women’s Issue
Ina May Gaskin. Spirituat Midwife

Dr. Helen Caldicott Speaks Out for

Survival

Prenatal Yoga

#64 September-October, 1985

Tibet; Portrait of a People in Exile

Japan’s Traditional “Martial Ways"
Kundalini Demystified

Judith Lasater on the Erect

Posture

#71 November-December, 1986
Original Blessing; The Teachings

of Matthew Fox
The Experience of No Self

Judith Lasater on Backbends
Vinyasa: The Rhythmic Yoga of

TKV. Desikachar

#75 July-August, 1987
The Spiritual Journey of People
with AIDS
Yoga and Immunity
Stephen Levine Interview

1987 Directory of Yoga Teachers

#76 September-October, 1967
Transpersonal Psychology
Ken Wilber, the Einstein of

Consciousness
Sensory Awareness with Charlotte

Selver

How to Become a Better Student

#77 November-December, 1987
Joseph Campbell: The Mythic

Journey
Healing Through Movement with

Emilie Conrad-Da'oud
The Spirit and Practice of T'ai Chi

A Consumers Guide to Channeling

#78 January-February, 1988
The Feminine Emerging
Jeremy Rifkin Interview

Spiritual Values in Business
Krishnamacharya Profile

#79 March-Aprll, 1988
Preventing Osteoporosis
Green Politics

History of the Asanas
Vacation and Retreat Guide

#80 May-June, 1988

The Native American Wisdom
of Dnyani Ywahoo

Peace Activists in the Spirit

of Gandhi
Exploring Backbends
Healing with Ayurveda

#81 Juty/August 1988
Stress Reduction: The State of the Art

Critiquing the New Age
Women Saints of India

Yoga with Ropes

#82 Ssptsmber-October, 1988
Diet for a New America
Sexual Energy Exercises

Aikido and Yoga
Tibetan Psychiatry

#83 November-December, 1988
Twelve-Step Programs As a Spiritual

Path

Marion Woodman Interview

Creating Our Own Holiday Rituals

The Non-Dual Yoga of Jean Klein

#64 January-February, 1969
The New Shamans
Exploring the Secrets of Personality

(The Enneagram)
‘Tao Te Ching’: Selections from a
New Translation

Balance in Yoga

#85 March—April, 1989
Homeopathy; A Special Report
Sex & Spirituality

Interview with Jacob Needleman
Yoga Therapy for Addictions
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Briefly Noted Books

West with the two oldest and most impor-

tant Eastern systems of healing, traditional

Chinese medicine and Indian ayurveda.

Over the centuries, practitioners of

Chinese and ayurvedic herbalism have

amassed a substantial and highly sophisti-

cated knowledge of the energetics and

preparation of medicinal herbs. When this

is added to Western herbal knowledge, the

result is “planetary herbology.”

In this comprehensive volume, Tierra

provides a detailed listing of the more

than 400 medicinal herbs a\’ailable in the

West, classifying them according to their

chemical constituents, properties and

actions, indicated uses, and suggested

dosages. Students of Eastern medical theo-

ry will find Western herbs cross-referenced

to the Chinese and ayurvedic systems, as

well as information on herbal formulas,

sources for herbal products, Latin and

medical glossaries, botanical and medical

indices, and an extensive bibliography.

Three appended essays, Tierra’s “Herbal

Supplements for Vegetarians," Christo-

pher Hobbs’s “Chemistry of Herb Ener-

getics,” and David Frawley’s “Ayurveda

and Chinese Medicine: A Comparative

View" further enrich this practical and

thought-provoking book.

The Win/Win Way: A New
Approach to Transforming

American Business and Life

By Lucy Beale and Rick Fields

(Harcouri Brace Jovanovich, $6.95)

In this book Lucy Beale and Rick

Fields develop a new approach to personal

and professional interaction that has the

goal of benefiting both parties. Using con-

crete examples, they show how one can

apply this philosophy in daily life.

According to the authors, by looking at

each situation in terms of “you and me”
rather than “you or me." by learning to

compete with ourselves instead of with

others, and by “finding our passion," we
can add immeasurably to the effectiveness

of our home life, our personal relation-

ships, and our business dealings. “It is not

altruism, not a matter of acting like a ‘nice

guy’ or a ‘goody-goody,’ not about finish-

ing last or about compromise, concession,

or making do with less," they write.

Instead, they see the win/win strategy as a

humanistic way of life in which everybody

comes out ahead— a workable alternative

to the classic “somebody’s-got-to-lose” syn-

drome on which most people in our com-

YOGA
VIDEOS

LILIAS!
ALIVE

WITH YOGA

VOL. 1 - Beginners and VOL, 2 - Intermediates

I Discover today’s yoga with

two exciting videos by Amer-
ica's favorite teacher, Lilias!

I Learn to stretch, strengthen,

and relax safely.

Master new poses, improve

your stamina, and increase

flexibility.

I Release tensions with expert

instruction in breath aware-

ness and deep relaxation.

VHS and Beta, 60 min., $39.95 per tape. Two-Tape Set for $69.95.

Shipping: $3.00 per tape, $4.50 per set. Send for Free Catalogue.

RO. Box 1973-L

Rudra

Cambridgef
Press

MA 02238 ' 617-576-3394

Let DEVA unDress You!

With our casual cotton unSemble for men & womeny’'^

/ t

unDress Jacket 1)6 ppd.

Classic and unstructured ... the tuxedo shawl collar

tapers to one burnt wood button. TWo patch pockets;

one inner breast pocket. Optional shoulder pads.

unDress Trousers 133 ppd.

Smoothly pleated, with sharp sewn-in creases and

roomy slash pockets. Perfect fit thanks to a covered

elastic waist with dnwcord.

Both styles in Natural. Black, Navy. Pearl Grey or

Tirquoisc.

Your comfort) fit and satisfaction

guaranteed or your money back.

MAIL TO: Send nuitfue & »vches (Free with order)-$l enclosed

DEVA. a c«UK indimrv Please ship my order shoH O belo«

Bo* YJG9.

Burkinsvilk, MD 21718 'I Name

Or-

IM-Cotour

Choice

indCokMr
toice Ileoi Sa

KT
UT BmOich Price Ibid

n PaytKnt cod- O check money older

VIW Card t

MC Eip.

Add 13 for shoulder pads

Md. residents add 5S ux

Totalc 1 II rrm
-Sit-

VISA/MC orders call 1-800-222-8024
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TREAT YOURSELF TO A

YOGA

• INCREDIBLE INCA TRAIL TO MACHU PICCHU
• MYSTERIOUS FIGURES OF NAZCA DESERT PLAINS
• INCA RUINS - ANDEAN FLOWERS - PHOTOGRAPHERS DREAM
• MAGICAL ANCIENT CITY OF CUZCO
• YOGA AND MEDITATIONS IN SACRED SITES
• HANDMADE ALPACA SWEATERS: NATURAL WEAVINGS; JEWELRY
• A TRANSFORMATIVE JOURNEY INCORPORATING INCA AND SHAMANIC

TRADITIONS

UPCOMING MAGICAL JOURNEYS TO PERU:

July 30th * Aug. 13th; Magical Journey: "Astanga in the Andes" David Williams will be

accompanying us. He was the first Westerner to learn all 4 series of Astanga Yoga as taught

by Pattabhi Jois. We are honored to have this Master teacher join us. All levels welcome.

Aug. 13th - Aug. 27th: Magical Journey - Viaje Magico. jVamos a los Andes! con Linda

Egan, Professor of Spanish Language. Our walking talking dictionary. All levels welcome.

Also Diana Beardsley • Experienced and inspiring Hatha Yoga and Flow Series teacher from

Los Angeles.

Write: Magical Journey, 4147 Marina Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93110.

Or call Carol Cumes (805) 682-6920

|AY I K \ r t>icl

IdrachshaI

Introducing

AYURVEDIC
DRACHSHA

Traditionally

used to enhance

energy, by im-

proving diges-

tion and absorp-

tion of nutrients.

Formulated by

one of the fore-

most physicians

of Ayurveda in

India, now avail-

able in America.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

LOTTB HERBS
1505 42nd Ave. Suite 19 Capitola. CA 95010

INTO
THE ART
OF LIVING

PRAYER AND MEDITATION BENCH
THE CRARSMAN'S HANDBOOK ON THE
VALUE AND PHILOSOPHY OF PRAYER
AND MEDITATION PLUS INSTRUCTIONS
ON HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN PRAYER
AND MEDITATION BENCH • S 10.00
FOR INFORMATION ON HANDCRAFTED
BENCHES BUILT BY A CRAFTSMAN WHO
BELIEVES IN HIS WORK.

CALL (513) 281-5531
OR SEND TO
THE MAKER

P.O. BOX 14336,
CINCINNATI, OH 45250
VISA or MosterCord Accepted
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Briefly Sated Books

petilive society have been raised.

Global Mind Change:

The Promise of the Last Years

of the Twentieth Century

By Willis Harman
(Knowledge Systems, $11.95)

According to Willis Harman, a pro-

found transformation is taking place at

the most fundamental level of Western

industrial society. Harman, an electrical

engineer turned social scientist and futur-

ist, maintains that a basic mind change is

altering the way we interpret science, our

respect for human intuition and creativity,

our concepts of health care and educa-

tion, and how we conduct business and

finance. Moreover, says Harman, we are

in the process of “delegitimating war and

causing a total rethinking of the means of

achieving national and global security."

Indeed, he suggests we may discover that

“the only limits to the human mind are

those we believe in."

The Meditative Mind
By Daniel Golcman

(Jeremy P. Tarcher, $8.95)

Daniel Goleman describes a wide

range of paths toward spiritual transfor-

mation — Hindu, Buddhist, Sufi, Jewish,

Christian, Transcendental Meditation,

tantric yoga, Tibetan Buddhist, Zen, and

those developed by Gurdjieff and Krish-

namurii. Originally published in 1977 as

The Varieties of the Meditative Experience, the

book provides the beginning meditator

with a unique overview of the different

kinds of meditation and introduces the

reader to the basic elements of their prac-

tice. For the experienced meditator the

author explores the disdnet levels of con-

sciousness developed as a result of long-

term applicadon.

In this revised edition, Goleman has

added several new essays on meditation

and psychotherapy, the consequences to

health of meditadve praedee, and the dif-

ferences between Eastern and Western

psychologies. The book also provides

short instruedons on how to sit, walk, and

eat with a meditadve mind.

— Gary Doore

Gary Doore is associate editor o/YogaJournal.

RESOURCES
Iyengar: His lAfe and Work is available through

Yfs Book & Tape Source on page 84.
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Aiulio/Video

Meeting the Masters

A Yoga Demonstration

With Dona Holteman

(Mystic River Productions, P.O. Box 716,

Cambridge, MA 02140; 60 minutes; VHS;

135.00; Mass, residents add sales tax; for-

eign orders add $3.00 per tape)

.

Dona Holleman is one of the foremost

practitioners and teachers of Hatha Yoga

in the West (see Yoga Journal, Januar-

y/February 1988). Here Holleman, who
has studied intensively with B.K.S. Iyengar,

demonstrates a variety of asanas, including

Sirsasana (Headstand), Sarvangasana

(Shoulderstand), standing poses, forward

bends, twists, arm balances, and back-

bends.

Although the video is essentially a

demonstration, Holleman does periodical-

ly pause to elaborate her philosophy of

practice. For example, she explains how
many students try to use their will to

impose their idea of the pose onto the

body, and she encourages a practice with

roots in the natural wisdom of the body.

The role of the student, as she sees it, is to

remove the obstacles standing in the way

of access to this innate body wisdom.

Unfortunately, she does not give

detailed descriptions of how to do the

poses. And because she felt that back-

ground music would be superfluous and

distracting, much of the demonstration is

conducted in silence. Holleman’s practice

is so inspirational, however, that sound is

hardly necessary.

This video is useful at many levels. For

the student new to yoga, it is an opportu-

nity to watch an experienced practitioner

present the asanas with grace and preci-

sion. For the experienced student, it is a

chance to study the poses closely. For prac-

titioners of both levels, it affords an oppor-

tunity to explore the meaning of practice.

However, it is not a practice video, and

the viewer is advised to consult an experi-

enced teacher before attempting to do
most of the poses Holleman demonstrates,

especially the arm balances and back-

bends.

A Guide to Walking Meditation

With Thich Nhat Hanh
(Parallax Press, P.O. Box 7355, Berkeley,

CA 94707; 30 minutes; VHS; $35.00, plus

$2.00 shipping and handling domestic,

$4.00 shipping and handling foreign;

Calif, residents add sales tax).

When Bobby McFerrin recorded his

wildly popular “Don’t Worry, Be Happy,"

he could easily have been thinking of

Thich Nhat Hanh, a Vietnamese Zen Bud-

dhist monk currently teaching in the West
In A Guide to Walking Meditation, we see

Thich Nhat Hanh instructing a group of

students in the joys of this simple practice.

His underlying theme; Be happy, peaceful.

THE ART OF PRESSUPI

A Basic Course in Traditional

JfiPmseHfissfiGS

Acw!£ssm

ION VIDFOl
with

DAVID PALMER
Director oi the Ammo Institute

• Tlvo part two hour cassette

• Includes 20 minute practice form
• VHS or BETA
• Hiy by check, m. order

V/SAlMCdncl.exp.date)
• California residents add 6.5% tax

Mail order to —
Neo meo

Box 170158 Y
Son Francisco, CA 94117

HIGHLY ACCLAIMED by the Southcoast Yoga
Teachers Association, "Let's Live," and "Medi-
tation" magazines. Here's an intermediate

video beginners can aspire to. SHARE THE
EXPERIENCE which has practitioners hailing

Mimmie Louis, "LET'S DO YOGA!" as one of

the most comprehensive and easy to follow

Yoga Videos available today! Over 50 Postures

eloquently demonstrated with continuous flow

of movement and deep breathing.

Color/90 Mins. VHS or BETA *35.95 ppd.

Two Week Delivery (HI Res. add 4% tax).

DOUBLE STAR PRODUCTIONS
P.O. BOX 1864, KAHULUl, HI 96732
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The Lotus center
FOR HEALTH

Wellness; Radiant Health Through Yoga
with Sri Swami Satchidananda
July 17*22

Join us for a six-day wellness program with Sri Swami
Satchidananda and Lotus Center staff members Mala Cun-
ningham. Ph.D., Swami Nischalananda and Sandra Amrita

McLanahan, M.D. In a retreat setting, enjoy regular practice of

Hatha Yoga, meditation and deep relaxation. Lectures focus on

pranayama, diet, Yoga psychology, emotional health, imagery

and the concepts of wellness and healing. Nurturing massage,

revitalizing mud baths and glowing skin treatments are also

available at additional cost.

Touching the Heart and the Mind
Dr. Clyde W. Ford

June 9-11

Somatosynthesis is an exciting new integrated approach to heal-

ing which uses human touch to work with psychological and emo-
tional factors underlying pain, disease and physical symptoms.
Through lectures and supervised hands-on exercises, participants

will explore the dynamic relationship between body and mind

through touch. This introductory workshop is open to massage
and body-oriented therapists, chiropractors, physical therapists,

pyschologists and individuals in related professions.

For more information, write or c^:

The Lotus Center for health Route 1, Box 172A, Buckingham, VA 23921 (804) 969-3M0

T'AI CHI
FOR

HEALTH
INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS
Graceful in movement slow in tempo, relaxed and

aware in beautiful natural postures. Tai Cbi Ch'uan

is meditation in movement practiced diroughout

the world for tts profound health benefits. Good for

all ages. Tai CN is a timeless and proven method of

self empowerment that addresses the totality of the

human process. Now you can explore these treasured

arts in your home with the expert instruction of

Terence Teng:

For free catalog, write to:

INTERARTS

279 S. Beverly Drive

Suite 1037

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

with

YOGI
HARI»

Excellent 1 hour Beginners Class

Video with soothing Flute and
Tanpura Music . .

. for Radiant
Health A Well Being. Students
say, **It's the Best. ” Great for

Gifts. $35.00 Post Paid.

Also 12 different Audio tapes with
superb Chanting, Kirtan, Bhajans
and Music in a high devotional

mood. $9.00 each or $80.00 for the

Set — Post Paid.

NADA PRODUCTIONS
2216 N.W Stk Terrace, Ft. Lauderdale

FI 33311 Tel (305)563-4946

Audio/ViUeo

and serene. It's amazing that words so sim-

ple could have so much power, but on this

video you can see and feel the power that

emanates from the deep experience of a

man who truly lives his teaching.

This video gives the public a chance to

experience this deeply inspiring and yet

utterly simple man as he gives practical

instructions for developing a walking med-

itation practice. The presentation includes

suggestions on counting steps, observing

the breath, and being attentive to the pre-

sent moment— all highlighted with some
of the Zen master’s own experiences in

realizing the elTectiveness of the practice.

The video is simply produced, shot out-

doors in the northern California hills, with

the camera panning back and forth

between Thich Nhai Hanh and his atten-

tive listeners. The 30 minutes of tape go by

very quickly, drawing you easily into the

lesson. Try it— your walking will never be

the same!

Let’s Do Yoga

With Mimmie Lewis

{Double Star Productions, P.O. Box 2433,

Redondo Beach, CA 90278;

90 minutes; VHS/BETA; $39.95, plus

$3.00 postage and handling; Calif,

residents add sales tax).

Produced in a classroom setting, this

video offers an intermediate level asana

practice and deep relaxation. Lewis leads a

dozen or so students of various ages and

levels of experience through a series of

postures and movements designed to

stretch, strengthen, and tone the entire

body. Each posture is practiced carefully

and slowly, with instructions given for cor-

rect alignment and kinesiology, including

cautions, when necessary, for students with

back, neck, and knee problems. Included

are balancing poses, deep stretches, for-

ward bends, twists, some backbends, and

Sarvangasana (Shoulderstand), along with

deep relaxation in Savasana.

Although most of the poses are well

presented, I would have preferred to see

Shoulderstand taught with the use of

propping under the shoulders. I realize

that lyengar-style yoga teachers are per-

haps the only ones who work with prop-

ping in this way, but without support

under the shoulders, the majority of stu-

dents collapse the chest onto the neck and

Jam the neck into the floor. This is not the

correct action of Sarvangasana. Let’s hope
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that as yoga students in this country

become more sophisticated in their asana

practice, this difficult yet essential pose

will become better understood, practiced,

and taught.

Also, a minor complaint is the way

Lewis exits from Uslrasana (Camel Pose).

To come up from Ustrasana — a back-

bend — the torso should not twist. To do

so puts an asymmetrical load on the vul-

nerable spinal column. To practice cor-

rectly, come up evenly from both sides

simultaneously; or. as an easier alternative,

sit down evenly.

Despite these complaints, I like the

energy and feel of this video and consider

it a good presentation of asanas. Although

experienced Iyengar and Ashtanga Yoga

students may not find it challenging, most

students will find iM's Do Yoga a worthy

addition to their practice library.

Lilias! Alive with Yoga,

Volume 2— Intermediate

With Lilias Folan

(Rudra Press, P.O. Box 1973,

Cambridge, MA 02238, [617] 576-3394;

60 minutes; VHS/BETA; $39.95, plus

$3.00 postage and handling; Mass,

residents add sales tax).

This new video presents an hour-long

class with Lilias Folan, one of the most

popular yoga teachers in the U.S. To aid

students with limited practice time, Folan

divides the class into two 30-minute sec-

tions, each with warm-up and relaxation

periods. The video is professionally pro-

duced, simply set against potted plants

and shrubs, and includes quiet, unobtru-

sive music.

Folan takes students through the move-

ments quietly and gently, guiding them in

standing poses, twists, backbends, forward

bends, and side-bending poses. Her ener-

gy is clear and heart-centered, and her

enthusiasm for yoga is infectious. As a

companion to volume one (beginning),

this intermediate class' challenges students

to new levels of stamina and flexibility.

Folan’s work is a great service to the

yoga community, and this video should

appeal to students throughout the country.

— Arthur Kilmurray

Arthur Kilmurray teaches yoga in the San Francisco

Bay Area.

RESOURCES
Lilias Folan’s Lilias! Alive with Yoga, xmlumes erne

and two, are available through Y] 'j BooA & Tape

Source on page 84.

Make A Strong

Statement.

Do you want pants that fit?

Comfortable pants?

Pants you can move in with

no tightness or binding?

Then you should be
wearing ChiPants.

Conventional pants have binding
cross seams in the crotch. But

ChiPants have a hidden panel of

doth called a gusset instead.

Try ChiPants.

100% cotton. Many styles and
colors for men, women,

and toddlers.

Free catalog: toll free 1-800-331-2681

Mail Order 120-C Pearl Alley, Santa

Cruz, CA 95060— 1-800-331-2681

Stores in: San Francisco, Berkeley, Santa

Cruz, Aptos, and Cupertino.

“OPEN SECRET”
Ancient Wisdom

for

Modern Living

An Audio Tape of selected readings

from the great Sufi Master Rumi

Read by Dorthy Fadiman & Colman Barks

Original music by Jan Lovett-Keen

“Absolutely riveting! Tve never heard

better...”

George Leonard, author
“48 minutes of pure joy... catches the

700 year-old words ofRumi and makes
them sparkle in modem times.”

James A. Swan, Ph D
“Thank you for this magnificent

tape!” Jean Houston, author

Just $10.00! Order yours today!

Credit card orders, call: (800) 323-4692

Or send your check to:

Enhanced Audio Systems

1900 Powell Street, Suite 1 135

Emeryville, California 94608
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fAshtanga Yoga^

< taught by

K. Pattabhi Jois
An Aerobic Hatha Yoga System

VIDEO
Sequential l^ovement

Synchronized with Breathing

*39®* shipping S5iUSA Com $8i1iill)

Includes a 160 page
a IIS oiii\ I

Instructional booklet

send checks to:

Hart Productions
Box 371
Kealakekua, Hawaii

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery

(808) 322-3769
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CREATIVE IMAGERY ^

MEDITATIOM5
by DARBY LORQ

MAKE TME CMAMGES YOU
WAMT in YOUR LIEE

EMPOWER YOURSELF and HEAL YOUR
LIFE each time you listen to the supportive

guidance of Darby Long's voice.

ACTIVATE YOUR LIFE-FORCE ENERGY
with the mindful uplifting music created by

Jerry Florence and Randall Leonard.

CREATIVE IMAGERY is YOU consciously

listening to your feelings and thoughts

—

then choosing what you want.

CHOOSE the ATTITUDES and BELIEFS

that give you the best quality of life.

IMPROVE YOUR AWAREMESS!
GIVE YOURSELF the gift of

LISTENING. RELAAIMG AMO VISUALI2IMG.

Send S3.00 for introductory tape and
free catalog to: CREATIVE IMAGERY
P.O. Box 15789 • Santa Fe. N.M. 87506

TTSICE

&
POWEHl

Internal Arts
MAGAZINE

THEJOURNAL OF MINIVBODYiSPlBlT

• TAUIQUAN •YOGA
• MEDITATION • AIKIDO
• ZEN • PSYCIlOLOGY
• NUTRITION •MASSAGE

|flU8 the Internal Arts Teacher's Direcloryl|

Tfiis ts the magazine you've been waitingfort
1AM focuses upon knowledge of mental, physi-

cal and spiritual practices that will transrorm
yourlife. 1AM teaches you how to practice them
right from the printed page. Leading masters,
scientists and philosophers tell you the truth

about Prana. Cht and life force cnergicsl

ORDER NOW!—ONE YEAR ONLY $21,001
Texas res. add $1.47 sales lax. Foreign subscribers add
$5.00 postage and please send money order in U.S. Tunds.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Internal Arts Magazine

P.O. Box 1777, Dept. YjN

Arlington, TX 76004
Credit Card Orders Call 1-800-223-6984

Free Internal Arts Catalog

Aiutio/Video

Open Secrets

Lookmg Deepty: Meditations on

Mindfulness and the Social and

Political Issues of Our Time
WithThich Nhat Hanh
(Parallax Press, P.O. Box 7355, Berkeley, CA
94707; 2 tapes, 60 minutes each; $15.00/set,

plus $2.00 shipping and handling; Calif, resi-

dents add sales tax).

These tapes include a selection of talks by

the Vietnamese Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh
recorded during meditation retreats in North

America in 1987. Using anecdotes and stories

describing the joy and suffering of life, this

soft-spoken monk guides the listener toward

the development of greater love and under-

standing. If you take his advice to heart and

explore the ideas he presents, it can trans-

form your daily experiences into opportuni-

ties for developing mindfulness and compas-

sion.

1 always find listening to Thich Nhat Hanh
extraordinarily valuable. His wisdom and

understanding are so profound, yet his talks

are accessible to children as well as adults.

Interspersed throughout the tapes is a mind-

fulness bell that reminds you to return to your

breathing and to enjoy it Whether you are

new to Buddhist meditation or have been

practicing for years, this tape is for you.

Toward Wholeness

With Mari Gayatri

(Yoga Transformations, 9700 Greensprings

Highway, Ashland, OR 97520; 60 minutes;

$12.00, plus $1.25 shipping and handling).

This tape shows you how to use guided

meditations and imagery to help you shed

your tensions and worries and open into a

relaxed, spacious state of being. Gentle back-

ground music accompanies you on an inner

journey, beginning with a centering technique

practiced in a prone position, then moving to

breathing exercises and positive imagery prac-

ticed in a seated posidon. The focus through-

out is on the breathing process and bodily

sensaUons.

I was impressed with the detail that Mari

Gayatri gives to each aspect of the body and

mind during the guided meditations. Her

gentle voice brings one easily to a state of

calm and quiet— so quiet that I found myself

in a light sleep after listening to side one.

Occasionally the exercises moved too quickly

for me. I would have preferred that some be

slower and longer in duration. Still, in the

end I found myself in a peaceful and tranquil

state of mind. This tape is a treat for those

who somedmes find their lives filled with ten-

sion.

Selections from Open Secret

and Other Sources

With Coleman Barks and

Dorothy Fadiman

(Enhanced Audio Systems, 1900 Powell St.,

Suite 1135, Emeryville, CA 94608; 60 minutes;

$9.95, plus $2.00 shipping and handling;

Calif, residents add sales tax).

Let yourself experience the tender and

expressive voices of Coleman Barks and

Dorothy Fadiman as they read the poems of

Rumi, the 13ih-ceniury Sufi master whose

poetry expresses the wild and ecstadc reladon-

ship of being one with the divine, as well as

the longing and loneliness fell when that rela-

tionship becomes cloudy and unclear. The
poems express the discipline and humor of

one devoted to being with God. Rumi elo-

quently transforms the mundane into the

divine with lines such as:

luost night the moon came

dropping its clothes m the street,

/ took it as a sign to start singing.

Falling up into the bowl ofsky,

the bowl breaks,

everywhere isfalling everywhere.

Nothing else to do.

Here’s the new rule.

Break the wine ^ass andfaU

toward the ^assblower’s breath.

The Eastern-style music that accompanies

each reading enhances the mood and spirit of

the poems. If you are not familiar with the

works of Rumi, this tape is an excellent intro-

duction. For those who have read the transla-

tions, why not add another facet to your rela-

tionship wth Rumi?

The Expanded Intuition Training

With Thomas Condon

(The Changeworks, P.O. Box 4000-D,

Berkeley, CA 94704, [415] 540-5707; 6 upes,

60 minutes each, with 70-page workbook;
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$59.95; Calif, residents add sales tax).

We’ve all experienced those brief

moments when a flash of insight lets us know

intuitively how to respond to a given situation.

Yet often we consider this “sixth sense” a phe-

nomenon over which we have no control.

This series of tapes teaches us how to recog-

nize and communicate with our intuitive seif.

Each tape focuses on a particular aspect of

intuitional development, from learning your

intuitive language (tape 2) to meeting your

intuitive guide (tape 5).

To help you gain better access to your

intuition, Condon uses a variety of tech-

niques. Initially he introduces you to your

intuitive self by means of a guided exercise

that employs “Multi-Evocation" (multiple

voice hypnosis). This exercise encourages the

intuitive self to emeige and integrate with the

conscious self. Through a series of questions

and movement exercises designed to help dis-

tinguish the intuitive from the rational think-

ing process. I found that I was better able to

see the blocks preventing me from relying

more on my intuition.

I was impressed with Condon’s imaginative

guided visualizations. For example, he asks

you to im^ne yourself walking down a secret

passageway in a house that is familiar to you,

to a library (the “akashic records”) that stores

all the knowledge in the universe. There, you

find a cheerful and wise computer named
“Akashic 1." who is available to help you

research the library and answer any questions

you have. I found this approach useful and

was surprised at the abundance of informa-

tion to which I have access if I let myself.

The final tape is designed to help you

develop your psychic understanding — what

Ckjndon terms transpersonal intuition. This tape

exercises your capacity to perceive intuitively,

using such techniques as remote viewing, get-

ting first impressions of people, and predict-

ing the future. As Condon says, “The develop-

ment of this capacity is fascinating, useful, and

gives many people the feeling and perspective

of functioning somehow in harmony with

their deepest nature. The tape features special

effects, including Multi-Evocation and three-

dimensional sound effects that make it sound

as though Condon is in the room with you.

I recommend this tape series to those who

want to explore and heighten their intuitive

capacity. It provides a vehicle for developing

understanding and confidence, clarilying per-

ception, and becoming more attuned with a

deeper decision-making process.

— Carole Melkonian

Carole MeUumian is a freelance writer, Buddhist medita-

Un; andyr^a student living in Berkeley, California.

IVE THE GIFT
OF MASSAGE

Relax and renew with this best-selling video

to the healing art ofmassage.

Join Shari Bclafonte and international massage
experts Mirka Knaster andjames Heartland as

they guide you step-by-step through Swedish
Western style massage techniques for the

whole body. Even the eyelids, ears and cheeks
receive theirown special treatments.

Instruction includes a series ofstress reduc-

ing self-massages and stretches in this

award-winning program

.

Plus, you’ll receive a FREE 40-page massage I

and a bottle ofSoothingTouch
Massage Oil to help you igei started.

"Highest overall rating... could serve as a model to other home video producers about the healing art of massage."

Massage Magazine
"
1988 Award Winner.” tnterruttional Film & TV fystitat ofNew York

“In a class by itself. . . Five Stars" Video Choice Magazine

"Highest rated fitness video." Shape Magazine

CALL TOLL FREE 1 (800) 544-3536
(MC/Visa/24 Hrs) Ext. 622

Please send me copies of (his '^2 minu(c program with original Stereo Hi-Fi Dolby soundtrack for S29.9S each'
plus <3.00 for shipping & handling for the Cirsi tape and SOC for each additional tape. (CA Res. add 6.5% sales tax)

VH.S DBETA DBrnm DDisc
Mail to:

Name.

I
Address.

I
City

HEALING ARTS HOME VIDEO
1229 Third Street

Santa Monica. CA 90401

Intensify* Improve* Increase
,

1/

r.^oaji- 1-iumtani F*ol:orTrtleil

T he most complete video on

Crystals available.

ipractical methods of changing your life

Through rare

footage and cobriul

graphics-exfdore the

past and present uses
of crystals.

tsffi'me

ever-Crystal Video

Identification Chart.

The story Ihaf

unfolds here and the

beauty of the

specimens before U5

results in a produc-

tion whose aim is to

inform, and it does so with drama and intensity.

'

Video Choice Magazine

Crystals for the New Age $29.95

Cat.# CRY0001 Color/B&W

Hi-Fi Stereo Music*50 Min. CENTERPOINT

Tapes in the Series:

^ How TO MEDtTATE

Heal Yourself

Stop Smoking Through Visualization

Pasting - Nature's Universal Cure
Colour Therapy

^T, Drink & Think Your Way to a New LfeI

Karma and Reincarnation

Astral Travel: A Spiritual Experience

$9.95 ea. Audio « 60 min. Hi-Fi Stereo Music

Call Now! VISA/ M.C.

Many more titles available in the
WCO • AMMO MTIMUTION a PfNXNJCnON 1 -800-234-4458

Human Potential Series ^ 434 S. First St., San Jose CA, 95113 (408) 993-9388
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Three great reasons for subsaibing

to YOGAJOURNAL now.

FOR YOUR
YOGA PRACTICE

In every issue, you*ll find expert yoga

meditation instruction. New applications

of yoga for healing—from alleviating

PMS or back strain to reducing the

pain of arthritis and much more; and

new techniques adapted to busy, stressful

lives.

You’ll meet people who are applying

the lessons of yoga in teaching, therapy,

and the arts. And through interviews

and essays, you’ll discover much about

the traditions—and future—of this

venerable discipline.

You
Can
Have
Healthy
Bones!

MORE
valuable reasons for

subscribing.

Every year, YOGA JOURNAL publishes

its annual Retreat and Vacation Guide,

plus the international Yoga Teachers

Directory. These two valuable one-of-a-

kind reference works appear conven-

iently within the pages of the magazine.

As a subscriber, you’re guaranteed of

having praaical, name-and-address

information you can’t find anywhere
else—and it’s always up-to-date!

Yogalourhal

FOR YOUR
GOOD HEALTH

Practicing traditional yoga is one path

to well-being. There are many others.

That’s why YOGA JOURNAL introduces

you to all the alternatives. Chinese

healing secrets, for example, like acu-

puncture and acupressure. The latest

bodywork and massage techniques.

Vegetarian cooking. Herbal healing.

And much more.

And through insightful interviews and
features, you also meet the people who
are the pioneers and innovators in the

healing arts.

FOR YOUR HIGHER
CONSCIOUSNESS

We all know special people who inspire

and enlighten us. YOGA JOURNAL
introduces you to others you may not

know personally—men and women
who carry on the search for higher

consciousness and wisdom in daily life.

Meditation pioneer Richard Alpert
(Ram Dass). Native American teacher

Dhyani Ywahoo. Consciousness
theorist Ken Wilber. Transpersonal

pioneer Abraham Maslow. Dancer
and healer Emilie Conrad-Da’oud.
And many others—each with impor-
tant and inspiring insights to share

with you.

YOGAJOURNAL
P. O. Box 6076
Syracuse, NY 13217

Send me the next six

bi-monthly issues of
YOGA JOURNAL for

just $15.00.

Can.-Mcx. add S4.

Other foreign add $10.

Remit with Int’l Money
Order or by credit card

in U.S. funds only.

I may cancel at any time,

for any reason, and receive

a full refund for all

unmailed copies.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP ^
D Bill me later. D Payment enclosed.

I am a yoga teacher.

Visa Mastercard

Exp. date

Allow 8 weeks for delivery offirst issue.
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The Future of the Body

rnm/MiW ) from pacj-: ¥5

world. I believe ihis outcome of so many

sacred teachings could manifest more
fully among us. But bodies capable of

holding and expressing such delight will

require sympathy for others, courage,

and a sense of unity with the world at

large. Otherwise, as we’ve said, super-

normal functioning could become a

license for destruction. I like Darwin

Fall’s midwife metaphor. Our joys would

have to be linked with the well-being of

others. Their sufferings must be ours as

well. Ultimately, perhaps the developing

strength and pleasure of a transformed

body would be a resource for everyone.

Its beauty and Joy might be cont^ious.

Kgiih Thompson 's column on "The Soul of Science

and the Emerging Science of the Soul” appears we^ly

in the Sunday Oakland, California, Tribune.

Meditation Research

CONTINVEl) FROM PAGEH
firm the experience of equanimity,

detachment, ineffability, bliss, energy

and excitement, and various altered

states of consciousness.

A small body of research suggests that

meditation can have a downside as well.

For example, one study indicates that

senior TM practitioners have more
behavioral problems than TM dropouts.

And there are, In the authors' view,

major defects in modern meditation

research: "It Is built mainly around the

subjective reports and observable

changes of meditation beginners; it lacks

a richness of description about contem-

plative activity comparable to the one

we find in traditional teachings: and it

includes only a few studies of meditation

masters."

"To encompass the greater heights and

depths of transformative experience,"

Murphy and Donovan conclude, "the

field will need more boldness and inge-

nuity than it has shown so far."

-K.T.

Now intuitivB

. otiitr min:

Natural Sell Confidence

Sell Hypnosis

Deep Self Apprecialion

Tools IN 3-DI

Multi Evocation- Hypnosis tapes

effeclive They oiler mullrpfe suggestions a^

nn Ses tor you to enjoy. They create a soot^

H^notic state tor entiancmg intuition, nalong changes

^fSZ:Z"^ih,rl,N.,^l-.^'‘tn..r.n

wtMetlhtg IKhtdctl trlemM
«.o..

niter el tlteret Saiu el Ceauteeteea.

'rUTry hf;^ha«rara

entire series. Other titles are SI2 95 ,

^ TO OnOlll CALL 00 WOITI:

The Chanoe>vcrks
P O Box 4000-0 JSP6

Berkeley. CA 94704

(415 )
540-5707

Oriental Perfume Essences

"Like cream hidden in the soul ofmilk,

No-place keeps coming into place."
-Rutni

MortKcan Traditional Medicine, an ancient and
well-documented system of healing operating

largely on the spiritual level, is still being prac-

ticed today.

A free brochure describing the Oriental Per-

fumer's important role in this time-tested practice

is available. To obtain it, simply call, write or visit

our retail store.

MADINI ORIENTAL PERFUME ESSENCES
ARE BARAKA IN LIQUID FORM

(wholesale inquiries invitedf

TALlS^1y^t1
68Y Tinker Street • Woodstock, NY 12498 • 914-879-7647

—GROW YOUR
OWN SALAD!

Plus . . . FREESproutChartwithOrder

by Sproutman
Grows over 20 varieties.

Just dip and hang. Takes only 30 secs.

Perfect drainage & aeration.

Great for travel, camping, hiking.

Includes seeds, recipes, instructions

Created by Sproutman Steve Meyerowitz.
100% satisfaction or your money back.

The Flaxseed Sprout Bag $9.95

Book: Growing Mini-Vegetables
\

Indoors $5.00 i

Free Color Catalog of Organic I

Seeds, kits and supplies. FREE I

MC VISA Shpg $1.95 i

orders accepted TOTAL •

THE SPROUT HOUSE 40 Railroad St.
|

Dept YJ59 Gt. Barrington, MA 01230 i

Name *

Addr I

Cty/Sl Zip
I

Call: 413-528-5200 /
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Videotapes of B.K.S. Iyengar
at the 1987 NortA American Yoga Convention

•Yoga Asana Demonstration

B.K.S. Iyengar demonstrates standing poses,

forward bends, inverted poses and back bends.

I hour 13 min. $35.00

Also availaffle:

Lecture and Pranayama
Demonstration

I hour 35 min.

$35.00

Audiotape of Lecture

I hour

. $8.50

Massachusetts

residents add

5% sales tax.

Foreign orders

add $2.50

shipping

charge.

Send check or

Money order tO:

Mystic River Productions.

P.O. Box 716

Cambridge, MA 02140

3L.

Presenters
fpart/a/ fist)

Merlin Stone

John Robbins

Susan Meeker-Lowry

Brant Secunda
Tsultrim AlUone

Nancy & John Ibdct

Winona LaOuke

Adam Trombly

Margot Adler

Luisah Teish

Cbellis Glendinning

Susun Weed
Ynestra King

Elizabeth Dodson Gray

Ingrid Newkirk/PETA

Entertainment
(paitai Hst)

Edwina Lee 1yler &
A Piece of the World

Kay Gardner

Rory Block

Bright Morning Star

David Darling

\totlow Feather,

a nol'tor profit,

feminist organization

TICKET INCLUDES: speakers, workshops, entertainment, crafts fair, ceremoi^ &
ritual, filnVvideo, consciously prepared food, creative childcare & more! Camping/
cabin or RV spaces (showers & portable toilets provided).

Women-only, men-only & ‘coed’ areas. Partially accessible for differently-abled.

Concerts interpreted for hearing impaired.

CRAFTSPEOPLE/ORGANIZATIONS invited to display (limited). Contact office.

LIMITED WORKSHOP & OPEN MIKE SPACE AVAILABLE.

FOR TICKETS: Send self-addressed, stamped, legal-sized envelope to: Full Circle

Festival: Equlrtox '89, RO. Box 27. Gaylordsville, CT 06755. Phone: (914) 832-3361.

Work Exchange Available.

Limit: 3000
• TICKET ORDER FORM -

No Refunds

$175-200: 4 days camping

$205-220: 4 days cabin space (bunk w/mattress)

$225-240: 4 days RV (no hookup, includes 1 ticket)

$150-170: 3 days camping (Sat., Sun. & Mon.)

$130: 2 days camping (Sun. & Mon., limited)

$ 20: children (9-16) (8 and under free!)

Cabins & Camping: G Women only G Men only G Coed
How many children (sex & age) under 12?

I need Information from: Childcare (potty-trained only, no infants)*

(*must register by Aug. 15) Disabled Resources* ^

Yo}>(ifor Hips & Thighs

CONTINlMi FROM PAGE 69

Seated Baddha Konasana (Figure 18)

Sitting forward and releasing the

inner thighs are actually two distinct and

oposing actions. This is why many stu-

dents with tight muscles practice as in

Figure 20. When the pelvis is extending,

as in Figure 19, it is easier for the lower

inner groins to release. Silting up and

bending forward require a deeper open-

ing, a release of the center of the inner

groin where the upper and lower groins

come together.

Forward Bend in Baddha Konasana
(Figure 21)

For those who cannot bend forward

in the classic position, the diamond posi-

tion, with the feel farther away from the

pubis, gives the proper leverage to the

groins and allows for the opening. Knee
pain will occur if the groin locks and the

femur fuses to the pelvis. The femur
must be held stable while the pelvis

rotates.

Gomukhasana (Cowi Head Pose)

(Figure 22)

In this position, you should feel the

stretch in the outer hip. The deep lateral

rotators must release for deep groin

action. You should not feel this pose in

the inner groins. If you do, move the

inner thigh as in Figure 17, until the

inner groin releases. Let the femur
bones ground equally, so that no strain is

felt on the knees. If you experience knee

pain, do more of the Figure 17 support-

ed position.

Front Groin Stretch (Figure 23)

Because people have a tendency to

push on the knees in order to create the

stretch in this pose, keep the knees on
the floor. If the knees don’t drop easily,

use a blanket. Move the lop of the

femurs away from the quadriceps,

toward the hamstrings, and use the but-

tock muscles to extend the hip joint. Lift

the abdominal organs up and away from

the groins. Internally rotate the femurs

in order to help open the outer hip and

the front groin. In backbending (exten-

sion) actions, the pectincus tends to roll

toward the outer hip, thus locking the

inner groin. In forward bends, the iliop-

soas locks by moving toward the inner

hip. In all positions, the iliopsoas and

pectineus have to move in opposite
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directions — in two opposing spirals.

This keeps the veins and arteries free

(see Figure 6).

Eka Pada Supta Vtrasana (One-legged

Reclining Hero Pose) (Figure 24)

This is a front groin and lower

quadriceps stretch. Three of the quadri-

ceps muscles work only on the knee. In

this position of deep knee flexion, these

quad muscles must elongate before you

can feel much stretch in the upper front

groin. The thighbone should stay down
in the hip socket, and the skin of the

groin should not harden. The stretch

should occur from the thighbone
extending out of the hip socket. You may
experience a better action with the

thighbone slightly off the midline, as in

the angled legs of the Frog Pose. With

two legs, as in Supta Virasana, care must

be taken not to laterally compress the

sacrum. The double spirals show the cor-

rect action from the perspective of the

inner gfroins: The pubis moves circularly

toward the navel, while the lower inner

groins move in the opposite direction.

From the other side, the pelvic rims roll

toward the inner groins as the quads roll

toward the outer hips.

Frog Pose, or Forward Bend in J^rasana

(Figure 25)

As in Figure 14, adjust the muscle

fibers, drop the thighbones down, and

lift the pelvis up and away from the thigh

in a circular motion in order to bend
forward and extend. This pose releases

the lower back from any compression

after Supta Virasana. It is a great way for

students with tight hamstrings to experi-

ence a quiet, surrendering, seated for-

ward bend. For those who cannot fully

flex the knees because of damage to the

knee joint, the chair forward bend is a

good alternative.

Gnitn Test (Figure 26)

When the groins are open, the bones

will extend and no cramping will occur.

Use the hands and the grounded leg for

support, pin the sitting bone to the floor,

then lift and extend the leg.

Conclusion

When the groins open, the muscles

release their old patterns of holding,

and a new stability and strength arise

through the bones. In addition to the

asanas discussed here, the practice of all

the standing poses will greatly aid in the

process of awakening the legs and open-

INTENTIOriAL
SUnnER-rALl I989

conscious TRAVEL DEVOTED TO YOOA tt REnEHAl OF THE

WITH jonn rUESSBACH

NEPAL
3rd Annual Yoga Trek
Annapurna magic awaits us.

Mew trek route, developed

especially by Everest Trekking,

will combine ancient

trade routes

fir pristine

wilderness.

Daily yoga practice will keep

us healthy and aware. 5 days

Kathmandu, includes temple

tours flf yoga. Small group size.

Quality trip. Mov. 1989.

^$2950 Land 8r Airfare.

BALI YOGA TOUR
June 18 - July 2

Tour exotic Bali with small

group devoted to yoga 8;

wholistic expression. Tour

includes stays in remote

villages, beach resorts

8; extended stay

(deluxe lodging) in

art village. Visit temples^

enjoy traditional Balinese'

dance 8; music, fit of course,

sail, snorkel & swim.

$1,650 Land 8( Airfare.

TREE BROCHURES

ADVENTURES
P.O. BOX 792 nENDOCINO CA 9S460 (707) 937-31 14

UNITY IN YOGA
Fifth International Conference

Murrieta Hot Springs Resort
February 15 - 19th., 1990.

YOGA 1990: Many Paths - One World"
Unity In Yoga is pleased to announce a Fifth International Conference. We feel that

in view of the current global issues, never before has the need been greater or the time

more appropriate for Yoga teachers to come together and explore the active role of

Yoga in the world. Join over 50 presenters and 300 participants from Europe, India,

South America, Canada, and the United States at the Yoga networking event of 1990.

A few of the presenters are:

Angela Farmer

Lilias Folan

David Frawley

Howard Kent

Gary Kraftsow

[>r.Vasant Lad

Swami Nischalananda

Aadil Palkhivala

Larry Payne

Dev Priya

Kali Rae

Swami Satchidananda

Ken Thompson

John Schumacher

Donna Farhi Schuster

Victor Van Kooten

Rama Jyoti Vernon

Ganga White

Write: Unity In Yoga, 4150 Tivoli Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90066

Call: (703) 765-7707 (East Coast); (604) 731-3042 (West Coast)
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Gary Kraftsow’s

YOGA THERAPY
SEMINARS TEACHER TRAINING
in the Viniyoga Lineage of

T. Krishnamacarya&’T.K.V. Desikachar

“Gary Kiaftsow . . . perhaps

the most intelligent and
creative yoga instructor 1

have met since I began
practicing in the late 60's."

DAVID FRAWLEY
YOGA JOURNAL

Please call or write

for further information, tapes,

or seminars in your area.

ANCIENT
INSIGHTS
FOR
MODERN
HEALING

I ONGOING TRAINING
in the Hawaiian Islands

I UPCOMING SEMINARS
• JULY San Diego
North County Yoga Ctr.

619 755-6246
• OCTOBER Los Angeles
Samata International

213 306-8845
• CALL FOR DATES in

Boston, New York
& Santa Fe.

GARY &
MIRKA
KRAFTSOW

(8081

K U I AH A • Yoga Life Center • 800 E. Kuiaha . Haiku, HI 96708 572-1414

Sanskrit
The timeless language whose time has come.

Joseph Campbell called it "the great spiritual language of the tvorld.

"

NASA has recognized it as the onlxf natural language which

can render ideas with the precision of current artificial language.

Xhc Sanskrit Training is a 20 hour breakthrough Inunersion

experience by which anyone can learn to pronounce, read and
resonate Joyfully with the piue sounds and basic grammar of Sanskrit.

Led by Vyaas Houston M.A., who has taught Sanskrit for 17 years.

New Yorit - May 6,7 Callibmla • June 10,11

Toronto • May 27, 28 Colorado - July 1,2

Summer Intensives East Coast • July 8 -16 West Coast • August 5 -13

For Information, call or write: The Sanskrit Training or Sanskrit by Cassette

73 Four Comers Rd., Waiwick, N.Y. 10990 (914) 986-8652

rTHE THINGS THEY SAY . .

.

ABOUT MOLIVOS MATS!
“t practice in various places and more often than not there is a
problem with slipping. My practice has taken a significantjump
because now any part of the body placed in a position on the

maf stays there. " D.D., Oregon
"/ have tried one of your mats at the Hatha Yoga Center in

Denver and was delighted with it. I've always had trouble with

poses like the warrior and triangle because ofmy feet slipping.

Your mat is wonderful.
‘

G.S., Colorado

“This is the first mat which allowsme todo Dog Stretch ' without slipping. “ j.o., Alaska

• NON-SLIP: It never slips on the floor and you never slip on the mat.

Ideal for Yoga - known
as the 'Sticky Mat’

• SAFE: It insulates from a cold floor and protects you from dirt and splinters,

• FIRM BASE: No wobbling, whether you’re on your feet or your hands!

• LIGHT & COMPACT : It weighs only 1% lbs. (800 grs) and can be folded
and slipped into a travel bag. Machine washable.

Size 24" X 66" (165 x 60 cm) Special Teacher Pack prices. Price: U.S.A. (U.S.
currency) $17 4- $4 mailing. Canada: $24 (4- 6% B.C.) + $2.50. Personal Check or
M.O. Available from your teacher or from:

Richard Farmer, 8088 Rae Leigh PI., SAANICHTON, B.C., CANADA VOS 1M0
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ing ihe hip Joints (see B.K.S Iyengar’s

Light on Yoga for the standing poses).

Strong legs and open groins are a pre-

requisite for all other asanas.

The groins are ofgreat
importancefor humans
because theirfull exten-

sion creates the upright

posture unique to our
species. In a sense, when
we’re not balanced and
stable through the groins,

we’re notfully human.

On a deeper level, our legs are our

primary connection to the energies of

the Earth. From the support of the legs,

the spinal column rises up along the

uniquely human vertical axis. The spiral

pattern found in the bones and muscles

reflects the spiral form of our genetic

inheritance itself, the DNA molecule.

“We seldom consider going to our

genetic coding for guidance in our cul-

tural development,” writes Thomas
Berry in The Dream of the Earth, “because

we are generally unaware that our genet-

ic coding provides the basic psychic and

physical structure of our being. ”2 Yet, as

Berry points out, that genetic coding not

only determines our identities at birth,

but also guides every cell during the

entire course of our lives — a guidance

manifested through the spontaneous

body intelligence within us. It is crucial

that we return to our genetic wisdom if

we are to solve the numerous challenges

facing us today. In order to make such a

return, we need only listen to what our

body is trying to tell us. Hatha Yoga can

help us become better listeners.

Arthur Kilmurra's is a student of B.K.S. Iyengar

and teaches '(oga in the San Francisco Bay Area,

He is the editor of the Iyengar Yoga Institute

Review. Arthur will be teaching a workshop this

summer with Thomas Berry and Bea Briggs at

Feathered Pipe Ranch in Helena, Montana.

Notes

1. Joseph Campbell with Bill Moyers, The

Power ofMyth (New York: Doubleday, 1988).

2. Thomas Berry, The Dream of the Earth

(San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1988).
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CQimt!LWmOMJ>A(Ji 112
“
‘Better to have a fool for a teacher

than a fool for a king,' said the fool.

“When he heard this, the king, who
was not a bad man, confessed, ‘Now I do

feel like a fool.’
“
‘No,’ said the man across from him,

‘it is only a fool who has never felt like

one.’
”

The children laughed, and Jacob felt

as if he were standing in front of the lit-

de heater in his home.

W
A child was filled with a question,

which like an itch demanded to be

scratched.

“Jacob, what I don’t understand is

how you are to decide whether to follow

what you feel is right or what you think is

right?”

Jacob touched his own chest and said,

“My heart knows what my mind only

thinks it knows.”

The answer pushed the boy to anoth-

er question.

“What if neither my heart nor mind

can help me find the way?”

And Jacob answered, “Prayer is a path

where there is none."

W
A young man who very much wanted

to believe in God came to see Jacob.

The young man was wholehearted in

his desire, but troubled.

“I want to believe in God, but I don’t

understand God,” he said.

“Neither do I,” said Jacob. “What I

understand is how my mind under-

stands. I don’t think I can understand

God. But, then, God isn’t designed to fit

into my mind. I am a reflection of

God’s."

“Still, how can you believe in God
when you look at all the terrible things

that have happened to innocent peo-

ple?”

“Because there is great sadness in life

does not mean God doesn’t exist. I

choose hope over despair."

“So you have no proof."

“Those who need to believe God
doesn’t exist will find ‘reason’ to believe

He doesn’t exist. Those who need to

believe they don’t believe in God will

find ‘reason’ to show why God is not

worthy of their belief."

Jacob watched the gray clouds circle

toward rain, and he felt the same ui^en-

cy in the questions of the young man in

with Mari Gayatri

Beginner & Intermediate
Asana Tapes
Private yoga lessons in your own home Two
45*minute classes per tape. Tranquil musical

accompaniment. Illustrated booklet. Taught

by yoga expert Mari Gayatri. Send S12 50 for

beginners. SI 2.50 for intermediates

Meditation Tape
Includes guided meditation, relaxation, breathing

exercises, positive imagery, serene music.

SendSl2.00.

Please add $1.75 per order shipping/handiing.

Yoga Retreats and Weekends with Mari Gayatri in

the green mountains of southern Oregon—
Please write for free brochure. Next Retreet: June 17—24
YOGA TRANSFORMATIOMS
Enchanted Rabbit Mountain, 9700 Greensprlnga Hviry., Aahland, OR 97520 (503) 482-2484
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For Free
Brochure
Call or
Write;

SPRING WORKSHOPS
ANCIENT VISIONS, OPENING THE
MODERN WISDOM THIRD EYE

Wabun Alan TrUotson

May 12 -14 June 4

DISCOVERY WEEKEND INFUSING THE LIGHT
Invited Practitioners Dawn Robinson/Ted Moore

May 20 - 22 June 10

SEEING AURAS INTRODUCTION TO NLP
Alan Tillotson Roger V. Lees

June 3 June 10-11

The Peetham
R.D. 8 Box 8116 Dept YJ Stroudsburg, PA 18360

717 - 629 - 0481

- NEW-
100% Cotton Sweots

TRIANGLI

DANaR
SIZES: M L XL

IT
TREES

SUN EXERCISES

YOGA
TEES ond SWEATS

SCORPIONS

COLORS: Dlock/whire ink, Whire/block ink, DIue/whire ink

(coll for special ordering of other colors)

PRICES: 100% Cotton Tees: Si 5.00, 5050 Sweorshirrs; S22.00. 100% Cotton SweorshitTS: $34.00.
100% Cotton Sweorponrs: $34.00 (oil pxices indude posroge ond hondling)

SHOOSH DESIGNS: 1 649 1 2th Street, Sonto AAonico, CA 90404 (213)450-1360
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Centering

front of him.

*^alk with me for a while,”Jacob said

to the young man, and they moved
silently through the changing weather.

Then, without explanation, Jacob

stopped and told his companion to find

a tree that they could plant.

“A tree?” asked the young man. “If we

plant a tree here by the road, someone

else will certainly come along and chop

it down.”

“Very well,” said Jacob. “I will plant

the tree.”

“But, what shall I do?" asked the

young man.

“Oh, you?" asked Jacob, his mind act-

ing as if it were already somewhere else.

“You will find somebody to chop down
the tree.”

Jacob was awoken before dawn by

thunder. A dark rain danced on his roof.

He wrapped him.self in the weather and

his prayers.

The thunder crashed again. He
touched memories of his mother telling

him not to fear the rumbling, telling

him that it was only God mo\1ng furni-

ture.

Jacob wondered what was being rear-

ranged on this morning.

He bent his body into the rain and

toward the bakery.

Lightning fractured the sky, then

retreated to the blackness.

A student was waiting in the rain to

seek Jacob’s advice. The boy ran along-

side ofJacob and matched his stride.

“Jacob, what are the limits of a man?"

“Ask the man,” said Jacob, without

losing his pace.

“And what if the man acknowledges

no limits?

“Then you’ve discovered his."

“But,” the student persisted, “what

then is the route to wisdom?”

“Humility!" came the reply.

“How long is the route?”

“I don’t know,” said Jacob.

Noah bmShea is a tmehn, poet, and bagfl-bakery

moner living in Santa Barbara, California. These

anecdotes are excerpted with permission yro»w Jacob

the Baker, copyright C 1989 by Noah benShea

and puMished by Villard, a division of Random
House.

RESOURCE
Noah Jacob the Baker is available

through YJ’i Book (s? Tape Source on page 84.

1m

Yoga Center
For Sale In Albuquerque, NM

• Excellent business opportunity

• Solid six year reputation

• University affiliation

• Crossing $100,000/year

• Beautiful busy location

• Training available

• Sale price $22,000

• For details (505) 255-2900

3213 Central NE, Albq.. NM 87106

4th Annual “No Frills”

Yoga Intensive

RAJVlAIWtD
PATEL
JULY 14-23

Live & Study with Ramanand
at Hampshire College in the Western
AAassachusetts Bertehire Mountains

Call: Jyoti - (802) 485-6492 Jim - (413) 337-4496

Write: “No Frills Yoga" Box 22, Heath, MA 01346

Beginning Hatha Yoga
Volume I

Led by Ann Gill, Certified Kripalu Yoga Instructor

Ann developed this tape for those

beginners who wanted a guided
daily practice of centering, warm- Guided Warm-UpS • Breathing
ups, postures, and relaxation. Beginning Postures • Relaxation

Each 45 minute side of this audio cassette delivers a

complete and carefully sequenced Kripalu Hatha Yoga
session. The two experiences comprise a variety of well

designed warm-ups to ready the body-mind as well as a

balanced combination of banning level postures.

Ann’s relaxing voice focuses you inward while inspira-

tional music by Mark Billman quietly weaves its wav
throughout the recording. Picture-page insert enclosed.

To order send tlO plus $2 postage O hanging per order to:

Ann G01/IS2S NW 34th Place. GedneetMe. FL 32005/(904) 378-9723
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ASTROLOGY

ASTROLOGY—Personalized, comprehensive Na-
tal Chart ($7). Progressed Chart for current year

($7). Both ($10). Send name, birthdate, birthtime,

birthplace: CYCLES. Dept. YOA, 2251 Berkely

Ave.,Schenectady. NY 12309.

VEDICASTROLOGY—Consultations, life-readings,

correspondence course. Specializing in medical

astrology (Ayurveda), gem therapy and mantric

remedial measures, spiritual development. For in-

formation. write to: VEDIC RESEARCH CENTER.
P.O. Box 8357, Santa Fe, NM 87504-8357.

PERSONAL READINGS ON CASSETTE by spiri-

tual astrologer, 1 5 years experience. Chart & read-

ing: $25. Send birthdate, time, place: GOVINDA,
P.O. Box 594YJ, Sandpoint, ID 63864. Free bro-

chure.

FREE NUMEROLOGY BROCHURE
Focusing your life could be as easy as 1-2-31

Stephen Colki's NUMBERTHERAPY is o unique

tool for self-guidance that helps you reoch a new
level of success and hoppiness. Coll or write for a

FREE brochure.

NUMBER THERAPY, Box 1027,

Cothedrol Station, NY. NY 10025-1027;

(212) 877-5417.

SPECIAL HOROSCOPE PACKAGE. Natal wheel
and 10-12 page comprehensive analysis, plus 30-

day transit forecast report. Includes mini-course in

astrology. $18. Send name, birthdate, time and
place to: ASTRODATA. P.O. Box 31870. Suite 276.

Dallas. TX 75231.

GAIN IMPORTANT SELF-KNOWLEDGE. Astro-

logical profiles reveal insights Into personality, sex-

ual and emotional needs. Natal readings/$27. Bring

meaning to relationships with Compatability Read-
ing for two /$22. Readings for newborns—my spe-

cialty/$40. For information, or to order, send birth-

date, time, and place, with check or M.O. to: ASTRO-
VISION. P.O. Box 556-YJ, Brooklyn. NY 11209.

(718) 680-2281.

BOOKS PERIODICALS

RUDOLFSTEINER on Inner Work. Spiritual Devel-

opment, Reiricamation, Karma. Waldorf Education,

Anthroposophlcal Medicine, etc. Free catalog;

ANTHROPOSOPHIC PRESS. Ste. 24. Bell’s Pond.

Star Route. Hudson. NY 12534. (518) 851-2054.

NOURISHMENT FROM A HIGHER FOOD group:

Give yourself a heaping helping of The Truth, The
Whole Truth. Nothing But The Truth—A66 pages

—

$9.95 plus $2 shipping. UNIVERSAL SERVICES.
1817 S. Home, Ste. 13-YJ, Mesa. AZ 85204.

HOW TO EAT HEALTHIER FOR LE$$I Easy
vegetable recipes in a cookbook everyone will en-

joy. $4.95: SPLENDID PUBLISHING, 4941 Whitsett

4-Y2. No. Hollyvwjod, CA 91607. Ordertoday forfree

gift!

NEW AGE TANTRA YOGA by Zitko. Sixth edition.

Acclaimed worldwide. Cybernetics of sex and love.

The supreme love experience. $9.50 postpaid. Free

newsletter. WORLD UNIVERSITY PRESS. P.O.

Box 2470, Benson, AZ 65602.

OUT OF
GAXAI.OO

EXPBRIENCE
^^^World,'s largest metaphysical,

holistic health new age
music catalogs. Everybook, tape inprlntl

Tao of Books, Dept. YeJ2
174 Main St., Medway MA 08503
1-800-777-8969 (MC & Visa)

AURORA PRESS CATALOG. Featuring: Crystal

Enlightenment, Crystal Healing by Katrina Ra-

phaell; Chia's Awaken Healing Energy Through the

Tao and Taoist Secrets of Love-, Elisabeth Haich's

Sex Energy and YogaiWisdom of the Tarot Ziffs

SilverDental Fillings: The Toxic Timebomb: Coming
Home:A Guide to Dying atHome with Dignity, Duda;
and many more fine titles. Write: AURORA PRESS,
P.O. Box 573, Santa Fe. NM 87504, (505) 989-9804.

RAMTHA books, audio and video tapes. Discounts

available. Free catalog; SOVEREIGNTY, P.O. Box
909-Y, Eastsound, WA 98245, (800) 654-1407 (9-5

Pacific Time).

FREE CATALOG: Spirituai/health books and tapes.

Write or call; INTEGRAL YOGA DISTRIBUTION.
Yogaville-YJ, Buckingham, VA 23921. (814) 969-

1049.

NEW AGE BOOKS: 12 Exercises to Develop Intui-

tion: $4: Sacred Ceremonies: $10 (use for groups):

Rainbow Bridge Magazine: $3.50 (sample copy).

$14 (4 issues): Evolution ofZraat $5. To: ZIRAAT,
6180 FM 78. San Antonio, TX 78244.

OCCULT/METAPHYSiCS BOOKS used/rare in-

cluding parapsychology, spiritualism, mysticism.

Volume discounts. Free catalog. SOPHIA BOOKS,
INC, P.O. BOX590096-YJ, San Francsico.CA941 59-

0096,(415)922-1165.

THE SKILL
OF

BREATHING
This Is a fully Illustrated guide to a stretch and
breathe technique for revitalization and health.

Derived from the ancient Chinese art of Ch’i

Kung, this one simple exercise will stretch the

spine, open the chest and cleanse and charge
the lungs. Easy to leara Naturally satisfying to

do: takes less than 5 minutes to perform.

Send S4.50 to: YOGA TOOLS, INC.
P.O. Box 3206
New Haven. CT 06515

SRI ANANDAMAYI MA (Joy-Incarnate Mother,

1 896-1 982). Publications on the life-teaching of one
of India's most venerated spiritual figures. Books,

photographs, cassettes, videos, information. Free

brochure. MATRf SATSANG. P.O. Box 876-YJ,

Encinitas, CA 92024.

RAJNEESH BOOKS $2 EACH. 27 popular titles on
Meditation/Zen/Sex/Jesus/Buddhism/etc. For de-
tailed list (also: audioA/ideo tapes and newsletter

available), write; RAJNEESH CENTER. P.O. Box
352, Mill Valley, CA 94942.

FREE NEWSLETTER. Yoga, aikido, wisdom,
amazing self-confidence, meditation supplies. Write;

SIP, Dept. Y, P.O. Box 3236. Mission Viejo, CA
92690.

LOVE UNCONDITIONALLY (methods); $6; Money
Mastery: $6; Acupressure Weight Loss: $1 ;

more!
Orders, catalog: DELPHI, Box 154Y, Glen Echo,

MD 20812.

HOLISTIC EDUCATION REVIEW—The premier

journal of person-centered and transpersonal edu-

cation. Montessori, Waldorf, alternative and home
schooling; rites of passage, peace and global edu-

cation, learning styles. Comprehensive resource

listings: conferences, publications, organizations.

$l6/year, quarterly. Free sample: P.O. Box 1476-

YJ, Greenfield. MA 01302.

IF YOU KNOW there is one God, but seek further

understanding: if you are someone who is disillu-

sioned with organized religion, for whatever reason;

if you have studied all the alternative paths, but still

feel spiritually unrewarded; if you feel that truth lies

within your own heart, but somehow it just eludes

you; it might be time to write or call fora free catalog

of written and taped works of the contemporary Sufi,

BawaMuhaiyaddeen. FELLOWSHIP PRESS. Room
Y, 5820 Overbrook Ave., Philadelphia. PA 19131.

Call: (215) 879-8604.

Subscribe today to

THE AMERICAN BUDDHIST NEWSLETTER
America's Number One Publication

of Buddhist Study

12 monthly issues. $15; overseas. $25.

Ser>d check or money order to;

American Buddhist Movement
301 W. 45 St. N.Y., N.Y. 10036

THE PSYCHIC HEALING BOOK by Amy Wallace

and Bill Henkin. Special 10th Anniversay Printing of

classic how-to text; read auras and chakras, heal

self and others. With new introduction by the au-

thors. $8.95 to: WINGBOW PRESS. P.O. Box
2249YJ, Berkeley, CA 94702.

EXPLORING OBSTACLES to Inner Freedom: A
Direct Approach by Arnold Post. $5: POST PUBLI-

CATIONS, P.O. Box 4636, Santa Barbara, CA931 40.

KUNDAUNI YOGA FOR BODY. MIND & BEYOND
by Ravi Singh. Techniques for true transformation

and health on all levels; stretching, strengthening

and more! Beautifully Illustrated. 215 pages. Send
$14.95: WHITE LION PRESS. 225 E. 5th St. #4D,
NYC 10003.

GURDJIEFF WORK. Free newsletter filled with

work ideas, events, reviews. Write; FOURTH WAY
BOOKS. P.O. Box 2045-J, New York, NY 10159.

CHILDREN

INTERESTED IN WATERBIRTH? Information,

seminars, videos, tub rental, aquatic exercise and
pre-natal preparation. WATERBIRTH INTERNA-
TIONAL. P.O. Box 5554, Santa Barbara, CA 93150,

(805) 969-0629.
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CLOTHING

YOGA SHORTS by Laura. Preshrunk knit with rein-

forced leg bands. YOGAWARE, 1 509 Kearney, Ann
Arbor, Ml 48104, (313) 996-0021.

DRAGONSILK ANTIQUE KIMONO AND OBIS.

Exquisite! Free peek! ($5 refundable photo deposit.)

DRAGONSILK. 307-YJ E. Spring, Fayetteville. AR
72701,(501)521-6457.

COSMIC BEINGS TO WEAR! Handpainted cloth-

ing with Buddha, Kuan Yin. Shiva and others. For

information: JEAN MARIE, Box 1490, Escondido,

CA 92925, (619) 480-2722.

TIBETAN TANTRA T-SHIRTS. 100% cotton. Send
$2 for color catalog. Wholesale orders welcome.
CREATIONS, 1248 Hampshire #A, San Francisco,

CA 94110.

SILK AND COTTON, contemporary clothing made
from beautiful material from India. Men. women and
children's styles. Send for free catalog. TERRI
ANN'S. 5342 Sunnybrook Ct. #A. Santa Rosa, CA
95403.

Meditation Robes
100% cotton

Specify height &
weight

Colors include

white, off white &
black

Send $39.95
Plus $3.00 S-H to:

0rtyma/s-

777 Cove Rd.

Lunenburg, MA 01462

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS, SWEATS for yoga teachers

and students. Highestquality screened and/or hand-

painted artwork designed according to your specifi-

cations at low prices. We can customize any tee or

sweatshirt, including New Age and Metaphysical

designs. All sizes and colors available. No order too

small or too largel Satisfaction guaranteed! Send for

free brochure and estimates. FIRST CHOICE DE-
SIGNS. 654-YJ Rossmore Rd., Goleta, CA 931 1 7,

(805) 965-8359. Wholesalers welcome.

PRODUCTS TO INSPIRE: Natural fiber clothing

and handmade gifts that reftectan appreciation of art

and our environment. For free catalog, contact:

ARTVENTURE. Dept. YJ5, 2115-1/2 Ashby Ave.,

Berkeley. CA 94705, (415) 548-3030.
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COMMUNITIES

THE PEETHAM: A center for well-being in the

Pocono Mountains, PA. We offer a variety of oppor-
tunities for healing, personal grov/th and spiritual

development: "Spirit Quest*—a one-month service

exchange opportunity; Spring and Fall weekend
workshops; Camp Anahata for “new age children’;

and year-round personal retreats. RD 6, Box 81 16,

Dept. YJ.Stroudsbourg, PA 18360. (717)629-0481

.

ATMANIKETAN ASHRAM provides residence fa-

cilities and spiritual guidance lor practice of Sri

Aurobindo's yoga. 1291-YJ Weber. Pomona, CA
91768, (714) 629-8255.

''AuroviHe wants to be a universal

township where men and women of
all countries are able to live in peace

'and progressive harmony.above all creeds, all poiiticsand
all nationakties. The purpose of Aurovtile is to reaise
human i/>itv.

.

located m South India. For nformacion write:

Auroviue mternabonal USA PO. Box 162489
Sacramento. C^iiforne 95816 I916) 452-4013

EAST WEST COMMUNITY; 60 adults and children

creating an egalitarian, democratic, economically

stable, worker-owned alternative striving for non-

violent, non-sexist, environmentally-sound self-

empowerment in the Ozarks. Est. 1974. Box YJ5-

109, Tecumseh. MO 65760, (417) 679-4682.

FOURTH WAY SCHOOL; The Circle of Angels at

Walden Farm. RD 1, Box 1520, East Hardwick, VT
05836.

SADHANA ASHRAM. Paradise with Mahashakti
mater. Route 6, Box 359A, Sevierville, TN 37862.

FOR SALE

MASSAGE TABLE KITS. Call for a free brochure
of our easy-to-assemble kits. STRONGLITE, (800)
BUY-KITS.

DRfl0OnS“
The Pillow that

MAKES YOU DREAM!
Dream more effectively viviatv

memorably—S24.95
NighTAdventures. P o. box 2S81-YJ

Berxeiey, CA 94702

BODYWORK TABLES that enhance your healing

therapies. Complete line of beautiful, superbly de-
signed tables and accessories. Excellent guarantee
and prices. For personal assistance and our free

catalog, call toll free (800) 558-8850. Or, write:

OAKWORKS. INC., Dept. Y, P.O. Box 221,

Shrewsbury, PA 17361. Dealer inquiries invited.

PREVENTIVE DENTAL CARE—Why clean just

halfyour mouth? Dentists widely recommend tongue
cleaning as an important part of oral hygiene. The
Finee Tongue Cleaner does the job. Recognized as
safe and effective by the American Dental Associa-

tion. Fully guaranteed. Send $4.95 to: PREVEN-
TIVE CARE PRODUCTS. Box 7126Y, Auburn, CA
95604, or write for a brochure.

^DtTxumxciixprs
(DCCnCXCION 5Uppb£S

Wholesale
&

Retail

(617) 492-4793
.MC & Viu AnTpird

do Cambridge Zen Center, Dept. YJ
199 Auburn St., Cambridge,MA 02139

GREEN STICKY MATS for yoga. 24* x 66’. $16 +
$1 handling . Immeditate delivery. Guaranteed.

YOGA STUDIO. Box 41 5. Georgetown, CA 95634,

(916) 333-4541. VISA/MC accepted.

BEAUTIFUL CHAKRA POSTER (1
8' x 24') drawn

by Lahiri Mahasay in 1865. $13 (postage included),

add 6.5% CA sales tax. THE SANSKRIT CLAS-
SICS, P.O. Box 5368, San Diego. CA 92105.

^pga Mars
HANDCRAREO 100% COHON
• tUYEISTHICK (3 tIZESI

• mUVrwaHIElTFOICARHYIRB
'

PLUS/
• YOGA BOLSTER
• PRANAYAMA PILLOW
• SHIATSU MATS $
•&M0RE
For mote information

Yoga Mats. P 0 Bin 885044 YJ. S F.. CA 94188 (4tS) 28S-6SS0

AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS. Originating in

France, pure and natural essential oils: body mas-
sage oils; bath products; skin care composition;

aromatic diffusors. Also: Aromatherapy Certification

seminars. Free brochure: AROMA VERA, 2728-YJ
S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90034, (213)

280-0407.

YOGA PROPS

Featuring ’The Whale' (Backbench)

Meditation, Halasana & Setu Bandha

Benches & More

SEND FOR FREE OOALOG!

HARJflOiVT
IN WOOD

2050 a Dayton St.

Denver, CO 80231

(303) 337-7728

THANKAS. Authentic Buddhist hand-painted art-

work from Nepal. Exquisite detail - glorious color -

remarkable workmanship. Full of religious signifi-

cance. Photo catalog; $2.50 (aedit toward order).

WHITELOG. P.O. Box 223, AshfiekJ, MA 01330,
(413)628-4635.
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MEDITATION CLOTHES AND CUSHIONS. Send
$1 for catalog. ZEN HOME STITCHERY. P.O. Box
3526-Y. Id/llwild, CA 92349.

'AHENTION MEDITATORS^
OeSIGNtrO FOR OROSS»l FOOPO

1 -800-441 -14311 !

J2otu4Seat V>«’6i,&r«,cA9TO7'
S7 ShKipir>o6.S% da Ret Tax ij

‘Everyone ^imoSits on One Loves It
II

HANDPRINTED TIBETAN PRAYER FLAGS.
Benefit all sentient beings by releasing subtle forces

into the wind. TASHI CHOLING PRAYER FLAG
PROJECT, 2000 Soda Mountain Rd.. Apt. 1, Ash-

land. OR 97520, (503) 488-0807.

BIOFEEDBACK BREATH MONITOR-Pranayama
and stress reduction. $200 includes stereo head-

phones. BLUE WATER ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box
404, Upton. NY 11973, (516) 924-2933.

Brazilian Quartz
Crystal Ball
An exclusive design from

mother nature. The
Brazilian quartz ball In

Sterling Silver cage, 18’

Sterling chain included.

Send $18.50 tax &
postage Included to:

Misty River Trading Co., 85 Bolinas Road

#12 YJ, Fairlax, CA 94930

ENERGETIC DESIGNER JEWELRY! Products of

beauty and excellence to support inner growth.

Send $1 (postage] for beautiful color catalog and
free poster (credited toward first order). VORTEX
CRYSTAL a GEM. 21 8 E. Washington St., Dept. Y,

Iowa City. lA 52240.

The Zodiacal Relationship

of the Cosmos
Within Each Individual

Being

HARMONY HORIZONS, INC.

P.O. Box 663
Franklin, Michigan

48025

TIBETAN BELLS, tinkerbells (Druid/fairy bells),

crystal singing bowls. Chinese health chimes. Help-

ful in meditation, energy balancing and personal

ritual. Also: incense, statues, other items. Send for

free catalog; SHA6DA, P.O. Box 879Y, Mendocino,

CA 95460; phone: (707) 937-3013. 100% guaran-

tee. Wholesale inquiries welcome.

Inspirational messages appear on
computereach time It Is turned on.

Over 100 different messages
included. IBM PC, XT. AT $10.00

SOFTWARE FOR PEOPLE
P.O. Box 3782 Dept. IN2

Champaign, IL, 61826

INFLATABLE ZAFUS and traditional meditation

cushions. Free brochure. CAROLINA MORNING
DESIGNS. Rte. 1. Box 31 -B. Hot Springs. NC
28743, (704) 622-7329.

INVERSION BELTS, massage tools, acrobatic &
stretchirrg straps. Brochure: S.A.S.E.: YOGA^ 9030
Second Ave. NE. Seattle, WA 981 1 5.

£Uc
Designed with the yogi In mind, this comfoneble clothing
allows lor unrestricted motion before, during and after your
yoga practice Our imaginative line gives you a versilility of
style, from casual to elegant, with combinations you choose
Free cofor brochure available Sassafras Originals. Route?.
Irvine, Kentucky 40336. (606) 723-7431

CRYSTAL OFTHE ANCIENTS mined near Central
American pyramids. Obsidian crystal balls: beauti-

ful. powerfull. four-inch plus! $64.99 plus $3.50 p&h
to; A. GALVEZ, 4503 Vista St., San Diego. CA
92116.

HEALTH PRODUCTS

MASTER’SFLOWER ESSENCES; Healing through

natural essences from the plant kingdom. Free

brochure: 1 4618 Tyler Foote, Nevada City, CA95959.

YOUR PERSONAL ENERGY ANALYSIS. Revolu-

tionary discovery by Taoist Master. Your body's

energy/five-element patterns revealed through Ori-

ental natal chart. Design diet to balance your unique

energy patterns. Advanced method of preventive

medicine. Accurate, vital information. Free booklet.

TAOIST MEDITATION CENTRE (Y). 2349 West
23rd Ave., Vancouver, B.C. V6L 1N5, Canada.

NOURISH THE CELLS AND GENES of the body
and a healthy body heals. Highest quality nutrition in

the synergy of whole food regenerative herbal for-

mulas. High power products. Amazing high income
potential as business. HARRY O'BRIEN, Box 1304Y,

Sequel, CA 95073, (408) 475-3800.

HERBAL MASSAGE OIL

Asia’s finest essentials

will nourish and moisturize

the skin in over 20 scents.

For samples and our catalogue
send $10.00 check to;

Courday International

P.O. Box 605
LaMarque, TX 77568

UNIQUE BOOKS AND PRODUCTS. Yoga, Ayur-

veda, Aromatherapy. Health and Healing. Natural

food-grown nutrient systems. Famous Bach reme-
dies and more. Free catalog. RARE EARTH. Box
172Y. Wilmot. Wl 53192.

HEALTHY LIGHTS-CLEAN AIR. Full-spectrum

NEO-white bulbs, 100 watts: $5. 2/$9. Auto Ionizer

plugs into lighter: $39; Home Ionizer emits 29.5

billion ions: $59. MCA^ISA. (800) 777-INFO. NET-
WORK, 25-YJ W. Fairview, Dover, NJ 07801

.

CHELATION, EDTA, GEROVrTAL, HEATPUMPS.
Ionizers, Minoxidil, NEOwhites, Relation Shields,

Retin-A, SADIites, VITAIites! Discounts. 3045(Y2)
Troy. Chicago, IL 60618, (312) 478-9526.

L HEALTHY CELLS - HAPPY BODYXi

*^^NoIv^!50o!oOO units per tab riMES \

BEFORE 2,000 units per Ub
The Mine enzymes the body produces to prevent cell

damage and neutralize free radicals (the common link

between aging and dISMSt) ara now availablel

HIGHESTPOTENCY -BESTPRICE ANYWHERei

FREE \Food

IS YOURSHOWER SAFE? When you shower, you
may be exposed to common (carcinogens, volatile

organics, chlorine and other water contaminants.

You inhale them. And your pores absorb them. The
solution is Showercleen. Showercleen is the show-
erhead/filterthat attaches easily to yourshowerpipe
in minutes. Provides effective contaminant protec-

tion (3 year limited warranty). Regular price: $129.

Now only $99. Send check or money order to:

UNITED MARKETING GROUP. 1100 University

Dr., Ste. 31 .
Fairfield. lA 52556. C.O.D. orders call:

(515) 472-7908.

DISCOVER THE HEALING POWER of magnets!

Bio-magnetic therapy is popular In the Orient but is

only now being discovered in the U.S. Be among the

first to use a magnetic necklace, bracelet, support,

or bandage to boost your body's healing properties.

Catalog; $1. COMMON SENSE ALTERNATIVES.
P.O. Box 650, Brookline Village. MA 02147.

ALPHAPACER II BRAIN MACHINE—Electroni-

cally induces Alpha and Theta brain waves for deep
relaxation and meditation enhancement. Uses puls-

ing lights, sounds, magnetic field, and direct electri-

cal stimulation. These four modes of stimulation

(which are synchronized and frequency controllable

by the user) are not found together in any other brain

machine device; hence the Alphapacer II prcxJuces

results unsurpassed by any unit in its price range.

$450. S.A.S.E. for more information; ALPHAPAC-
ERS, P.O. Box 2385, Eugene, OR 97402. (503) 683-

2108.

SUPER BLUE GREEN ALGAE is earth's oldest

health f(xxJ! We hand harvest this rare species of

microalgae from crystal waters near Mount Shasta.

Long ago, native Americans enjoyed its life-giving

properties. T(xJay, earth's most ancient food is a
nutrient-dense super-food for rebuilding physical

vitality and recharging our mental powers. Treat

yourself to 'pure channeled sunlight.” For more
information;SUPERBLUEGREENMICROALGAE.
Dept. YJ, 73 Jamaica St. #3, Jamaica Plain, MA
02130, (617) 524-8599/522-6256.
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Market

Place
FREE VrrAMINS—Receive 100 of our all natural

Vitan^in C-500mg tablets plus our 2 for 1 "Sprir^g

Spectacular" catalog for only $1 shipping and han-

dling to: CPS NATURAL VITAMINS. Dept. 5G. 405
Tarrytown Rd.. White Plains, NY 10607.

HERBS SUPPLEMENTS

YENNAl; Create a home spa with an ancient blend

of oils, herbs and spices. Have a lumirK>us complex-

ion and supple limbs. Satisfaction guaranteed. $8.95

for 4 oz. supply and complete instructions; $14.95

for 8 02 . YENNAl, 5717 S. Vendome Dr., Mobile, AL
36609.

EXPERIENCE THE BODY AND SOUL of herbs.

Purest quality available—organic culinary blerKls,

sacred herbs, body/skin care, gift items. Catalog: $1

(refundable with purchase). EARTH HEALING
ARTS (YJ). P.O. Box 162635. Sacramento. CA
95816, (916) 878-2441.

WORLD’S LARGEST SELECTION OF HERBS—
wild and organic. Finest quality barks, flowers, roots,

leaves, gums, essential oils, flower and gem es-

sences, tinctures, potpourri, teas, spices. Catalog of

over 2000 items. $1: GAIA BOTANICALS, 1015

South 46th St. (Y39), Philadelphia. PA 19143.

AYURVEDA: Books, herbs, Drachsha (digestive

revitalizer). educational program. For catalog,

S.A.S.E. to: LOTUS EXPRESS. 1505 - 42nd Ave.

#19, Capitola, CA 95010, (408) 479-1667.

HERBS, SPICES, GINSENG. Best quality, selec-

tion. Complete line, extracts, capsules, formulas,

tea blends, potpourris, baths, books, salves, vita-

mins, oils, smudging. Tiger Balm, homeopathic

products. Since 1970. Catalog; $1: LHASA KAR-
NAK HERB COMPANY. 2513-YJ Telegraph,

Berkeley. CA 94704.

AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS RETAIL We offer wid-

est selection of books, herbal products, raw herbs
and much more. Free catalog. Write: LOTUS FUL-
FILLMENT SERVICES. 33719 - 116th St.. Twin
Lakes, WI53181(Y).

HOME INSTRUCTION

SANSKRIT BY CASSETTE. Learn to read, pro-

nounce and translate Sanskrit accurately. 10 cas-

settes. manual; $165. RD 3, Box 141, Monroe, NY
10950, (914) 783-2509.

SCHOOL OF NATURAL MEDICINE (England) of-

fering correspondence courses. Iridology, Hetbol-

ogy, Naturopathy. Summer School. P.O. Box
17482Y, Boulder. CO 80308.

DISCOVER YOUR HEALTH POTENTIAL in

proper nutrition. New programs available. NUTRI-
TIONISTS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA. 812-YJ
Woodswether, Kansas City, MO 64105. (800) 821-

5234.

POLARITY THERAPY HOME STUDY COURSE
by Alan Siegel, N.D. consists of two video tapes, two

books, and a polarity foot reflexology chart. Cost:

$1 1 0 plus $5 shipping (specify VHS or BETA). Dr.

Siegel’s textbook. Polarity Therapy: The Power That

Heals is available separately for $12.95 plus $1 .50

shipping. POLARITY THERAPY CENTER. 409-A
Lawton, San Francisco, CA 94122, (41 5) 753-1 298.

MAKE YOUR OWN FUTON! Also quilts, yoga
mats. Completely illustrated book shows traditional

techniques. $7.50 postpaid. FUTON ORIGINALS.
P.O. Box 1546, Boulder, CO 80306-1546.

BEYOND POSTURES. BEYOND TECHNIQUES.
Raja Yoga givesyou direct experience of the highest

realities. Ananda’s founder, Sri Kriyananda, offers

the key in Lessons in Yoga: 14 Steps to Higher

Awareness (correspondence course and tape ac-

companiment). Free brochure: Prakash, CRYSTAL
CLARITY, 14618 Tyler Foote Rd. #175, Nevada
City, CA 95959. (916) 292-3485.

STUDY ZEN BY MAIL. Authentic Jc^>£mese tradi-

tion. Free information. ZENJI ABBEY. P.O. Box 845,

Greenville, Rl 02828.

METAPHYSICS

CINDY HAYES, PSYCHIC. Telephone consulta-

tions. Anytime. $50/hatf-hour. VISA/MC. 2255-YJ E.

Fountain. Mesa AZ 8521 3, (602) 962-7037.

EXTRAORDINARY PSYCHIC counselor, problem
solver. Phone readings. VISA/MC. RANDAL CLAY-
TON BRADFORD. (213) 820-5281.

CONSULTATIONS IN TRANSFORMATION by
phone or in-the-mail. Process-oriented counseling

with Sandy Subotnick, psychic. Tarot Card reader.

Guided meditation forspi ritual assistance. MC/VISA,
$20/half-hour. (207) 338-5267. RFD 1, Box 45,

Belfast, ME 04915.

YOU'RE NUMBER ONE. Explore your individuality.

Taped, personalized Numerology reading. $25. Serid

full birthname, birthdate. BHAVANI, P.O. Box 460,
Pelham. NH 03076.

BIORHYTHMS—Your physical, emotional, intellec-

tual cycles charted in color. Interpretation guide. Six

months ($7), twelve months ($10). Send name,
birthdate. CYCLES, Dept. YOB, 2251 Berkely Ave..

Schenectady, NY 12309.

MISCELLANEOUS

VEGETARIAN NETWORKING. Share learning,

friendship, on basis of vegetarianism, spirituality,

health, non-violence, human and animal rights,

ecology, peace. Correspond, link, meet nationwide.

Full details. Write soon! VEGIE NETWORK, Box
RE-1980, Laramie. WY 82070.

DELICIOUS VEGETARIAN RECIPES. Perfect for

yoga practitioners. Send $7 to: M. MACALISTER,
1431-180 Argyle Ave., Ottawa. Ontario K2P 1B4,

Canada. Satisfaction guaranteed.

RESEARCH for a book on women's life-changes. I

wish to contact women who have left successful

careers and elected different lifestyles. SUSAN
ALBERT, Drawer M, Bertram, TX 78605.

PARABLE COLLECTOR would like to hear from
others with books or ideas. Box 921 09, San Diego.

CA 92109.

I CAN DELIVER YOU from the cycle of birth and
death. Contact: SANKARSANA DASA, Box 11216,

Dallas. TX 75223. (214) 823-1135.

ONE DAY YOU TOO WILL DIE. Where will you
go? For free information, write: UNIVERSAL LIFE.
The Inner Religion. P.O. Box 3549-YJ, New Haven.
CT 06525, (203) 281-7771.

NEW AGE CONTACTS WORLDWIDE. Products,

services, communities, friendship! CONTACTS.
1906 S. Espina #58-A, Las Cruces, NM 88001.

MUSIC

THE INVINCIBLE MUSIC COLLECTION. Send $1

for our beautiful catalog of contemporary music. IN-

VINCIBLE, Dept. YJ, P.O. Box 13054, Phoenix, AZ
85002.

NEW AGE SPIRITUAL MUSIC; Wonderful lyrics.

Rock, folk, jazz, India's classics, children’s stories,

videos. 70+ titles. Free catalog. $1 sampler cas-

sette. MAHI’S MUSIC, P.O. Box 228YJ, Badger, CA
93603.

BAMBOO FLUTES. Precision-bore Shakuhachis,

traditional instruments, books, recordings. 42-page
catalog: $2 (refundable with order). MONTY LEVEN-
SON. P.O. Box 294-YJ, Willits. CA 95490.

Renaissance & Baroque Lutes ^
Theorboes - Chitarroni - HarpsiKK

Spiritual ittsPumenis broughi to Europe by the crusaders. Learn

lo play divine music quickly horn the anciem tablatures. Find

peace & tuHillment playing the lute Free txoctiureor send $25.00

tor introductory pack^ which includes tape, tablatures and

history Renaissance Glide, Box 5. Cambridge. Wl 53S23

BAMBOO FLUTES, SHAKUHACHIS, and tapes.

Went to Japan, return Hawaii this summer. JOHN
NIEMI, c/o Doug. 2119 Kaloa Way, Honolulu, HI

96822.

PRECISION FLUTES/PANPIPES. Over 200 varie-

ties from many ages/cultures. Catalog: $2. LEW
PRICE. Box 1558(Y), Fair Oaks. CA 95628.

DULCIMERS of highest craftmanship and tone.

Books and tapes, also. Free illustrated brochures.

HEPATICA MUSIC. Box 569, Lemont. PA 16851.

EXQUISITE HARP MUSIC by Joel Andrews. For

meditation and healing. Free catalog: GOLDEN
HARP. P.O. Box 335, Ben Lomond. CA 95005.

NORTH INDIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC
AU Akbar College of Music

INSTRUMENT AND RECORD STORE
North Indian claukal music tau^t by India's master
musicians, Ali Akbar Khan A Swapan Chand-
hurLVVholcsaleand retail ofthefincst qualityEast Indian

instnunents,records,casselta9andCDs. CompleteiepaIr
service available, ^ip anywhere in USA. VISA/MC
215 West End Ave. San Rafael,CA 94901 (415) 454-4264.

EAST INDIAN INSTRUMENTS. Harmoniums,
tablas, tanpuras. flutes, sitars, others. Free illus-

trated brochure. Write; ENCINITAS IMPORTS. P.O.

Box 419T, Encinitas, CA 92024, (619) 436-9589.

LEARN INDIAN BAMBOO FLUTE RAGAS. Well-

tuned flute with taped lesson. Mail $35 check to:

(Yogi) SURJIT GURAYA, P.O. Box 598, Berkeley.

CA 94704, or call: (41 5) 849-3221 . 4-6 weeks for de-
livery.

OPPORTUNITIES

MOUNTAIN RETREATS, abandoned property,

Iridian homesteading, government programs, alter-

native land acquisition information. $1 : RIDGE-
HAVEN, P.O. Box 849- Y. Glen Ellen, CA 95442.
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$5,000,000.00 SPENT DAILY for pure water. Ex-

ceptional marketing plan and support ensures suc-

cessl Top quality cart>on block and R.O. filters. 10

year warranty. Free information packet: MULTI-
PURE™. (800) 635-9254, Box 267, Williams, OR
97544.

PURE WATER FOR BETTER HEALTH: Multi-

Pure™ Drinking Water Systems. Health conscious

people needed for available distributorships. Only

$15. Call: MICHAEL at (516) 225-0607. or write:

P.O. Box 775, Glenwood Landing, NY 1 1 547.

YOGA TEACHER SEEKS PARTNER—Vegetar-

ian, nonsmoker—for yoga center in Orange County.

Please send S.A.S.E. to: ALEX, P.O. Box 6946,

Buena Park. CA 90622.

YOGA COMMUNITY NEEDS natural foods cook.

Job includes: accommodations, yoga and medita-

tion classes, and salary. ELDORAIX) MOUNTAIN
YOGA ASHRAM, P.O. Box 306. Eldorado Springs.

CO 80025. (303) 494-3051

.

DHARMA FAMILY SEEKS AU PAIR. Start June/
July in Mill Valley, CA (near San Frandsco) for

Vipassana meditator who is into emotional integra-

tion and healthy lifestyle. Primary caretime with

infant; other time with girls (4 & 7). Live in or out; FT
or PT. Retreats acx»modated. Salary negotiable.

KRIS: (415) 331-8701.

TAPES VIDEOS

KUNDALINt YOGA with Ravi Singh. These dy-

namic tapes can help you feel great and be great!

Solar Power, Breathing & Meditation, Warrior

Workout, Navel Power, Daily Maintenance. All with

musical accompaniment. Send $1 0 for each tape to:

KHALSA CASSETTES. 225 E. 5th St. #4-D. NYC
10003.

THE WAY OF TAl CHI CH’UAN: Gentle Exercise

For Health And Inner Peace by Lana Spraker. 60
minutes, VHS, BETA, Yang Style (108 traditional

movements). Soothing Findhorn flute music, gentle

voice guides you through warmups and instruction,

creating an atmosphere of relaxation and medita-

tion. $49.95 postpaid. T’At PRODUCTIONS. P.O.
Box 25654Y, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

REAPPEARANCE OFTHE CHRIST. An outlook on
the Coming of Christ. Cassette tape. Send $10 to:

JOHN COIA, P.O. Box 1825. Beverly Hilts. CA
90213.

OWN COPACABANA! Relax, meditate, sleep

soundly. Exclusive audiotape. Copacabana Beach.
Guaranteed. Only $9.95 plus $1 shipping. Check/
M.O.: RIO WAVES. P.O. Box 71294-YJ, Seattle.

WA 98107.

RIGHT BRAIN SAMPLER TAPE—also subliminal

and music. Send $2 for tape and catalog: UNIFIED
FIELDS, P.O. BOX 3083-YJ, Corona. CA 91 71 8.

INNER CHRIST MEDITATION TAPE. Guided
meditations geared to facilitate contact with one's

Inner Christ, who then leads meditation. $7.95 tax:

KRAVIT2, Box 6. Unity, ME 04988.

GINSENG VIDEO: In Search of the Walking Plant.

Learn how to locate, recognize, dig, process wild

Ginseng. VHS, 70 minutes, $39.95. WLM ENTER-
PRISES. 546 W. Ethel St.. Allentown. PA 18103.

NEW AGE VIDEO RESOURCE PACKAGE. Re
ceive the Visionary Video Guide (the widely ac-

claimed consumer's sourcebook ofover 1 200 health,

spirituality and human potential videos) plus a spe-
cial 130-page direct-order catalog of thousands of

alternative, educational and special interest videos.

$10 postpaid. META-MEDIA, P.O. Box 250-YJ, Em-
maus, PA 18049.

“SUPERLEARNING!” Leam faster through breath-

ing! Revolutionary yoga-based system: rhythm/

breathing/special music helps 'empower memory
'accellerate learning 'ease stress 'access poten-

tials 'enhance health. Free book excerpt and tape

catalog: Superleamir}g 60 Beats-A-Minute Music
(helps lower blood pressure/heart rate and ease
stress) ; Superperformance: Sophro/og/, Languages
Through Yoga. SUPERLEARNING. 450YJ Seventh
Ave., New York City, NY 10123.

HATHA YOGA VIDEO—45 minutes, VHS. Sooth-

ing, healing, revitalizing. Send $24.95 plus $3 post-

age and handling to: YOGA TO GO, P.O. Box
470694. Ft. Worth, TX 76147.

ALICE BAILEY students and searchers in the Wis-
dom Teachings can now obtain abridged versions of

the Bailey Books on cassette tapes. Write for a
listing to: BRIDGING-INTO-LIGHT FOUNDATION,
P.O. Box 943, Ojai, CA 93023.

HEAUNG YOURSELF: A Step-By-Step Program
For BetterHealth Through Imagery. Book and tapes

by Martin L. Rossman, M.D. Free sample tape. Send
$2 postage and handling to: INSIGHT PUBLISH-
ING. P.O. Box 2070-YJ, Mill Valley, CA 94942.

HARMONIC BRAINWAVE SYNERGY: Experience
shimmering waves of multidimensional computer-
synthesized sonic ecstasy. Cassette: $1 4.95. NEU-
ROSONICS, Box 611-YJ, Crystal Lake. IL 60014,

KUNDALINI YOGA VIDEO with Ravi Singh. Two
half-hour sets for daily maintenance and the experi-

ence of spirit. In color with musical accompaniment.

Send $25 to: KHALSA CASSETTES. 225 E. 5th St.

#4-D. NYC 10003.

Schools & Training Programs

BODYWORK & MASSAGE

CERTIFICATION IN MASSAGE THERAPY at the

New Mexico Academy of Massage and Advanced
Healing Arts. Summer Certification Intensives: Po-

larity: Juno 26-July 14; Ortho-Bionomy: July 17-28;

Herbology: July 7-16; Swedish Massage: July 17-

August 16; Sports Massage/Deep Tissue Bodywork:
August 21 -September 1 . State licensed/AMTA ap-

proved. Since 1 981 . Free brochure/$3 catalog. NMA-
MAHA-YJ, P.O. Box 932, Santa Fe. NM 87504.

(505) 982-6271.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE TRAINING—six

months. Swedish, Esalen, much more! Leads to

Florida license. NATTS accredited. AMTA, VA
approved. SUNCOAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE.
4910 Cypress, Tampa. FL 33607, (813) 287-1099.

HOLISTICALLYORIENTED BODYWORK integrat-

ing body-mind-enx)tions-spirit using T'ai Chi for

stance and energy generation. American Massage
Therapy Association approved 1000-hour Massage
Therapist. 120-hour Massage Technicians. 150-

hour Professional Bodywork programs. INSTITUTE
OF PSYCHO-STRUCTURAL BALANCING. 4502Y
Cass St., San Diego, CA 92109.

DIPLOMA PROGRAM IN SHIATSU THERAPY
commencing each September. SHIATSU SCHOOL
OF CANADA, 547 College St., Toronto, Canada,

(416) 323-1818.

jai’schereriF acaicmv
I

of (iioxurialticaUn^

6-Month Massage Certification PrMr^
begin in August and March.^"^

—

^

In-depth wholistic program in Body Work

& related healing.

Explore deeper levels of the

Mind-Body Spirit relationship.

Located in Santa Fe... a wellspring of

the natural healing arts.

Call or Write locCalalcigC-

320 E. Marcy. Dept YJ, Santa Fe. NM 87501 505 982 6398

STATE CERTIRED MASSAGE PROGRAM is de-

signed to buikJ a strong foundation in Swedish-

Esalen oil massage techniques. Write or call for free

Information: BODY THERAPY CENTER. 368 Cali-

fornia Ave.. Palo Alto. CA 94306, (415) 328-9400.

MASSAGE THERAPIST TRAINING: Day or eve-

ning program, AMTA-approved, INS approved for

foreign students, NATTS accredited. Financial Aid

available. 1 0OO-certificate-hour program in beautiful

Arizona Sonoran desert. For more information,

contact: DESERT INSTITUTE OF THE HEALING
ARTS-YJ, 639 N. 6th Ave., Tucson. AZ 85705.

CONNECTICUT CENTER FOR MASSAGE
Therapy, Inc. is a nationally accredited school offer-

ing an AMTA-approved full and part-time profes-

sional training program. Financial Aid available.

Send for free information. CCMT, 75 Kitts Lane.

Dept. Y. Newington, CT 06111, (203) 667-1886.

KOOTENAY SCHOOL OF REBALANCING offers

a six-month bodywork course. Deep tissue work,

joint release, emotional and body awareness, medi-

tation, etc. Begins September 15th. Information;

RELAXATION PLUS CLINIC, 308 Victoria, Nelson.

B.C. V1L4K4 Canada.

Acupressure
Institute

Comprehensive Training in

Traditional Oriental Bodywork

CALL TODAY TO REQUEST

Gift Catalog (SI) • Free School Catalog

\r i-8fl(

ml
(415) 845-1059 hi Cnlifoniia .

1-800-442-2232 OlllsiiU- California

LS3-1Shaltuck Aver

Eierkeley. C jliJon
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Schools &
Training Programs

SCHOOL OF SHIATSU AND MASSAGE. Harbin

Hot Springs. Home of Wat(er Shiat)su, Tant(hc

Shiat)su,ar>d Co-Centering. Certification Intensives.

Box 570Y. Middletown. CA 95461
. {707) 987-3801

.

MASSAQETECHNICIAN/ADVANCEDTRAINING.
AMTA, VA approved. Sports, oil massage, acupres-

sure. Intensives and ongoing programs. Write or call

for free information; MUELLER COLLEGE, 4607-Y
Park Blvd., San Diego, CA 921 16, (800) 245-1976.

*YO€A THERAPY TRAINING
For Personal Fitness

Trainers & Bodywork
Practitioners

‘Includes Aniiomy/KlncsIuloKy/Physlokigy & CPR Certlficalhm

Personal Fitness & Bodywork

Professionals Association
121 W. I7th Sircci #8D; New York. NY lOOi I

(2l2)620-4321/727-7926

MUSCULAR THERAPY SUMMER INTENSIVE
Trainings. If you enjoy working with people, have an
aptitude for working with the body, and like the

prospect of being self-employed. Dr. Ben Benjamin's

Muscular Therapy Institute Summer Training may
be for you. The new summer training program meets

six weeks in the summer and for 2-1/2 weeks in

January. The program includes classes in Muscular

Therapy Technique. Massage, Anatomy/Physiol-

ogy. Alignment, Tension Analysis, Communication
Skills, Injury Evaluation. Treatment and Prevention.

The Institute is licensed, AMTA-approved and ac-

credited with full Financial Aid available. The Muscu-
lar Therapy Institute, located In Cambridge, Mass,
was founded In 1974 by Dr. Ben Benjamin, author of

Are You TensePand Listen To Your Pain. Programs
in evaluation and the treatment of injuries are also

available for experienced practitioners. For informa-

tion, call (800) 543-4740 or (617) 259-6554.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF SHIATSU offers a

complete training leading to professional certifica-

tion. Experience helping others while creating your

own health and happiness. I.S.S., P.O. Box 187,

Buckingham. PA 18912, (215) 340-9918.

HEALING

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN-HOLISTIC MEDL
clne. Four-year graduate degree leading to licen-

sure. Training in Clinical Nutrition. Botanical Medi-
cine. Homeopathy, Psychology. Hydrotherapy,

Manipulation, Chinese Medicine, Natural Childbirth.

Contact: NATIONAL COLLEGE OF NATUROPA-
THIC MEDICINE, 11231-YJ S.E. Market St.. Port-

land, OR 97216, (503) 255-4860.

ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY INSTITUTE.
Alchemical Hypnotherapy is a powerful spiritual

system of healing based on the hypnotic applica-

tions of Junglan, Gestalt, and regression technolo-

gies. We provide professional training in hypnother-

apy authorized by the State of California and the

American Council of Hypnotists' Examiners. Call or

write for our free newsletter. AHI, 5066-Y Morocco
Ave., Santa Rosa. CA 95409, (707) 538-2553.

AYURVEDA,THESCIENCE OF UFE. Eight-month

evening course beginning October 1989, taught by
Dr. Vasant Lad. Covers nutrition, anatomy, bodywork,
herbology, ayurvedic cooking, gems, mantras, and
more. Correspondence course also available. For

brochure, send $1 to: AYURVEDIC INSTITUTE,
P.O. Box 23445-YJ, Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 445.

Orcall: (505) 291-9698.

POLARITY THERAPY CENTER of San Francisco.

Certified Holistic Health Practitioner training courses.

Use Life Energy to heal through bodywork, nutrition,

exercise, and right thinking. Courses taught by Alan
Siegel, N.D. Send for information about schedules,

correspondence courses, books, tapes, to: 409-A
Lawton, San Francisco, CA 94122.

MASSAGE, NUTRITION, HYPNOTHERAPY. Ho-

listic Health certifications for license. Free catalog.

INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES. Dept. YJ.

975C Hornblend, San Diego. CA 92109, (619) 581-

9429.

THE OREGON COLLEGE OF ORIENTAL MEDh
cine offers three-year programs in traditional Chi-

nese Medicine, Acupuncture, Chinese Herbology,

prepatory to federal certification and state licensing

examinations. China internship available. O.C.O.M.
shares campus with National College of Naturopa-

thic Medicine, offering classes in Naturopathy,

Homeopathy, etc. Write: O.C.O.M., 11231-YJ S.E.

Market St., Portland. OR 97216, (503) 253-3443.

Catalog; $3.

IRIDOLOGY CERTIFICATION INTENSIVE spon-

sored by the National Iridology Research Associa-

tion. August 16-20, Murietta Hot Springs, CA. Lodg-

ing, meals included. Write: N.I.R.A., P.O. Box 1 79YJ,

Laguna Beach, CA 92652. (714) 494-5342.

MEDITATION

ZEN STUDIES with Tundra Wind. Three sessions/

year. Meditation, individualized instruction, study.

ZEN WIND, Box 429, Monte Rio. CA 95462.

MEDITATION INFORMATION. No charge, no fol-

low-up unless requested. S.A.S.E. to: BAP, 18032-

C Lemon Dr. #1 76, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

ZENRE5IDENCV
at Zen Mountain Monastery

Tfu most powerful way to experience this

2500 year old spiritual practice

Zazen (Zen meditation), chanting,

working, introspection, studying with Zen
teacher Oaido Locmi Sensei (talks, private

interviews, koan study, daily contact),

solitude, art and body work, retreats:

kendo, kyudo (Zen archery), dance, water-

colors, photography. Stillness mind.

Write: Zen Mountain Monastery
P.O. Box 197YJ. Ml Tremper, NY

12457 (914) 688-2228

ZEN MEDITATION RETREATS and residencies

atthe Providence Zen Center, located on fifty wooded
acres in northern Rhode Island. Three-day retreat,

Jun 30 through July 2. Twenty-day retreat, August
14 through September 2 (minimum three-day regis-

tration). Senior teacher, Barbara Rhodes, will offer

guidance, Dharma talks, and individual kong-an
practice. Conducted in silence, the daily schedule

includes : sitting meditation, chanting, bowing, and
formal vegetarian meals. Fee: $35 per day, 50%
deposit required. Write for information about year-

round residential training. PZC, Dept 1 04, 528 Pound
Road, Cumberland, Rl 02664, (401) 656-1464.

MOVEMENT

LISANGUA YA BATO DRUM AND DANCE
camp. Learn traditional dance and drum with native

teachers from the Congo, Ghana, Senegal, Brazil

and Guinea. July and October programs. Call or

write: LISANGUAYA BATO, P.O. Box 1094Y, Wood-
Stock. NY 12498. (914) 679-8669.

' LE CENTRE DU SILENCE
SCHOOL FOR SELF DISCOVERY THROUGH HUMAN ARTS.

Integrating body/mind/spirlt in artistic expression.

- varied Human Arts courses throughout the year, plus

international Summer Mime workspace each July, For

information send $1.10 in stamps tO: Le Centre du
Silence; Samuel Avital. Director; P.O, Box 1015 (Y);

Boulder, CO 80506-1015.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

COUNSELING THROUGH NUMEROLOGY to

achieve harmonic link to self, others, your potential.

Send yours, others' full birthname, birthdate, $15:

JEANNE HARMONIC CONNECTIONS. P.O. Box
4643, Stockton, CA 95204.

THE
Peaceful warrioR

FOUR-DAY
RESIDENTIAL INTENSIVE

WITH DAN MILLMAN

For more
information
about
tapes,

trainings
and
services
caii

or write:

PEACEFUL WARRIOR SERVICES
BOX 801 SAN RAFAEL CA. 94915

415/491-0301

BOOY/MIND INTEGRATIVE THERAPY—Elsa

Gindier tradition. Training programs start each Fall

and Spring. SOMATIC THERAPY INSTITUTE, 546
Harkle Rd.. Santa Fa. NM 87501

. (505) 983-9695.

Professional

Rebirther Trainings

(Ongoing Training and Workshops)

Rebirthing: is a powerful breathing process

that releases accumulated tension/negativity

held in the body: promotes awareness, alive-

ness, and well-being.

Learn « All levels of Rebirthing • Leadership

Mastery • Marketing and Business Skills

(Receive valuable course materials)

*Certification upon Completion

Write or call; Joy of You Rebirth Trainings

Melana Lea, Director
Box 572 Alpine, CA 92001 (619) 445-4843
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DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF HAPPINESS at

Ken Keyes College. Author of Handbook to Higher

Consciousness has created a school to teach the

Methods. Weekend to 1 0-week programs. Send for

free catalog: KEN KEYESCOLLEGE. 790 Commer-
cial Ave., Dept. Y, Coos Bay, OR 97420.

THE HORIZONS OF AWARENESS SEMINAR—
June 7-1 1 ,

Louisville, KY. Classes and workshops

emphasizing Personal Development and Spiritual

Awareness. Send for free brochure: CENTER OF
LIFE AND LIGHT, 1002 E. Market St., New Albany.

IN 47150. Or call: (812) 945-3707.

THE PATANJALI YOGA CENTRE, directed by

Yogacharya Sushil Bhattacharya is an authentic

school of Yoga in Kathmandu offering expert in-

struction in Hatha Yoga asanas, Pranayama. Mudras,

Kriyas and Meditation, as well as talks on Yoga
philosophy. Yoga diet and heatth. PATANJALI YOGA
CENTRE. Chhauni, Kathmandu. Nepal. Tel #211321.

Phoenix Rising School of

YOGA THERAPY
for body, mind & beyond

3 Stage Yoga Therapist Certification

Program with Michael Lee, MA
PO Box 1192, Stockbridge, MA 01262

Call (413) 298-3991

AHSTANGA YOGA CLASSES with Jane MacMul-
len. Upcoming workshop with Time Miller. Nancy
Gilgoff and Anna Forrest. (415) 921-5453, 426
Presidio Ave.. San Francisco. CA 94115. Welcome!

IYENGAR YOGA in the beautiful northern Califor-

nia wilderness with Gayna Uransky, July 1-7 and
Sept. 30 • Oct. 6. 1989. Contact: HEARTWOOD.
220-YJ Harmony Lane. Garberville, CA 95440, (707)

923-2021.

SATCHIDANANDA ASHRAM-YOGAVILLE is a
spiritual centerfollowingthe Integral Yoga teachings

of Swami Satchidananda. Guest accommodations,
teacher training, retreats, Karma Yoga scholarships

and other programs available. Buckingham, VA
22931,(804)969-3121.

ANGELA FARMER & VICTOR VANKOOTEN in

Yellow Springs. OH. Sept. 9-13«i. Contact; PATRI-
CIA SCHNEIDER & ANDREW JUNKER, 139 E.

Davis. Yellow Springs, OH 45387. Or call: LAUREL
FINCH. (513) 767-1995.

Vacations & Retreats

EASTERN STATES

SAIL BEAUTIFUL MAINE ISLANDS. Vegetarian/

macrobiotic cuisine. Free brochure. Box 5035C,
Camden, ME 04843, (207) 236-8962.

NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES IN VERMONT,
July 1 5-30. Cherokee Healing with Dhyani Ywahoo.
Elders Gathering, Earth Wisdom, Herbal Studies,

Music, Crafts and Meditation with traditional native

teachers. Contact: SUNRAY MEDITATION SOCI-
ETY, P.0, Box 308YJ, Bristol, VT 05443, (802) 453-

4610.

< SOUTHERN DHARMA
RETREAT CENTER

mtditalion retreatu

in (he mouniafns of North Carolina

gown I, 5«*34-M. Hoi sprtng$ NC 2S743 704-U2-7112

TIBETAN BUDDHIST VAJRAYANA teachings.

July 6-9, with Khenpo Konchog Gyaltshen Rin-

po^e, ^}bot of the Drikung Kagyu Center in Wash-
ington, D.C.: ‘In Search of the Stainless Ambrosia.’

$120: SUNRAY MEDITATION SOCIETY. P.O. Box
308YJ. Bristol, VT 05443. (802) 453-4610.

CENTRAL & MOUNTAIN
INNER CANYON EXPEDITIONS: Five and Seven
day journeys by raft in Utah's canyon lands. Six

person limit, wholesome foods, $50/day. BRUCE
HAVERKOS, (505) 982-2892, Rte. 9. Box 90BN,
Santa Fe. NM 87505.

BREAKINGTHROUGH ADVENTURES. Personal/

Spiritual growth through outdoor adventures (back-

packing, rafting, climbing) in Colorado Rockies and
Utah canyonlands. 5-1 0 day workshops emphasize
deep ecology, centering, ritual, meditation, commu-
nity. Box 20281-YJ, Denver, CO 80220, (800) 331-

7238.

WESTERN STATES

A COURSE IN MIRACLES RETREAT with Tara
Singh. 4/10-5/20, Forty Days Retreat, Taos. NM; 5/

29-6/2, Santa Barbara. CA. Information: (800) 732-

5489 (US): (800) 367-2246 (CA).

YOGA IN SAN DIEGO'S
BEAUTIFUL NORTH COUNTY
l^Komlng spr^ A summer wortcshops:
• Yoga intensive with Ana Forrest May 8-19
• AshtangainttnsivewlthTimMillerJune5-I6
• Tri-Yoga with Kali Rae on June 17 & 18

• "Diet for a New America" with John
Robbins on July I

• Asana arxf Pranayama with Donna Farhi

Schuster on July 2

• Week-long tribute to Krishnamacharya July

7-14

• Iyengar workshop with Roger Cole on July

I5& 16

Fan Workshop preview:
• Yoga intensive with Ana Forrest September
18-29

• Month-long Ashtanga Yoga intensive with
Pactabhi Jois in October

N o . . - For further information please write

or call the North Coun^ Yoga
’ “ * • Center. 143 S. Cedros Ave.. Sofana

Beach, CA 92075. f619) 755-6246.

MEADOWLARK SPIRITUAL GROWTH Retreat.

Founded in 1958 by EvartsG. Loomis, M.D., Mead-
owlark is located on an old country estate of 20
acres, where all who come can experience peace
ar)d tranquility. Individual spiritual and psychological

counseling is available. Mental and spiritual growth

is supported through various group sessions includ-

ing Yoga and Dream Analysis. Menus are well-

planned, with delicious, wholesome food. Private

guest rooms; exercise; par course; meditation: heated

swimming pool; hot tub and bicycles. A Holistic

Medical Center is adjacent to Meadowlark. Bro-

chure sent upon request. Write or call: MEADOW-
LARK, 26126 Fatrview Ave., Hemet, CA 92334,

(714) 927-1343.

SANTA FE IYENGAR YOGA: John Schumacher

(January 27-29); Ramanand Patel (April 19-23);

Manouso Manos (June 23-29): Judith Lasater

(September 29-October 1). WHITE IRIS YOGA
STUDIO. 1738 Berry Ave.. Santa Fe, NM 87501,

'

(505) 982-5399.

REJUVENATE
Body. Mind and Spirit

WEEK REVITALIZATION:

Fasting-Yoga-Massage-Reflexology

Colon Hygiepe-Body Wraps-Facials

Healing Waiers-Ory Warm Climate

EXPERIENCE SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY: Ananda
Village invites you to come and share in an experi-

ence of a City of Light. Join us this summer for two
weeks, a month, or longer—in a special program of

joyful service. Only $350 for four weeks. For bro-

chure, phone; (916) 292-3494, or write: ANANDA,
Bent & Parvati Hansen. 14618 Tyler Foote Rd..

Nevada City, CA 95959.

TAI CHI IN HAWAII & OREGON with Chris Luth.

Our annual retreats include: Tai Chi instruction,

Energy Development. Applied Phiiosophy...Tropical

waters/volcanoes—Hawaii:June24-29. Hot springs,

towering forests—Oregon: August 20-25. PACIFIC
SCHOOL OF TAI CHI, P.O. Box 8254.U Jolla. CA
92038, (619) 259-1396.

WOMEN'S YOGA RETREAT—'Developing Your
Yoga Practice' with Donna Farhi Schuster. August
20-27, Harbin Hot Springs, northern California. For
information, call: DONNA at (415) 647-0799. Or
write: 614-1/2 Elizabeth St.. San Francisco, CA
94114.

SUPPORT
OUR

ADVERTISERS.
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Vacations &
Retreats

HAWAII

REMOTE VACATION OCEAN-FRONT RENTAL.
Milolii, Hawaii. MELE MAUKA CENTER, Joni Choo,

Box 946, Captain Cook, HI 96704, (808) 328-2207.

The Science

7 days in Paradise

December 2-9, 1989
on the big isiand of Hawaii

Daily Ashtanga Yoga classes with

internationally acclaimed yoga
irrstructof Tim Miller combined with

harxds-on ir^struction in modern
spKXts medicine techniques with

Bruce Stephens, nationally

recognized therapist to world-class

athletes.

Enrollment Is limited. For

information, please call or write the

North County Yoga Center, 143 S.

Cedros Ave., Suite P, Solano Beach,

CA 92075. (619) 755-6246.

ofYoga (or tt

21 $t Century

FELICITY HALL on the Big Island and Honolulu.

Come to the majestic beaches and mountains of

Hawaii. Yoga intensives: Kona, May 19-21; and
Honolulu. May 26-28, 1989. Contact; JAN
ROBERTS. (808) 883-9307.

INTERNATIONAL

A Ma g ical Place !

Nestled in the Magical mountains ol

Cordoba (Argentina). "HI.. ALTO” -

a I lolistie Retreat in the midrile ol'a

pmverlul energy center - awaits \ou
and oilers the opportunity to re-enter

nature ami eonu* l>aek renewed!

* ^V)ga classes

* Itrealhing and meditation classes

* Hiking, swimming, horse-back riding
* I listurical and Spiritual tours

* I*..\c]uisitc oyo-lacio yegetarian

cuisine...

A and more!
Call usal 212/7-11-2.^2 or
TOL.LKRIOKai

l-8()0 343-6174

or write us at

I

KL ALTO c o

Gabnela Hernandez
2.10 VV. 24 St. .SR

New 1’ork. M' lOOlU

TAI CHI ASSOCIATION; (404) 289-5652, 3079
Midway Rd,. Decatur, GA 30032. Caribbean. China
training retreats. Acupuncture. Beginners to Ad-
vanced. Tao Meditation.

I

Come and join usfor the

25“ BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF ANANDA ASHRAM
and

SUMMER CONVOCATION 1989
Fri. Jvine 23 - Tues. cJJcdJ]§7

With Our Founder & Spiritual Director

Shri Brahmananda Sarasvati (Ramamurti S. Mishra, M.D.)
and

Ananda Ashram Teachers & Performers

EAST-WEST CULTURAL EVENTS & CONCERTS

Workshops & Qasscs in

Yoga, Natural Healing, Sanskrit,

Creative Dance, Music, Drama...

Affordable Rata
\

ANANDA ASHRAM, R.D. 3 BOX 141

Monroe, N.Y. 10950 (914) 782-5575

J

JULY/AUGUST 1989

Quantum Healing
with Deepak Chopra, M.D.

• The Zen Art of Archery
• Healing Our Bodies, Healing Our Planet

• The Yoga of Eating
• Preparing for Arm Balance

. . . and more

RIO CALIENTE—Natural hot springs—Mexican
mountains near Guadalajara. Vegetarian meals,
yoga, massage, facials, reflexology, acupuncture,
hiking, horseback riding. Information and reserva-
tions: BARBARA DANE ASSOCIATES. 480 Califor-

nia Terrace. Pasadena. CA91105. (818) 796-5577.

ANCIENT SACRED SITES

ENGLAND
IRELAND

FRANCE
GREECE

Deluxe Coach Tours ^ Cycling Tours

• lost dviliatk>ns • andent megaliths

• sacred healing springs • mysterious stone dretes

JOURNEY TO THE PAST
AND YOUR INNER SOUL

Ki Tours 1-800-767-8252

YOGA IN BALI & JAVA with Dona Holleman, July,

1 989. Two weeks of Yoga classes with opportunities

to visit temples, festivals and dance performances.
Contact: TONI MONTEZ. 5722Chelton Dr.. Oakland.
CA 94611,(415) 530-3305.

YUGOSLAVIA
GREECE BAHAMAS

VINYASA YOGA
(PATTABHI JOIS)

An aerobic hatha yoga system, sequential

movement synchronized with breathing.

The ultimate challange of a dynamic
method of Asanas. Primary and Inter-

mediate series given on 3 supremely beau-

tiful island locations:

Skyros Island—Greece

May 27—Jun 9, 1989

Sep 30—Oct 13 1989

Brae Island—Yugoslavia
Jul 22—Aug 4, 1989

Paradise Island—Bahamas
(not Ybga Retreat)

May 27— Mar 30. 1989

Mar 31—Apr 13 1989

Excellent food/accommodation. space limited

For brochure write: Derek a Radha
P.O. Box SS-5730, Nassau, Bahamas
Tel; 809-324-2335

YOGA INJAMAICA—Relax and enjoy Negril Beach
in a peaceful tropical garden setting with natural

vegetarian cooking, free yoga classes, stretching

classes and massage available. Visiting teachers

and workshops welcomed. Write: NEGRIL YOGA
CENTER, c/o of Negril P.O.. Jamaica, W.l. Phono;

(809) 957-4314.
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HEARTWOOD INSTITUTE
For Professional Training in The ^^tural Healing Arts

The Feldenkrais Method; Awareness Thru Movement July 1-6

Zen Shiatsu Acupressure & Oriental Healing Arts Certification, July 1 5-28
Beginning Trager Training with Deane Juhan, Aug. 12-18

The Hellerwork Intensive with Joseph Heller, Sept 9-22
Jin Shin Do Acupressure Certification, Oct 7-27

Heartwood Massage:A Practitioner Certification Program, Oct 28-Nov. 13

and much more

Call or write for a complete list of professional trainings and detailed descriptions.

Heartwood Institiite, Ltd., 220-XF Harmony Lane, Garberville, CA 95440 707^23-2021

Advertising order form for Yoga Journal Special Sections

Marketplace Astrology Books & Periodicals Children Clothing Communities For Sale Health Products Herbs

& Supplements Home Instruction Metaphysics Miscellaneous Music Opportunities Tapes and Video. Schools

and Training Programs Bodywork & Massage Healing Meditation Movement Self Improvement Yoga. Vacations

and Retreats Eastern States Western States Central & Mountain States Hawaii International. Ads will be positioned

at the publisher’s discretion. No "personals” please. Deadline: Thirteenth of the month, two months prior to publication.

Regular Classified Instructions:

Choose your Special Section and Category above. Fill out the form

below. If you need more space, type all of your ad copy on a separate

sheet. Count all words. (Please note: cities, states, zip codes and
telephone numbers all count as one word each.)

Rates: $20 minimum for 20 words; .85e for each additional word.

Frequency Discounts: 3 times (same ad) take 10% off total price.

6 times (same ad) 15% off. All insertions must be prepaid together to

qualify for frequency discounts. Rates are non-commissionab(e.

Display Classified Instructions:

Choose your Special Section and Category above. Design

ads to be 1 inch, 2 inches, or 3 inches in height (and 2Ve

inches wide). Display classifieds are sold by the column

inch. Submit your ad in camera-ready condition. Typeset

mechanicals, veloxes, PMT's or negatives are acceptable.

Please do not send lazer printing or xeroxes. For more
information or help in producing your camera-ready ad

artwork please call—Goodfellow Publishers’ Reps.

No. of words No. of insertions Total of check

Name

415/548-1680.

H Rates: IX 3X 6X

1 inch $60 55 50H 2 inch $120 110 100H 3 inch $180 165 150

Address

City/State/Zip Phone

Write Regular Classified Copy here

The first insertion must be prepaid. Rates are

non-commissionable.

Send copy with payment to:

Yoga Journal Special Sections

2054 University Ave., Berkeiey, CA 94704
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Centering

Jacob the Baker
His knead was great, hut his wisdom

was greater.

By Noah benShea

t the end of the school

day, the children came
and sat on the flour sacks.

Jacob would sit across from

the children, and they would

talk.

AsJacob told his stories, he

would from time to time shut

his eyes. It was as if he were

remembering what to say, not

by searching through his

mind, but by remembering
what he saw. Somewhere, he

had a perfect picture, and the

words he spoke were a

description of this vision.

“What do you see when
you shut your eyes, Jacob?"

asked a little girl.

“Once upon a time,” said

Jacob, “there was a man who
had a vision and began pursu-

ing it.”

“Two other men saw that

the man had a vision and
began following him.

“In time, the children of

those who followed asked

their parents to describe their

vision.

“The vision their parents

described appeared to be the

coattails of the man they pursued, for

that is what they saw.

“When the children heard this, they

turned from their parents and their par-

ents’ x/ision, denying it was worthy of pur-

suit.”

Jacob leaned toward the little girl

who had asked the question.

“So, what do we discover from this

story?"

The children were quiet.

“I’ll tell you,” said Jacob.

“Wc discover children who deny what

they have never experienced.

“We discover parents who believe in

what they have never experienced.

“And, from this, we discover the ques-

tion is not what do I see when I shut my
eyes, but what do you see when you open
yours.”

“When I shut my eyes,” one of the

boys snickered, “I don’t see anything.”

“What you see is your ignorance,”

said Jacob, turning his head toward the

child. “And, when we cannot find our

ignorance, you can be sure we have lost

our wisdom.”

The boy’s sarcasm dissolved into

innocence. “I was making a joke,” he

said, “and now I think

you’re laughing at me.”

“Let me tell you a story,”

said Jacob, his voice calm-

ing the boy as the story

began.

“Once there was a fool

who set out for the king’s

palace. Along the way, peo-

ple pointed and Jeered at

the fool. ‘Why should a

man like you be going to

see the king?’ they laughed.
“

‘Well, I’m going to be

the king’s teacher,’

answered the fool with

great assurance. But his

conviction only brought
even greater laughter from

the people along the path.

“When the fool arrived

at the palace, the king

thought he would make
short work and great Jest of

this man. So the king had
the fool immediately
brought to the royal court.

“ ‘Why do you dare to

^
disturb the king?’ demand-

“ ed His Majesty.
“

‘I come to be the royal

teacher,’ said the fool in a

very matter-of-fact manner.

“The king twisted with laughter. ‘How
can you, a fool, teach me?’

”

“‘You see,’ said the fool, ‘already you
ask me questions.’

”

“The court froze silent. The king

gathered himself and stared at his ridicu-

lous opponent. ‘You have offered me a

clever response, but you have not
answered my questions!’

“
‘Only a fool has all the answers,’

came the reply, balanced on a shy smile.
“
‘But, but,’ now the king was sputter-

ing, ‘but what would others say if they

knew the king had a fool for a teacher?’

rn\Tt\iJh/i n\ pacj- wi
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THE HIMALAYAN INSTITUTE
14th International Congress

June 15-18, 1989 • Honesdale, PA

Birth of Cosmos. Rajasthan, c. I8th century'

Creative Intelligence 6 Profound Living
THE TECHNIQUES OF MEDITATION, SELF-AWARENESS, AND YOGA provide new routes

to utilizing the vast, untapped potentials within ourselves. As we learn to use these techniques we
may feel renewed excitement, hope, and confidence in our ability to successfully face the

challenges In all spheres of our lives and to learn from them with a spirit of openness.

With this spirit In mind the Himalayan Institute's 14th Congress will bring together experts In

the study of creativity and the creative endeavor for four days of integrating ancient and modern
approaches to gaining access to our individual sources of creative inspiration and for enhancing

our capacities for productive and intelligent self-expression and self-fulfillment.

For a brochure containing full Information on the Congress, please write: The Himalayan Instltute/RR 1,

Box 400/Honexdale, PA 18431. Or call tolMiee 800-444-577Z

‘Reprinted by permission from Ajit Mookerjee. Yoga Art pi. 62. « 1975 by Thames and Hudson Ltd.
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flJ\T^ Yoga Camp
8th Avenue

Val Morin. QuebecJOT2R0 Canada

D Please send me a free Color Brochure

on Yoga Vacations in Quebec.

D I'm interested In Teachers' Training.

Name ^

ft


